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ABSTRACT 

The cockroach, with its large brain and physiological resilience, holds many advantages 

for the development of behavioral paradigms.  The work presented here provides a 

foundation for, and describes the results of, the implementation of studies of neural 

correlates of learning and memory on restrained animals. 

Using the antennal projection response (APR) as an indicator of learning and 

retention, several learning paradigms have been developed.  A visual-olfactory 

associative and a gustatory-olfactory aversive conditioning paradigm demonstrated a 

plastic behavior that could be driven in an intact and immobilized cockroach.  

Conditioning the APR to a visual cue paired with an olfactory cue characterized the role 

of unilateral and bilateral olfactory input in learning and memory.  While unilateral 

olfactory input is sufficient to learn a visual-olfactory association, bilateral olfactory 

input is necessary for long-term retention of the association.  This comparison identified a 

critical time period in which memory is consolidated. This time period was subsequently 

used to analyze gene expression during memory consolidation. 

The split-brain cockroach preparation was developed to investigate what parts of 

the brain are necessary and sufficient for learning and retention of a visual-olfactory 

association; this preparation was also used to examine learning-induced changes in test 

tissue versus control tissue provided by the same animal.  Evidence suggests that half of a 

brain is sufficient for a visual-olfactory association to be established and sufficient for 

retention of that association between 12 and 24 hours.  However, the entire brain is 
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necessary for long-term memory to be established. Using the split-brain cockroach 

simultaneously as the control and the test subject, learning-induced alterations in the 

microglomerular synaptic complexes of the calyces were identified in the trained half, but 

not in the naïve half. 

Using the APR, spatial learning and memory was examined.  Multiple 

representations of space were revealed in the brain of the cockroach.  Cockroaches 

represent space in terms of an olfactory gradient map, as well as the visuospatial 

relationship between objects. When both representations of space can be utilized by the 

cockroach to localize a cue, the positional visual cue is the one that determines the 

behavioral response. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Overview and Significance 

In a continuously changing environment animals have to identify stimuli, assess their 

relevance, and predict the salience of stimuli in order to successfully navigate and forage, 

find mates, and avoid predators. Learned associations between novel cues and 

biologically meaningful information are essential to adaptive behavior and thus, of 

survival.  While this notion might seem self-evident, the underlying neural mechanisms 

that mediate such associations are not.   Mechanisms involved in behavioral plasticity are 

as yet obscure and likely involve distributed neural circuits and diverse molecular 

processes, both of which are difficult to identify. 

Memory acquisition is observed in nervous systems ranging from the few score 

nerve cells of the nematode, Cenorhabditis elegans, to the many millions in humans. But 

despite these huge numerical differences, learning and memory across taxa appears to 

share fundamental physiological and molecular properties.  Experimental evidence also 

suggests that there are analogous learning and memory centers in vertebrate and 

arthropod brains that share similar functional organization.  Such analogies have been 

suggested between the insect mushroom bodies (a center that has for a long time been 

proposed to be involved in learning and memory; Heisenberg, 1980) and 1) the teleost 

thalamus (Hanström, 1928); 2) the mammalian olfactory cortex, cerebellum, and striate 

cortex (Mizunami et al., 1997); and 3) the mammalian hippocampus (Li and Strausfeld, 

1997; Mizunami et al., 1998a,b; Grünewald, 1999).  These similarities suggest that the 
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use of an animal model with a complex behavioral repertoire yet possessing a 

numerically simple nervous system, such as that possessed of an insect, might provide 

insights into learning and memory that a mammalian system cannot provide due to its 

greater neuronal complexity.  Indeed, a century of observations of insect behaviors has 

culminated in three taxa recognized as being especially amenable for such studies. 

Research on the tiny fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, which has provided the 

foundation of molecular genetics in neuroscience (Benzer, 1967, 1973; Dudai et al., 

1976; Heisenberg, 1980), has yielded fundamental understanding of molecular 

mechanisms underlying learning and memory (for review see Heisenberg, 2003; Davis, 

2005).  Nevertheless, the fruit fly does not offer an experimental panacea: even though a 

recent study described in-situ whole-cell recordings from adult Kenyon cells of the 

mushroom body in whole-brain preparations of Drosophila (Gu and O’Dowd, 2006), the 

brain of the fruit fly is extremely small and is not readily amenable to in-vivo 

electrophysiological studies.  In comparison, the honey bee has contributed much 

information about behaviors associated with olfactory learning and memory and has 

provided, thus far, three studies suggesting learning-associated changes in the physiology 

of identified mushroom body neurons (Mauelshagen, 1993; Grünewald, 1999; Menzel 

and Manz, 2005).  Lastly, the cockroach Periplaneta americana, which is demonstrably 

resilient to long-term intra- and extracellular studies of identified neurons and circuits, 

has been shown to possess mammalian-like place memory mediated by its mushroom 

bodies and to have neurons arising from them that show context-dependent properties (Li 

and Strausfeld, 1997, 1999; Mizunami et al., 1998). 
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The role of the mushroom bodies in place memory has been tested in P. Americana 

using an adaptation of the Morris water maze test, in which water was substituted for by 

heat (Mizunami et al. 1998b), and in laboratory parlance is called the Tennessee Williams 

Paradigm.  Bilateral lesioning of the mushroom bodies abolishes the animal's ability to 

relate place with distant visual or olfactory cues (Mizunami et al., 1998a, b). Thus, in 

common with the mammalian hippocampus, the cockroach mushroom bodies appear to 

mediate not only simple associations, but also more complex forms of learning typified by 

place memory (Mizunami et al., 1993).   

Interestingly, cockroaches have been used to study memory in different contexts 

for almost 100 years.  Paradigms have employed a number of techniques in an effort to 

understand learning.  They include tests that demonstrate 1) a reduction of error during 

maze navigation following training (Turner, 1913); 2) the effects of activity on avoidance 

training (Minami and Dallenbach, 1946); 3) conditioning of leg reflexes to avoid electric 

shock (Horridge, 1962); 4) demonstrating the effects of carbon dioxide on memory 

retention (Freckleton and Wahlsten, 1968); 5) habituation following repeated cercus 

stimulation (Zilber-Gachelin and Chartier, 1973a, b); 6) sensitization following 

mechanical shock to the leg (Zilber-Gachelin and Paupardin, 1974a, b); and 7) appetitive 

conditioned odor discrimination (Balderrama, 1980).  These paradigms demonstrate some 

of the range of approaches that have been used to demonstrate learning and memory by 

this taxon.  However, all of these paradigms are less than ideal for implementing 

correlative electrophysiological studies on freely behaving animals or on animals that can 

be demonstrated to learn in restrained conditions.   
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It is only when, what, and where changes occur in circumscribed neuropils during 

the process of learning and memory formation will mechanisms underlying these 

phenomena be understood.  Although until recently there has not been any quantifiable 

paradigm that includes these possibilities, the cockroach nevertheless holds many 

advantages for developing behavioral tests on the semi-intact and recordable nervous 

system.  P. americana has a large brain compared to those of the honeybee and many 

other insects, the large size allows easy access for electrophysiological and lesion studies.  

Cerebral structures that are thought to play a role in learning and memory are large and 

macroscopically identifiable. Cockroaches are easy to rear en mass and although they live 

in colonies, and show cooperative behaviors they are not eusocial; and, in contrast to 

honey bees, ants, and termites, they are independent of genetic or epigenetic mechanisms 

that restrict the behavioral repertoire. Thus, while the cockroach offers an ideal and robust 

system for the investigation of learning and memory it has until now lacked behavioral 

paradigms necessary for such analysis. 

The data presented here aims to redress some of these issues.   This study describes 

a number of tools that facilitate the study of cockroach learning and memory.  First, a 

variety of learning paradigms that exploit the cockroach’s natural behavior are discussed, 

emphasizing the antennal projection response (APR) that is used to reveal learning in three 

different contexts: associative learning, aversive learning, and spatial learning.  Second, a 

unique split-brain learning paradigm is described that allows comparative analyses of 

trained and control tissue in the same brain.  Third, a number of up- and down-regulated 

genes involved in memory consolidation have now been identified as possibly involved in 
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associative learning in the cockroach.  Fourth, a simulation of associative learning is 

discussed as a tool for predicting behavior and dynamical events underlying learning.  

These demonstrate that the P. americana offers both a reliable model system for 

investigating the dynamics of learning and memory and provides crucial information 

about neural correlates underlying these functions. 

 

Invertebrate behavior 

Charles Darwin was intrigued by animal behavior and in his travels spent a great deal of 

time observing the natural behavior of both vertebrate and invertebrate animals.  Darwin 

explored such aspects of invertebrate behavior as the burrowing of earthworms and the 

mating of bees.  Alfred Wallace (1870), a contemporary of Darwin, independently 

developed his convergent theory of evolution by natural selection based on his 

observations of insects.   However, although both Darwin and Wallace intensely explored 

aspects of both evolution and animal behavior it was not until the 1930s that the 

evolutionary approach to behavior emerged as a unique field of scientific study.   

Pioneers of ethology as a field of science were singularly non-partisan when it 

came to the choice of species, and many even in the medical profession had a strong 

interest in insect behavior.  For example, Alfred Binet (1894), one of the founders of 

child psychology and latter co-inventor of the Binet-Simon scale that quantified 

behavioral abilities of children, performed ablation experiments on insects to demonstrate 

that although the subesophageal ganglion is necessary for maintaining synchronized 

movements of the limbs it was insufficient for providing complex and varying patterns of 
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motor activity. Possibly influenced by Dujardin’s (1850) idea that the mushroom bodies 

were the center of an insect’s intelligence E. Faivre, in 1857, carried out important 

experiments in which he isolated the brain from the ganglia of the diving beetle Dytiscus 

marginalis to demonstrate that complex movements are under the control of the 

supraesophageal ganglion (the brain proper).   However, it was not until the mid 1900s 

that studies on animal behavior by Niko Tinbergen and Karl von Frisch came to public 

notice.   Their passion for observing the behavior of animals in their natural environment, 

and for defining behavior in quantitative terms, ultimately led to their receiving the Nobel 

Prize for Medicine in 1973, which they shared with Konrad Lorenz, most famous for his 

study of imprinting behavior in greylag geese and jackdaws.  While von Frisch’s research 

on the honey bee’s dance language is famous he also studied elaborate foraging and 

navigation behaviors as well as behavioral perception of colors, patterns, and odors (von 

Frisch, 1967). These studies spawned what was to become a “cottage industry” of 

research that ultimately led to a proliferation of laboratories studying bee behavior. 

Indeed, this was pursued to such an extent that the bee has since become not only a 

powerful model for the study of the neural basis of behavior but has become one of the 

species of choice for research in learning and memory and behavioral genetics. It is not 

without reason that with the sequencing of the honey bee genome, gene expression 

studies are seen as crucial tools in brain research (see, for example, Robinson and Ben-

Shahar, 2002).  

Research by Tinbergen on the beewolf Philanthus triangulum, a solitary digger 

wasp, was the first to clearly document complex learning and behavior with regard to an 
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insect’s ability to learn the location of a chosen nest sight by making flights in order to 

visually memorize the spatial relationship between local elements of the terrain and the 

nest (Tinbergen, 1958). Although even earlier observers by Dujardin (1852) and Forel 

(1874) had recognized what they termed as “intelligent” adaptive behaviors in bees and 

ants, until Tinbergen’s publication this type of acquired spatial memory was thought to be 

typical only of mammals. Von Frisch was making comparable discoveries, showing that 

bees remembered landmarks and communicated the direction and distance of food 

sources to their hive mates. Despite these advances, most researchers up to and beyond 

the 1950s considered insects to have stereotypic, almost automaton-like behaviors. 

Indeed, this attitude persists in some scientific quarters even today. 

It is surprising that insects do not command greater attention. They are prolific 

and are an evolutionary success story; the result of selective fine-tuning over the last 400 

million years. The incredible diversity of insects is attested by an estimated 3-4 million 

species (Gullan and Cranston, 2000).  This diversity, in part, is due to the acquisition of 

numerous behavioral repertoires and the plasticity of these repertoires, that have played a 

role in their evolutionary success. Studies of insect behavior have contributed 

significantly to the advancement of evolutionary theories.  For example, studies of higher 

social insects: the ants, termites, social bees, and social wasps, have advanced our 

understanding of the evolution and maintenance of social behaviors (Wilson, 1971).  

Behavioral observations of the division and sub-divisions of labor and caste systems have 

led to the hypothesis that sociality is integrally linked to biological processes and genes 

(Wilson, 1975).   Comparative observations of dance behavior across species of honey 
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bees have demonstrated how insects evolved communication in order to transmit 

information about food location to their companions.  Research on honey bee dance 

language, as a model for the evolution of complex behavior, has provided unique insight 

into sensory and integrative mechanisms involved in communication of spatial 

information, regulation of the division of labor in the collection of resources, and the 

adaptation of fine tuning mechanisms required for efficient communication   (Dyer, 2002; 

Sherman and Visscher, 2002).  Behavioral observations of mimicry and camouflage in 

butterflies have provided theories about the origins and maintenance of adaptive 

phenotypic novelty (Mullen, 2006).   

Insect behaviors can be extremely diverse, depending on ecological pressures in 

which these behaviors evolved (Papaj and Lewis, 1993).  Insects are capable of 

selectively responding to cues in a heterogeneous environment comprising a multiplicity 

of sensory stimuli including visual landmarks, odor plumes, pheromone trails, and 

conspecific auditory signals.  These sensory capabilities of insects facilitate such 

behaviors as navigation, communication, foraging, and mating where selective 

identification or, worse, misidentification of a single cue can mean life or death for the 

individual.  An excellent example of insect behavior that is adapted for a heterogeneous 

environment comes from the study of sexual communication in Lepidoptera (for review 

see, Roelofs, 1995).  Female moths release sex pheromones that are detected by male 

moths.  When male moths detect the pheromones there is an elaborate behavioral 

response that can be extensively modified by environmental factors such as wind, 

physical barriers, and interfering odors throughout the flight.  The ability to detect 
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olfactory cues and modify behavior appropriately to environmental constraints allows the 

male to successfully navigate and mate and thus ultimately leads to the exchange of 

genetic information and thus the species’ survival.  

In addition to the early studies on insect behaviors, one other group of 

invertebrates has been used to study learning and memory. This group is the mollusks, of 

which the most influential taxon in early studies of behavior was Octopus vulgaris.  

There is a long history of behavioral studies on this species, describing not only its rich 

and fascinating behavioral repertoire but also its cognitive abilities.  Much of the 

experimental work involved brain lesions to test which centers supported various types of 

discrimination tasks and learning. The work of Wells and Young (1969, 1972), which 

was hugely influential in the 1960s and 70s, as well as that of Sutherland (1969), 

demonstrated the ability of the octopus to make discriminations between different objects 

based on size, shape, and texture.  Octopuses also have demonstrated the ability to 

classify differently shaped objects in the same manner as mammals (Sutherland, 1969).  

It is something of a tragedy that the research on cephalopods diminished with the 

realization that their neuropils were not amenable to intracellular studies (but not their 

giant fibers!).  However, even if cephalopods had not presented so many technical 

obstacles, the number of neurons (approximately similar to the number found in some 

primates) and the elaboration of brain centers would likely have precluded studies of 

single identified neurons in defined circuits (Giuditta et al., 1970; Young, 1971). This 

drawback was recognized by another group of researchers who turned to the giant 

gastropod mollusk Aplysia californica to accomplish what was to become the most 
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influential approach of studying plasticity within a defined circuit of neurons. These 

studies predominantly exploited two extremely useful features of giant gastropods: 

enormous uniquely identifiable neurons, some millimeters in diameter (Hughes and Tauc, 

1968), and extremely simple and stereotypic behaviors (Pinsker et al. 1970). Indeed, the 

species of choice (Kandel, 1979; 1983) is the very opposite of the octopus: slow, 

lethargic and extraordinarily boring. Nevertheless, Kandel’s seminal research paid 

dividends, demonstrating the phenomenon of “habituation” following repeated 

stimulation and that of “sensitization” following a brief electric shock of the gill 

withdraw reflex, both simple behaviors that result when the siphon or mantle receives 

sensory stimulation.  These experiments identified that the gill withdraw reflex could be 

mediated by as few as four neurons: a sensory neuron, a motor neuron, a facilitatory 

neuron and an interneuron.  Kandel’s discoveries of the molecular underpinnings of this 

simple behavior in the giant marine slug, Aplysia, earned him the Nobel Prize for 

Medicine in 2000.  The influence of the research on this defined circuit has been 

profound and has contributed enormously to our understanding of neuronal circuitry that 

underlies adaptive behavior (see reviews Pittenger and Kandel, 2003; Kandel, 2004).    

 

Associative learning and memory 

Associative learning is a broad term that includes several different types of learning (e.g. 

classical conditioning, operant conditioning, aversive conditioning).  At a fundamental 

level, associative learning is the way in which an organism establishes a record of the 

relationship between stimuli and as a consequence alters its behavior adaptively.  
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Associative learning differs from non-associative forms of learning such as sensitization 

and habituation.  Non-associative learning involves the modification of an organism’s 

pre-existing behavior in response to its environment.  Sensitization and habituation are 

learned responses to a single stimulus and do not involve learning new behavior or the 

ability to respond to novel stimuli.  Associative learning allows for an animal to elicit a 

new response and alter its behavior in response to environmental demands.  Associative 

learning permits animals to know when, where, and what to eat, as well as allowing them 

to learn when they are in danger and when they are safe.  Associative learning is 

fundamental to the survival of an animal, allowing it to exploit the resources and to 

proliferate in its environment. 

 Classical conditioning is the simplest and most well known form of associative 

learning.  Studies in classical conditioning began with the research of the Russian 

physiologist Ivan P. Pavlov (1927).  Pavlov’s basic procedure studied conditioned 

salivation in dogs.  During classical conditioning the animal learns an association 

between the conditioned and the unconditioned stimuli.  The conditioned stimulus (CS) is 

novel or neutral and is conditional on the pairing of an arousing or behaviorally relevant 

stimulus. The unconditioned stimulus (US) elicits a response to arousing or behaviorally 

relevant stimuli and is not dependent on any prior training.  The CS eventually can elicit 

the conditioned response (CR) after training, which leads to behavioral relevance of the 

CS.  The unconditioned response (UR) is the response that was always elicited by the 

relevant stimuli, the US.  The early experiments of Pavlov are examples of excitatory 

classical conditioning.  Excitatory conditioning results when the association is made 
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between the CS and US.  The presentation of the CS leads to the behavior and neural 

activity related to the US even in the absence of the US.  In excitatory conditioning, the 

CS comes to predict the US following learning.  Animals can also be exposed to 

inhibitory classical conditioning.  In inhibitory conditioning, the CS predicts the absence 

of the US after learning. Inhibitory conditioning is unique in that an excitatory context is 

required (Pavlov, 1927).   The standard procedure for inhibitory conditioning is that in 

some trials the CS+ (excitatory context) is paired with the US and in other trials the CS+ 

is presented with the CS- (inhibitory stimuli) without the US.  Even though the CS+ 

predicts presence of the US the CS- has been conditioned to override or inhibit the 

excitatory context and predicts the absence of the US.  This procedure effectively 

associates inhibitory properties to the CS-. 

 Another type of associative learning is instrumental conditioning.  Although there 

is an obvious distinction between it and classical conditioning this distinction is likely 

only procedural in nature and does not necessarily mean there is a difference in the 

learning processes (Mackintosh, 1974).  Classical conditioning involves the formation of 

a contingency between a stimulus and an outcome or where the behavioral outcome is 

under the control of the stimulus.  Instrumental conditioning utilizes a contingency 

between a response and an outcome or where the behavioral outcome is dependent on the 

response.  Both of these types of conditioning lead to associative learning.  The change in 

the behavior of the animal is the result of an association between either the stimulus and 

the outcome or the response and the outcome. 
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Since the discovery by Pavlov 75 years ago, the mechanisms of classical 

conditioning and other types of conditioning, such as instrumental conditioning, have 

been of intense scientific interest.  A great deal of research has been conducted on the 

features of the CS and US, factors that determine the nature of the CR resulting from the 

CS, and mechanisms involved in the formation of the association between the US and CS 

(for review see Domjan, 2003).  This research has permitted the development of learning 

and conditioning paradigms that facilitate the investigation of the underlying biological 

mechanism of learning and memory. 

Classical conditioning has been studied in a wide variety of situations and species 

(for review see Hollis, 1997).  Most contemporary experiments on associative learning 

are carried out with domesticated rats, rabbits, and pigeons (Domjan, 2003).  Experiments 

in vertebrate associative learning have contributed a significant wealth of knowledge to 

the understanding of behavior and psychology. Invertebrates, likewise, have proven 

fantastic systems for the study of associative learning. The unique contribution of both 

invertebrate and vertebrate research in this area would in no doubt provide for an 

interesting discussion.  While it is not the intention of this introduction to detract in any 

way from the impact and importance of associative learning research using vertebrates, it 

will limit discussion to associative learning in invertebrates and, in particular, bees, fruit 

flies, and cockroaches.    

Research on learning and memory in insects has thus far mainly focused on bees 

and Drosophila, the former for historical reasons and the latter because of its amenable 

genome. Studies on associative learning in insects historically have focused on social 
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taxa due to their elaborate foraging and navigation behaviors (von Frisch, 1967; Collett, 

1996).  In bees, the proboscis extension reflex (PER) olfactory conditioning paradigm is 

the best-known behavioral assay.  The PER exploits a natural behavior found in many 

insects where they will reflexively extend their proboscis (“tongue”) in response to 

stimulation of sucrose receptors located on the antennae, mouthparts, or tarsi.  Olfactory 

PER conditioning involves pairing and odor (CS) with sucrose (US). After a single trial, 

pairing the US and CS results in a six-fold increase in the PER and multiple trials result 

in an eight-fold increase in the PER (Kuwabara, 1957; Takeda, 1961; Menzel, 1990; 

Menzel et al., 1991; Hammer, 1993; Mauelshagen, 1993; Hammer and Menzel, 1998). 

The PER can be conditioned to visual stimuli as well, where light is used in place of an 

odor (Kuwabara, 1957; Takeda, 1961).  Olfactory conditioning is the most effective of 

the two CSs and is a typical case of classical conditioning.  Conditioning of the PER is 

also subject to phenomena associated with classical conditioning such as blocking and 

overshadowing. Blocking occurs when the bees fail to associate the odor with the sucrose 

because there is a blocking of the association due to the presence of a coincident odor or 

second CS that has already been associated with the sucrose (Smith and Cobey, 1994).   

Overshadowing occurs when there is competition among stimuli for access to the 

processes of association and in bees a reduction is shown in learning during olfactory-

tactile compound conditioning (Bitterman et al., 1983) 

 Associative learning in Drosophila has been extensively examined, exploiting the 

genetic advantage of using this species (see Neural correlates of learning and memory in 

the insect brain, below), the genome of which has now been sequenced (Adams et al., 
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2004). Flies have been classically conditioned in an aversive fashion towards olfactory 

cues (Tully and Quinn, 1985).  In this particular paradigm flies are conditioned by 

presenting one odor paired with an aversive electric shock and one odor without an 

aversive electric shock.  Following training, flies are placed in a T-maze in which one 

arm presents an excitatory conditioned odor (CS+) and one that presents an inhibitory 

conditioned odor (CS-).  The selective avoidance of the CS+ measures learning.  Flies 

have also been trained using appetitive US versus an aversive US.  Training flies involves 

using sucrose as the US and is the conditioning protocol is similar to the aversive 

condition, except the animals are conditioned with sucrose in the presence of the CS+ and 

conditioned with water in the presence of the CS-.  The selective preference of the CS+ 

measures learning  (Schwaerzel et al., 2003).  Another learning paradigm used to study 

olfactory memory in Drosophila uses avoidance learning a form of operant conditioning 

(Quinn et al., 1974).  This paradigm measures the fly’s relative avoidance of a shocked 

paired odor versus a control paired odor.  Associative learning in flies has provided a 

great deal of insight into short-term, intermediate-term, and long term memory using 

conditioning variations such as one-trial learning and massed, spaced, training.   One-trial 

learning involves a very short odor presentation paired with a single electric shock.  This 

results in modest improvements in performance that are short lived (Beck et al., 2000).  

Conditioning flies using massed training, where multiple trials of odor are paired with 

electric shocks in a single session, results in memories that last 24 hours, but decay by 48 

hours.  Conditioning flies using spaced training, where flies are given multiple trials of 

odor and shock over several sessions, results in memories still present when tested 7 days 
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later (Tully et al. 1994).  Discussed later in this chapter is how the employment of these 

associative learning paradigms under genetic backgrounds has provided significant 

insight into neural structures mediating learning and memory formation. 

Cockroaches have long been used to study memory formation.  The use of the 

cockroach as a subject for learning studies is linked to their size and widespread 

availability (Huber et al., 1990). The first studies on conditioning in the cockroach 

involved light/dark avoidance training (Szymanski, 1912; Turner, 1913).  These early 

studies conditioned cockroaches, a photonegative animal, to avoid dark areas on pairing 

with an electric shock.  More elaborate studies using classical conditioning methods on 

cockroaches examined avoidance learning of electrical stimulus in intact and headless 

individuals (Horridge, 1962).  The leg position of cockroach could be conditioned to 

avoid electric shocks.  These avoidance conditioning experiments have also been 

demonstrated in isolated ganglia (Eisenstein and Cohen, 1965; Aranda and Luco, 1969) 

thus demonstrating that conditioning does not require cerebral circuits, as was shown for 

Aplysia gill withdraw reflex.   However, intact animals are required for more complex 

learning in cockroaches.  Experiments conditioning cockroaches to a low-intensity shock 

(CS) paired with high-intensity shock (US) resulted in avoidance or escape response.  

Intact animals were capable of learning this association, but headless animals were not.  It 

has also been claimed (Chen et al., 1970) that memory remained intact if the head was 

removed following training. If correct, this suggests that cephalic functions, possibly 

modulatory in nature if not involving a specific circuit, are required during learning and 

memory formation within ganglionic circuits, but are not required for storage of the 
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memory within such circuits.  Cockroaches have also been used in olfactory conditioning 

paradigms.  Preference for a particular odor can be altered after it is paired with a sugar 

solution or to a saline solution.  Conditioning involves pairing one odor (CS+) with sugar 

solution and another odor with (CS-) with saline solution.  Learning is measured by 

selective preference of the CS+ defined by approach and time spent in the presence of the 

odor  (Balderrama, 1980; Watanabe et al. 2003). 

 

Spatial learning and memory 

Many animals are able to memorize the locations of food sources and memorize the 

location of their shelters.  This allows them to maximize foraging and self-protection.  

Complex spatial memory processes are evolved adaptations derived from the animals’ 

attachment to a home or territorial range.  As animals navigate through their environment 

they utilize internal and external cues to associate their current position to their start 

position.  The location of specific landmarks or goals can be represented on two 

theoretical levels.  The first is orientation in relative space or egocentric coding (internal 

cues). The second involves place learning or allocentric coding (external cues). 

Egocentric spatial memories are formed with respect to the animals themselves and this 

enables the memorization of the goal location in relation to the animals’ current location 

and orientation. Egocentric coding can therefore be defined as site-independent.  

Allocentric spatial memories are formed with a relationship to landmarks and this enables 

the memorization of the goal location in relation to two or more objects in space, which 

are stored with respect to each other.  This defines allocentric coding as site-dependent.   
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 Egocentric coding is used by animals to memorize a goal location encoded as a 

vector that specifies the orientation direction of the head and the distance between the 

animal’s present location and the goal location.  The most well known process of 

egocentric coding involves path integration (Figure 1.1).  Path integration mechanisms 

operate through the animal updating the memorized goal using information about its own 

movements.  The use of path integration mechanisms has been demonstrated in mammals 

(Mittelsteadt and Mittelstaedt, 1980; Etienne et al., 1986, 1991; Seguinot et al., 1993), 

birds (Von Saint Paul, 1982) and hymenoptera (Von Frisch, 1967; Wehner and Räber, 

1979; Müller and Wehner, 1988; Schmidt et al., 1992).  Path integration is the ultimate 

outcome of a neural process that regularly updates a directional vector.  The animal’s 

movement generates the vector as it explores its environment.  The path integration 

vector is based on sensory information and an efferent copy of the intended action.  Path 

integration is likely to be an ancient mechanism for spatial orientation and navigation; it 

can be found across invertebrate and vertebrate taxa.   

The main function of the egocentric coding process is likely to enable an animal 

to return directly to a specific location using route-based information.  Additionally, this 

process may also permit an animal to perform search loops around a memorized location 

in order to locate hidden targets linked to this location.  Search loop behavior can be seen 

in desert ants, which search for their burrow entrance by performing search loops around 

the memorized home location after the completion of a vector homing path (Wehner and 

Srinivasan, 1981).  Jacobs and Schenk (2003) suggest that the vector computed from path 

integration is a primitive form of working memory and that it is reset at the onset of each 
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exploratory venture.  With path integration acting as a base it may then acquire more 

dimensions including positional and directional landmarks as well as light, chemical, and 

electromagnetic gradient information effectively increasing the dimensionality of the 

representation of space.  Hymenoptera are known to use a sun compass and landmarks in 

addition to path integration in order compute information about the directions and 

distances of their outbound paths (Collett and Baron, 1994; Wehner et al., 1996; Graham 

and Collett, 2002). 

The process of allocentric coding involves the goal being defined by the 

configuration of positional landmarks memorized by an animal when it is at the goal.  

Positional landmarks are objects that can be used to calculate distances and position 

within an array of objects (Figure 1.2).  Using information provided by landmarks 

perceived from any given location the animal can return to the goal by comparing them to 

the memorized configuration at the goal location. 

In insects, the allocentric coding process has been studied in ants (Wehner and 

Räber, 1979; Wehner and Müller, 1985), bees (Anderson, 1977; Cartwright and Collett, 

1982; Cheng et al., 1986, 1987; Collett and Kelber, 1988; Menzel et al., 2005), 

cockroaches (Mizunami et al, 1998), and wasps (Zeil, 1993).  A number of experiments 

suggest that bees connect their home location with their current location by moving in a 

way that progressively reduces the discrepancy between the current retinal image and the 

image that is memorized at the goal, also known as the snapshot (Anderson, 1977; 

Cartwright and Collett, 1982, 1983, 1987).  The analysis of this discrepancy is 

accomplished through the use of landmarks, which are compared at the current location 
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and at the snapshot location.  Evidence suggests that bees extract and use landmark 

information based on a combination of different visual cues like color, shape, and 

distance in allocentric coding (Cheng et al, 1986, 1987; Collett and Kelber, 1988).  What 

was once thought to be a rather rigid process in bees, the process of landmark 

memorization may be in fact more flexible.  Recent studies suggest that bees can set 

course at any arbitrary location in a familiar area and that they can choose between more 

than one goal (Menzel et al. 2005).  This suggests something more complex than 

snapshot discrepancy analysis based on retinotopic coordinate matching (Collett and 

Baron, 1994).  Cockroaches are also capable of using a more flexible allocentric coding 

process.  Cockroaches are capable of finding a hidden goal when its position is indicated 

by distant visual cues or landmarks, irrespective of the animal’s starting position 

(Mizunami et al., 1998).    

This flexible allocentric coding process demonstrated in bees and cockroaches has 

repeatedly been shown in mammals.  Rats and other species are able to quickly memorize 

the location of a hidden platform in a pool using distal visual cues.  After a short learning 

period they are able to navigate almost directly towards the platform regardless of 

starting position (Morris, 1981; Schenk 1987).  Rodents can also memorize the location 

of several food caches (Vander Wall, 1991) and can plan their route to the goal from the 

starting place (Collett et al., 1986).  Similarly, food-storing birds can memorize locations 

of multiple food caches in relation to landmarks (Vander Wall, 1982) and non-storing 

birds can also remember locations based on spatial distribution of landmarks (Cheng, 

1988, 1989). 
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Egocentric and allocentric coding processes have been demonstrated in both 

invertebrate and vertebrate species.  The evolution of these spatial mechanisms depends 

on the ecological niche to which an animal has adapted.    For example, evolving in areas 

with potentially limited or virtually uniform visual information, such as underwater or in 

a barren desert, would likely put pressure on development of spatial navigation 

mechanisms using path integration, or mechanisms that exploit magnetic or polarization 

gradients rather than mechanisms that recognize the arrangement of discrete landmarks in 

the environment.  Spatial orientation can be as simple as orienting to simple gradients 

where the sensory world provides information about space based on the strength of 

sensory input (i.e. chemical, light, or magnetic).  Spatial orientation can also be complex 

where discrete landmarks, such as the relationship between visual cues, define space. 

 

Neural correlates of learning and memory in the insect brain 

Underlying neural mechanism of learning in insects is currently under intense 

investigation.  Drosophila and honey bees have provided most of what is known with 

regard to the neural correlates of learning in insects. While these studies have been 

invaluable in identifying candidate brain structures involved in learning and memory, 

there have been few studies that have identified physiological changes at the neuronal 

level as a result of learning.  There has been a varying degree of research into the roles of 

the different neuropils in the insect brain and their role in learning and memory with the 

emphasis being placed on the mushroom bodies (Figure 1.3).  Since their discovery by 

Dujardin in 1850, the mushroom bodies have been described as having important roles in 
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various adaptive functions such novel and voluntary behaviors. The mushroom bodies are 

currently thought to play an important role in learning and memory, particularly olfactory 

learning and memory. 

Mushroom bodies are paired neuropils, one each side of the brain, arising from a 

long stem of neurites whose minute nerve cell bodies lie at the front of the protocerebrum.  

These cells (called globuli or "Kenyon cells") provide a major supply of local connections 

within the neuronal matrix of the mushroom body lobes.  Despite differences in cell 

number, the basic organization of the mushroom bodies is similar across insects 

(Strausfeld et al., 1998; Farris, 2005).  A crucial feature of Kenyon cell organization is that 

subsets of many thousands of Kenyon cells form discrete subdivisions extending 

throughout the length of the lobes.  Each subdivision is further subdivided into laminae, 

which receive specific combinations of sensory interneuron inputs (Strausfeld and Li, 

1999; Strausfeld, 2002). Kenyon cells provide extended axon-like processes that extend 

through the lobes of the mushroom bodies where they are intersected by clusters of 

afferent endings from other brain areas and by dendritic trees of efferents that leave the 

lobes for specific premotor centers (Li and Strausfeld, 1997).  In the lobes, afferent 

endings overlap the dendrites of efferent neurons, such that these afferent-efferent 

ensembles occupy short lengths of a lobe, imparting a segmented appearance to them.  

Electron microscopical studies (Strausfeld and Li, 1999a) show that Kenyon cell processes 

in the lobes are pre- and postsynaptic to each other.  The anatomical organization of the 

mushroom bodies of P. americana is known in greater detail than in any other species 

(Bretschneider, 1914; Neder, 1959; Weiss, 1974; Weiss and Edwards, 1974; Li and 
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Strausfeld, 1997, 1999; Mizunami et al., 1997, 1998c, d; Nishikawa et al., 1998; 

Strausfeld and Li, 1999a, b; Farris and Strausfeld, 2001, 2003; Sinakevitch et al., 2001; 

Ott and Elphick, 2002) although studies of the honey bee show specific elaborations that 

correlate with the variety of sensory relays to their calyces (Mobbs, 1982, 1984; 

Gronenberg, 1987; Mauelshagen, 1993; Strausfeld, 2002; Groh et al., 2004). 

Intracellular studies suggest important differences between afferent neurons 

supplying the lobes and efferent neurons taking information from them.  Both types of 

neurons are multimodal, both responding to combinations of sensory stimuli.  The few 

recordings of afferent neurons supplying the mushroom body lobes show them to respond 

either to single or combinations of modalities. However, unlike neurons leaving the 

mushroom bodies, these inputs have responses that appear to be "fixed" and non-adaptive 

(Li and Strausfeld, 1997). Electrophysiological studies on single output neurons make a 

number of predictions about the function of the mushroom bodies.  These studies propose 

that the mushroom bodies perform discrete computations on sensory inputs and relay the 

results to distributed areas of the protocerebrum (Erber et al. 1987).  Some of the functions 

that the mushroom bodies have been shown to possess are the generation of after-effects 

in output neurons that can persist for an extended period of time (Schildberger, 1981, 

1984; Gronenberg, 1987).  They also have been shown to have the capability of enhancing 

the signal-to-noise ratio in an olfactory stimulus, detecting stimulus combinations, 

detection of temporal events in an olfactory stimulus, and detecting stimulus sequence 

(Erber et al., 1987; review see Strausfeld et al., 1998).  These studies alone suggest that 

the mushroom bodies perform a number of discrete functions that relate to assessment of 
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the sensory world.  Additionally, experience associated changes of neuronal activity have 

been shown from intracellular recordings from one type of neuron (the Pe1 cell) in the 

honeybee alpha lobe, which changed its response pattern to olfactory stimulation during 

associative learning (Maulshagen, 1993). 

Much of the evidence that the mushroom bodies are involved in olfactory learning 

and memory comes from research on Drosophila mutants (Heisenberg, 1980, 1994, 1998; 

Heisenberg et al., 1985; Davis, 1993, 1996, 2005; Yang et al., 1995; Ito et al., 1997, 

1998).  Drosophila with mutations in genes affecting the metabolization of cAMP, a 

crucial second messenger identified to be involved learning and memory, are impaired in 

olfactory learning, and these genes are expressed at elevated concentrations in the 

mushroom bodies (Davis, 1993, 2005).  One particular gene – rutabaga – has been found 

to be crucial for short-term memory in Drosophila and is expressed exclusively in the 

Kenyon cells of the mushroom bodies’ -lobes (Zars et al. 2000, Schwaerzel et al. 2002).  

Experiments examining long-term memory in the Drosophila mutant alpha-lobes-absent 

suggest that long-term memory requires the presence of the vertical lobes but not the 

medial lobes of which the -lobe is a component (Pascual and Préat, 2001).  Experiments 

blocking synaptic transmission in the vertical lobes blocked approximately half of long-

term memory retrieval in Drosophila (Isabel et al., 2004).   

Focal but reversible interference with short-term memory in honey bee mushroom 

bodies was first demonstrated by Erber et al. (1980). Mushroom body ablations, either by 

chemical elimination of their precursor neuroblasts (deBelle and Heisenberg, 1994) or by 

microsurgery (Mizunami et al., 1998a), have further demonstrated the roles of these 
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centers in contextual memory. Evidence suggest that place memory modulates the activity 

of certain efferent neurons and requires the integrity of both mushroom bodies (Mizunami 

et al., 1998a,b). These were the first studies to address whether mushroom bodies 

supported place memory, and whether the mushroom body neurons actually encode place, 

as do ensembles of neurons in mammalian hippocampus (O'Keefe and Conway, 1978; 

Morris et al., 1982; Poucet et al., 2000).    

While it is intriguing to suggest a common function or organizational principle 

between mushroom bodies and hippocampus there is a significant deficit in available 

data.  There is substantial information regarding inputs from sensory neuropils to 

mushroom bodies. However, data regarding the outputs to protocerebral areas and 

possibly the areas involved in long-term memory storage is not so available.  Inputs to the 

mammalian hippocampus originate from sensory systems as well as unimodal and 

polymodal association cortex (temporal, frontal, parietal) relaying via other areas such as 

the parahippocampal cortex, perirhinal cortex, and entorhinal cortex.  Outputs from the 

hippocampus return to cortical areas and also have recurrent connections back into the 

hippocampus (for review see O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Redish, 1999; Jacobs and 

Schenk, 2003; Poucet et al., 2003; Kesner and Rogers, 2004).  There is a potential 

comparison between these recurrent connections in the hippocampus and the GABA-

immunoreactive feedback neurons connecting the output regions with the input regions of 

the mushroom bodies in the brain of the honey bee (Grünewald, 1999).  Changes in the 

response properties of GABAergic input in the hippocampus occur during long-term 

potentiation resulting in the enhancement of depolarization (Bliss and Collingridge, 
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1993).  The involvement of morphologically comparable inhibitory feedback loops in 

learning dependent plasticity in the insect mushroom bodies has not yet been 

investigated, however, although some plasticity in such neurons has been reported 

(Grünewald, 1999). The hippocampus appears to function to facilitate coordinated 

activity and memory association in other areas of the brain.  This is where it becomes 

more difficult to draw correlations between the hippocampus and mushroom bodies. Do 

the mushroom bodies store memories or do they function in distributing memories 

throughout the protocerebral areas similar to the way the hippocampus does with 

association cortex? And, do mushroom body outputs directly mediate behavioral actions? 

Additional cortex-like properties of the mushroom bodies are suggested from chronic 

recordings from the cockroach mushroom bodies, which identified neurons that 

specifically fired in anticipation of ensuing motor actions (Mizunami et al., 1998b). 

While the mushroom bodies provide an interesting area to investigate neural 

correlates of learning and memory there are other neuropils of interest too. Recent 

findings suggest that the antennal lobes, a neuropil distal to the mushroom bodies but 

providing major input to the mushroom bodies, are also involved in olfactory learning 

and memory.  It has been demonstrated that initial phases of olfactory memory are 

represented, to some extent, by changes in the representation of odors by the projection 

neurons (Yu et al., 2004).   Another study recently identified an unknown structure in the 

midbrain of the wild-type Drosophila; this structure called the asymmetrical body is 

located in the right hemisphere of the brain or, in some flies, in both hemispheres. While 

both groups of flies performed equally well on short-term memory tests, there were 
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marked differences on tests of long-term memory.  Flies that have the asymmetrical form 

show formation and retrieval of long-term memory when trained to associate an odor 

with an electric shock. Flies that have the symmetrical form are unable to do this. This 

suggests that brain asymmetry may be required for generating or retrieving long-term 

memory (Pascual et al. 2004).  As discussed earlier the mushroom bodies send extensive 

efferent connections to the protocerebral regions of the brain (Erber et al. 1987; 

Strausfeld et al. 1998).  The protocerebrum is not well understood, but it has been 

hypothesized that associative memory processes may be distributed to various areas of 

the protocerebrum (Erber et al., 1987). Some recent evidence that memory must be 

distributed comes from enhancer trap studies of neurons that are associated with the 

central complex and dorsal protocerebrum, the latter a region also receiving outputs from 

the mushroom bodies. These studies, which were able to delete specific layers of the 

central complex, revealed that specific types of visual learning required specific layers of 

the central complex and their corresponding connections to the dorsal protocerebrum (Liu 

et al., 2006).  

 

Conclusion 

Invertebrate systems have historically contributed to our understanding of adaptive 

behaviors.  In many instances, insects have provided accessible systems for the analysis 

of the cellular components and neural networks involved in such phenomena.  One of the 

most attractive features of insects is that their brains have neuronal arrangements and 

circuits that are comparable to those found in mammalian brains.  However, insect brains 
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have far fewer neurons than most vertebrates, and thus offer experimental accessibility at 

many levels.  These include not only the traditional techniques of electrophysiological 

recording or ablation studies, but advanced imaging of real time neural activity, the use of 

genetic constructs for resolving neurons and for manipulating defined circuits.  All these 

advantages make the insect an ideal organism for a wide range of behavioral analyses that 

can be further pursued at the cellular and molecular level. For it is only with the 

identification of physiological and molecular events relating to learning and memory 

formation will such processes be understood.  The cockroach, with its large brain and 

physiological resilience, holds many advantages for the development of behavioral 

paradigms.  As will be described in the following chapters, those brain structures that are 

thought to play a role in learning and memory are prominent and macroscopically 

identifiable.  There is significantly more anatomical data on the mushroom bodies of the 

cockroach than on any other insect. Together, these advantages conspire to make this 

species a most suitable and fascinating object of study.  
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Figure 1.1 

Egocentric coding process in freely moving animal.  When moving, an animal updates 

the vector defining the head direction ( ) and the distance (D) to the memorized goal or 

home location (G), which is the starting point of the outward path.  This is accomplished 

by using route-based information defined as step-lengths (P) and changes in direction ( ).  

Adapted from Benhamou and Poucet (1996).
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FIGURE 1.1 
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Figure 1.2 

Effects of far vs. near landmarks.  Animals create a landmark map based on positional 

cues of objects (shaded squares and circles) in their environment in order to locate a 

hidden object (open circle).  If the objects are too far way so that when the animal moves 

the shift of the objects is negligible the distal cues function in providing positional 

information.  Adapted from Jacobs and Schenk (2003). 
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FIGURE 1.2 
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Figure 1.3 

Diagram of the brain of the cockroach.  The mushroom bodies are the paired neuropils on 

each side of the central complex (cc).  The mushroom bodies are the dominant neuropil 

of the midbrain and consist of the calyces (ca) located above the pedunculus (ped), the 

latter dividing into a vertical or alpha (v) and medial or beta lobe (m).  Other regions of 

interest are the antennal lobes (ant lob), which function in olfactory processing, and the 

protocerebrum (pro), which receives distributed input from various brain regions. 
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FIGURE 1.3 
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CHAPTER TWO 

ANTENNAL MOVEMENTS REVEAL ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING IN THE 

AMERICAN COCKROACH, PERIPLANETA AMERICANA 

Abstract 

Using antennal movements as an indicator of learning and retention, an associative 

learning paradigm has been developed to investigate associative memory between visual 

and olfactory stimuli.  Experiments were performed on the restrained cockroach, 

Periplaneta americana, which normally moves its antennae towards a localized odor 

source. Such “antennal projection responses” (APRs) are exploited to demonstrate long-

term memory where an APR is elicited by a conditioned stimulus (CS: green light point 

source) paired with a spatially coincident odor (the unconditioned stimulus: US). 

Association of the CS with the US is established after 5 trials. Before training, a visual 

cue alone does not elicit an APR.  This behavior is elicited by a visual cue only after 

pairing it with an odor stimulus. The acquired APR to the green light cue persists for up 

to 72 hours, indicative of long-term memory. This paradigm is thus suitable for future 

studies of neural correlates of learning and memory on restrained animals. 

 

Introduction 

Although Drosophila has provided valuable insights into the genetics of learning and 

memory (Tully and Quinn, 1985; Dubnau et al., 2001), it has so far been practically 

intractable for physiological studies of identified neurons and neuronal circuits. Even the 

honey bee, which has yielded much information about behaviors associated with 
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olfactory learning and memory, has yielded only three studies suggesting learning-

associated changes in neuronal physiology (Hammer, 1993; Mauelshagen, 1993; 

Grunewald, 1999).  In comparison, the cockroach Periplaneta americana is demonstrably 

resilient to long-term intra- and extracellular studies of identified neurons and circuits 

(Mizunami et al., 1998; Li and Strausfeld, 1997; Strausfeld and Li, 1999) and has been 

shown to possess mammalian-like place memory mediated by its mushroom bodies 

(Mizunami et al., 1998).  

While behavioral studies on cockroaches have demonstrated their suitability for 

learning and memory studies (Balderrama, 1980; Gadd and Raubenheimer, 2000), a valid 

argument against using this taxon is that the behavioral paradigms have been designed for 

free-moving animals, and are thus unacceptable for studies at the cellular level. In this, 

and the succeeding paper we describe learning paradigms that have been developed for 

use on restrained animals so that, as in the case of the honey bee's proboscis extension 

reflex, these can be employed for intracellular and biochemical studies.    

Experiments described here rely on a stereotyped foraging behavior. This is the 

antennal projection response (APR), which is reminiscent of sniffing in mammals (Gray 

and Skinner, 1988) or antennular flicking in crayfish and spiny lobsters (Mellon, 1997; 

Derby, 2000).  Such actions are used to assess a continuously changing olfactory milieu, 

and provide the brain with data for locating smells. In lobsters, the frequency and 

directional control of antennular flicking behaviors increase as mixtures of odor 

components increase (Mellon, 1997). Other modalities can also trigger antennal 

projection responses. For example, in honey bees, antennal scanning can be elicited by 
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visual, olfactory, and mechanical cues (Erber et al., 1993), and antennal movements can 

be operantly conditioned (Kisch and Erber, 1999). When crickets track moving objects, 

their antennae move in the same direction as the object (Honegger, 1981).  

Here we describe experiments that demonstrate a plastic behavior that can be 

driven in immobilized cockroaches. The behavior, which is expressed by antennal 

projection responses towards an olfactory stimulus source, can be classically conditioned 

and can be used for studying spatial context in learning and memory. This first study 

describes classical conditioning of APRs towards a neutral stimulus (a green light cue 

[CS]) coupled with an odor source [US]. The classical conditioning results in an APR 

towards the green light cue [CS] mimicking the response towards an odor source [US].  

The study explores whether an APR is indicative of recognition by the visual system of a 

stimulus location. The paradigm used here demonstrates a simple form of association 

between visual and olfactory information and shows that APRs can be used to test 

learning performance in immobilized cockroaches. 

 

Materials and methods 

Animals 

Experiments were performed using adult male American cockroaches, Periplaneta 

americana, raised in a laboratory colony maintained on water and cat food (IAMS, 

Dayton, Ohio). The cockroaches were kept at 25±1°C on a 12:12 hour light-dark cycle. 

Animals with any external damage (e.g. missing antennal segments) were discarded. 

Each test cockroach was isolated from its colony and kept in a small plastic cage in which 
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it was starved for 24 hours before behavioral experiments. The cockroach was then 

cooled to 4°C for 6 min and restrained in a small plastic tube holding the head in place 

but allowing the antenna to move freely. The head was immobilized using modeling wax, 

and 1:1 mixture of bee’s wax, and pine resin. The tube holding the restrained cockroach 

was positioned horizontally in the middle of an arena, supported by modeling wax. This 

allowed the cockroach to move its antennae freely but without contact to the arena (Fig. 

1A). The attitude held by the body was the same as that during walking on a flat surface. 

After restraining, the cockroach usually required 10 to 20 min until it began to show 

spontaneous antennal movements and its body movements subsided. Individuals showing 

no antennal movements to odor stimulation during training trials were discarded. 

Arena and stimuli 

All behavioral experiments were conducted inside a (1.5 1 1m) chamber surrounded 

uniformly by black curtains. An infrared heat lamp (Supreme Co., Mullins, SC) was 

positioned above the behavioral chamber to provide warmth and red light illumination, a 

non-visible wavelength for cockroaches, for video-recording. The 30cm diameter arena 

was made of polyethylene with 10cm high walls. Green LEDs (peak wavelength, 565 nm 

diameter, 3 mm) (E166, Gilway Technical Lamp Co., Woburn, MA) were positioned at 

regular intervals on the wall of the arena, to the right of the cockroach’s midline. These 

provided stationary light flashes. Green light was presented during the pretraining, 

training (conditioning), and test trials. A single red light diode, a wavelength not visible 

to the cockroach, (625 nm, E100, Gilway Technical Lamp Co., Woburn, MA) was 
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positioned alongside the green diode for spatial continuity and was used in a control test 

to determine if sounds from the light switches were being detected. 

Food odors (peanut butter; Skippy; Bestfoods Co., Eaglewood Cliffs, NJ) were 

presented through an odor delivery system consisting of a syringe needle and a 

polyethylene tube (1 mm inner diameter) that were connected to odor sources. Pure air 

puffs (charcoal filtered; air pressure 10 Pascal; stimulus duration 1 sec) were blown 

through a cartridge containing the odor and controlled by a solenoid valve (General 

Valve Co. Fairfield, NJ). Permanent air flow was provided by an exhaust fan system 

placed above and behind the arena to remove odors from the inside of the arena between 

trials. Peanut butter odor was used as the unconditioned stimulus [US]. Odor was 

delivered from immediately above the green LED used for conditioning trials. 

Stimuli and their sequences were controlled by a Grass S88 stimulator (Grass 

instrument Co., Quincy, MA). Light and odor cues used for training trials were 15 cm 

from the cockroach head and at an angle of 5° with respect to the midline of the head 

(Figure 2.1A).  

Monitoring and video recording of antenna movements 

Antennal movements were video-recorded with either an 8mm Camcorder (Sony) or a 

digital video camera (Panasonic). Video sequences of test cockroaches were digitized 

every 167msec for 20 sec using Motus software (Peak Performance Technologies Inc. 

Englewood, CO), which produced about 120 images per trial. From the digitized images, 

antennal angles were measured from the tip and base of the right antenna and the green 

light position (Figure 2.1A). 
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Responses to sensory stimuli 

Antennal responses to odor, light, mechanosensory, and auditory cues were tested to 

evaluate the unconditioned arousal responses of cockroaches.  This was done to control 

for arousal due to sensitization.  Odor cues were given in the form of peanut butter; light 

cues were in the form of a green LED; mechanosensory cues were in the form of high 

current air puffs; auditory cues were given at a frequency of 1.8 KHz (Shaw, 1994).  In 

the absence of any other stimuli, a cue was presented for 1 second 5 times with a 1 

minute interval. 

Training 

Cockroaches were first trained to project their right antenna toward a green light as a 

conditioned stimulus [CS] coupled with a food odor as an unconditioned stimulus [US].  

Procedures were forward, simultaneous, and backward conditioning (Figure 2.1B).  In all 

three, the duration of visual and odor stimuli was 2 and 1 sec, respectively.  In forward 

conditioning, the CS was presented for 2 sec; and after a 2 sec interval the US was 

presented for 1 second (Fig. 1B-a).  In simultaneous conditioning, the CS was presented 

for 2 sec and 1 sec into the presentation the US was presented for 1 sec (Figure 2.1B-b).  

In backward conditioning, the US was presented for 1 sec followed by a 2 sec interval 

and then 2 sec CS (Figure 2.1B-c).  Experimental procedures consisted of 3 pretraining 

trials, in which only the CS was presented, followed by 5 training trials, which was 

determined to be the optimal number of training trials (data not shown), in which CS and 

US were presented, and then 5 min after the last training trial either 3 test trials in which 

the CS was presented followed by 3 control trials in which red light was presented or 3 
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control trials of red light followed by 3 test trials of the CS (Figure 2.1C).  The inter-trial 

intervals of all trials were 1 minute. 

Memory retention 

Initial experiments showed that simultaneous conditioning was most effective (Figure 

2.4).  Using simultaneous conditioning short-term memory retention was measured at 5, 

10, 20, and 30 minutes after training.  Long-term memory retention was measured at 1, 3, 

6, 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours after training.  Throughout the tests cockroaches remained 

restrained and were provided with water to prevent dehydration. 

APR as a measure of learning 

An APR by an exploring cockroach is defined as a directed movement towards a the 

location of a specific stimulus, such as an odor, that is then followed by local sampling 

movements of the antenna in the vicinity of the location to which the antenna extended. 

Baseline movements of the antenna are small deflections of the antenna that do not 

involve a defined movement towards a stimulus. The conditioned response is the induced 

APR towards the position of the CS.  Baseline movement and antennal position are 

determined by analyzing three 10 second time frames before beginning the training 

protocol.  The APR during pretraining, training, testing, and control are compared to this 

baseline. Responses are scored as a ‘1’ if an APR is elicited and is significantly different 

from the baseline and ‘0’ if there was no APR 10 sec after stimulation. Percentages of 

APRs were calculated by summation of all scores during a given trial, as assessed by 

video observation. 

Statistics 
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The Friedman test was used to compare APRs within subjects. Once a significant 

difference was established, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied to compare each 

value of the repeated measurements. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to test 

differences between two groups. Values shown depict the responses ‘0’ or ‘1’ in 

percentages.  Statistics were carried out using Statistica 5.5 for Windows and results were 

regarded “not significant” if P>0.05. 

 

Results  

Patterns of antennal movements to stimuli 

Stimulus-elicited antennal movements of a single cockroach are shown in Fig. 2. The 

sequences of antennal angles (  in Figure 2.1A) were measured from digitized images 

and the data is smoothed using five point adjacent averaging.  The polar plots illustrate 

the antennal position during 10 sec. Spontaneous antennal movements during 

presentation of the green light cue presented alone (duration 2 sec) before training (A1-

A3 in Figure 2.2). The training phase (B1-B5 in Figure 2.2) associates food odor with the 

visual cue. During this phase strong APRs can occur to the cue position, although as 

shown in B3 and B5, these are not invariable.  During the conditioning phase when APRs 

are elicited, these show high precision directed as in B4.  Antennal projections (C1-C3 in 

Figure 2.2) when the visual cue is again presented alone are significantly increased with 

respect to antennal projections that occur during pretraining (A1-A3 in Figure 2.2). 

Control tests to red light stimuli did not elicit APRs (D1-D3 in Figure 2.2).  

Arousal versus conditioning: Antennal responses to sensory stimuli 
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Are antennal projection responses during the test phase due to arousal or conditioning? 

To determine this different sensory stimulus were presented alone and the APRs analyzed 

(Figure 2.3).  The only antennal response to any stimulus was to odor (Mann-Whitney U 

test, P<0.00001).  There was no significant antennal response to visual, mechanical, or 

auditory stimulation alone (Mann-Whitney U test, P>0.5).  Thus, the pairing of the 

olfactory stimulus, which induces an antennal projection, to the non-arousing visual 

stimulus, indeed provides a classical conditioning paradigm.  

Learning performance during different learning conditioning sequences  

Antennal projection responses elicited by forward (N=13), simultaneous (N=21), and 

backward (N=11) conditioning showed significant differences during pretraining, 

training, and testing (Figure 2.4, Friedman test, P<0.003). APRs to green LEDs were 

below 10-20% during the pretraining trials, during which cockroaches responded 

spontaneously, if at all, to the light cues. During the five training trials, animals showed 

clear evidence of learning to associate light cues with food odors and were not different 

from testing trials (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P>0.19). APRs were significantly higher 

in simultaneous conditioning than those in forward and backward conditioning (Mann-

Whitney U test, P<0.001) and showed no significant difference between forward and 

backward conditioning (Mann-Whitney U test, P>0.2).  Five minutes after training, APRs 

of cockroaches to green LEDS were significantly increased compared to pretraining 

levels (Friedman test, P<0.001). 

Learned antennal projection responses after training    

To determine memory retention, APRs were tested to green LEDs presented at 5, 10, 20, 
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and 30 min after training trials (N=18). APRs to the visual cue were retained for at least 

30 min after training (Figure 2.5A). Antennal projection responses before and after 

training were significantly different (Friedman test, P<0.0001). A high percentage of 

APRs (80-90%) to the visual cue were retained at 5, 10, 20, and 30 min following 

training and showed no difference in these intervals (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P>0.3).  

A red LED was presented with the same duration as that of the green LED was presented 

either before testing at 5 min or after testing at 5 min (Figure 2.1C and Figure 2.5A). 

Cockroaches are insensitive to red light (Seelinger and Tobin, 1981), so that control tests 

with the LED should reveal whether or not the insect has learned to associate the odor 

with sensory modalities other than the visual that may have been present and not evident 

to the experimenters or if the response was due to an increased antennal movement is due 

to sensory arousal.  Pretraining and control tests were not significantly different 

(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P>0.09).  Only spontaneous antennal movements were 

observed in response to the red LED (Figure 2.5A and Figure 2.2 D1-D3) indicating that 

cockroaches learned to associate visual cues with the odor but not other concurrent 

sensory stimuli that may have been present and there was no increase in antennal 

movement due to arousal or sensitization. 

Decay of the learned response over time   

Antennal projection responses to the CS were tested three times at 5, 10, 20, and 30 

minutes after training and thereafter at 1, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours. Antennal 

projection responses decrease after 30 min from 90% to 60%, but even after 72 hours 

were still significantly higher in four of nine animals than at pretraining (Friedman test, 
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N=9, P>0.7).  The persistence of this learned response to a visual cue may suggest the 

establishment of long-term memory (Figure 2.5B). 

 

Discussion 

Learned antennal responses to visual cues 

Directed antennal movements, such as antennal projections and subsequent scanning 

towards specific cues, have been previously demonstrated in honey bees where antennal 

extension can be elicited by olfactory, tactile, or visual cues such as moving stripes 

(Erber et al. 1993). Such antennal movements can be classically conditioned by simple 

association between an US and a sucrose reward or even with non-rewarding conditions. 

We also show that in cockroaches, as in honey bees, such movements are not due to an 

unascribable mechanism of "arousal" but are elicited either by an odor stimulus or after 

association between the odor stimulus and the visual cue. The present results show that in 

cockroaches, directional movements by the antennae can be recruited through classical 

conditioning with no other reward than an attractive odor, which could be explained as 

intrinsically rewarding itself.  

Motor learning without a reward is not without precedent. After scanning an 

object within the range of their antennae, honey bees will continue to make antennal 

movements towards the position of the object even after it is removed and even without 

receiving a reward (Erber and Pribbenow, 1997).  

Effects of stimulation intervals on learning performance 
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The interstimulus interval (ISI) and sequence of the unconditioned and conditioning 

stimuli strongly influence retention. In honey bees, olfactory learning, as assayed from 

the proboscis extension reflex, demonstrates that an optimal learning performance is 

achieved when the ISI between the presentation of the CS (odor) and the US (sucrose) is 

between 0 and 5 sec. If there is a longer ISI, inhibitory learning results upon the 

presentation of the two stimuli.  This is shown by backward conditioning, where the ISI 

of the US and CS exceed 1 sec and result in inhibitory learning (Menzel et al., 1993). 

Backward conditioning in honey bees showed that an ISI of 15 sec between the US and 

CS induced maximum inhibitory learning (Hellstern et al., 1998), suggesting that 

contiguity between the CS and US is critical in reward-based learning performance. A 

reinforcer must be temporally connected to a stimulus. The acquisition of a gill-

withdrawal reflex, after using electric shock as a negative reinforcer, in Aplysia showed 

that an ISI of 0.5 sec between the backward pairing of the CS and US induces no learning 

(Hawkins et al., 1986).  

In the present experiments, ISIs of 2 sec between the CS and US in forward and 

backward conditioning result in a weak learning performance compared with 

simultaneous conditioning (Figure 2.4).  That these responses are learned responses 

rather than sensitization is demonstrated by the observation that animals do not show 

significant responses during control testing, indicating that APRs induced by the CS after 

conditioning are due to associative learning rather than non-associative effects. 

Interestingly, short ISIs between the odor and visual cue in backward conditioning 

elicited moderate learning performance, suggesting that temporally close stimuli can be 
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learned and that concurrent stimuli are not a prerequisite. In nature, foraging animals 

detect salient cues before the reward, implying that the ISI is a critical factor in 

reinforcement-based conditioning. Visual learning with food odors used here suggests 

that cockroaches can learn to associate visual cues with food odors if the ISI is less than 2 

seconds or less.  

Effect of inter-trial interval on learning   

Intervals between training trials (ITIs) have an important influence on learning and 

memory retention. Gerber et al. (1998) examined the effect of different ITIs, comparing 

ITIs of 30 sec, 1 min, 3 min, or 20 min on intermediate (1 day) or long-term memory (4 

days). These authors demonstrated that proboscis extension reflexes evoked during 

training using ITIs of 20 min and 1 min showed stable intermediate and long-term 

retention and 3 min and 30 sec showed stable intermediate, but not long-term retention. 

The impairment of long-term memory during the 30 sec intervals may reflect massed 

training results and habituation.  Impairment using 3 min ITIs may be due to the 

disruption of consolidation of each training trial.  These results suggest that there is an 

ITI dependence of the molecular mechanism involved.  At the level of gene expression 

spaced training of Aplysia results in the expression of new protein synthesis, which is 

essential for long-term memory formation, whereas massed training did not (Alberini, 

1999).  

In this study, the interval between training trials was 1 min, creating a “spaced 

training” protocol. Cockroaches showed a significant learning performance after 5 

training trials (Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5A). Although learning behaviors to varying ITIs 
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were not tested, our results suggest that an ITI of 1 minute with repeated presentation of 

mutimodal information in the absence of rewards is sufficient to support long-term 

retention (Figure 2.5B), similar to that shown in honeybee (Gerber et al., 1998). 
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Figure 2.1 

The visual associative learning paradigm employed to train restrained cockroaches. A. 

Experimental set-up. Restrained cockroaches were positioned at the center of the arena. 

The distance from the head to the position of visual and olfactory cues was 15cm. Green 

and red LEDs (I.D. 3mm) as visual cues were positioned in parallel with an odor cue 

about 5° from the midline of the head. B. Learning performance was determined from 

classical conditioning procedures. These are forward conditioning, simultaneous 

conditioning, and backward conditioning. The duration of the conditioned stimulus (CS: 

light cue) was 2 sec and that of the unconditioned stimulus (US: odor cue) was 1 sec. The 

time between the onset of the CS and the US indicates inter-stimulus intervals (ISI). The 

ISI in simultaneous conditioning was 1 sec. The CS and US overlap and cease 

simultaneously. In forward conditioning, the CS is given in its entirety and after a 2 

second ISI is followed by the US. In backward conditioning, an ISI of 2 sec separates the 

US from the following by 2 second long CS. There is no overlap between the CS and US 

in forward and backward conditioning. C. Basic training regimens consisted of 3 

pretraining trials, 5 training trials, and 3 testing trials and 3 control testing trials or 3 

control testing trials and 3 testing trials. A 2 second exposure to a red diode (650nm) was 

used to control for other incidental stimuli (see text).  
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FIGURE 2.1 
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Figure 2.2 

Patterns of antenna movements analyzed from video recording from the simultaneous 

conditioning procedure. APRs are the pointing behaviors of the right antenna to the cue 

position after a 2-sec stimulation during a 10-sec observation period. The APR patterns 

are presented in polar plots and the data is smoothed using 5 point adjacent averaging.  

Black dots represent the position of the right antenna at a given time and each point gives 

the continuous changes of antennal angles throughout the 2 sec light-on stimulus and the 

following 8 sec observation period. Vectors (blue arrows) show averages points during 

the APR that vary significantly from baseline. Pretraining (A1-A3), there are spontaneous 

antennal movements but no APRs to the LED position. Training (B1-B5), antenna 

movements after LED onset show an increasingly precise APR to the cue position. 

Testing (C1-C3), APRs were induced by the visual stimuli and very similar to the APRs 

during olfactory stimuli. This animal showed no APR during third trial of the test (C3). 

Control tests (D1-D3) did not result in APRs to red LED stimulation. 
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FIGURE 2.2 
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Figure 2.3 

Percentage of APRs to olfactory (black), visual (hatched down), mechanical (hatched up), 

auditory (white) stimulation.  The APRs were analyzed to determine the unconditioned 

responses to different stimuli with possible arousing effects. APRs to olfactory stimuli 

differed significantly from those to visual, mechanical, and auditory. 
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FIGURE 2.3 
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Figure 2.4 

Antennal projection responses (APR) and learning performance of restrained cockroaches 

during forward, simultaneous, and backward conditioning procedures. APRs during 

training (hatched bars) and testing (black bars) trials were increased significantly in all 

three conditioning procedures compared to pretraining (white bars) trials.  APRs during 

training and testing in each conditioning procedure showed no difference. APRs during 

training and testing showed no difference between forward and backward conditioning. 
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FIGURE 2.4 
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Figure 2.5 

Retention of the acquired APR. A. Learning performances (assessed by % of APRs) were 

tested for up to 30 min after 5 training trials with simultaneous conditioning. A high % of 

APRs to the visual cue were retained after 5, 10, 20 and 30 min after training and showed 

no difference in these intervals.  The responses at these times were significantly different 

from pretraining and control test level, which were not significantly different.  B.  Tests 

for long-term memory of APRs. After training, APRs to the green light cue were tested 

for up to 72 hours. APRs were significantly different from pretraining even at 72 hours, 

meaning that cockroaches retained this learned behaviors for long periods.  The response 

from 30 min to 1 hour decreases by almost 30%, but remains stable for up to 72 hours.  

The response at 72 hours has decreased to almost 40%, which is half of that observed at 

30 min. 
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FIGURE 2.5 
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CHAPTER THREE 

AVERSIVE OLFACTORY LEARNING IN THE AMERICAN COCKROACH, 

PERIPLANETA AMERICANA 

Abstract 

Cockroaches were adversely conditioned to one of two odors towards which they initially 

show antennal projection responses (APR).  In aversive condition, cockroaches were 

exposed to an odor and then immediately afterwards quinidine sulfate solution was 

applied to the labium.  In unpaired training, an odor was presented and the quinidine 

sulfate solution was applied following a 5 minute interval.  After training, each cockroach 

was presented with the two odor sources (peanut butter and banana), both of which were 

familiar, but only one of which was used in training.  Measuring the antennal projection 

responses towards the odor sources revealed that after aversive conditioning there was a 

higher preference for the odor that was not used for training whereas in unpaired 

conditioning there was no significant odor preference.  

 

Introduction 

The molecular and chemoelectric properties of odors in odor perception (Riesenman et al. 

2004) and the ability to relate odor processing to particular brain structures, especially in 

insects (Sachse et al., 1999; Devaud et al. 2003), are but two aspects of the modality of 

olfaction that makes it attractive for studying learning and memory. Associative learning 

paradigms using olfaction have been developed for a number of invertebrate systems 
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including the terrestrial pulmonates Limax (Gelperin, 1975; Kimura et. al., 1998) and 

Helix (Stepanov and Lokhov, 1986), studies on honeybees (Bitterman et al. 1983; 

Menzel, 1990; Hammer 1993; Menzel and Muller, 1996), moths (Daly and Smith, 2000), 

cockroaches (Balderrama, 1980; Watanabe et al., 2003; Lent and Kwon, 2004), and flies 

(Quinn et al., 1974; Heisenberg et al., 1985; Tully and Quinn, 1985; Lofdahl et al., 1992) 

and these paradigms have provided much of our current knowledge about where in a 

small, but complex brain olfactory learning might occur.  

In honey bees, the proboscis extension reflex (PER) olfactory conditioning 

paradigm is the best-known behavioral assay, in which the extension of the proboscis can 

be conditioned by associating an odor (US) presented to the antenna with a taste stimulus 

presented to the proboscis (CS)   (see Menzel, 1990; Menzel et al., 1991; Hammer, 1993; 

Mauelshagen, 1993; Hammer and Menzel, 1998).  The PER provides an excellent 

measure of learning in experiments that examine the molecular and cellular basis of 

memory formation as well as the physiological participation of neurons and neuropils.  

Although the honey bee appears to be an ideal model system it has some disadvantages. 

Honey bees are physiologically fragile and cannot be used for surgical ablations studies 

or for long term (chronic) recordings.  A model system that overcomes such limitations 

while still maintaining many advantages of the hymenopteran system is the cockroach, 

which both older and recent studies have shown to be suitable for a broad variety of 

training paradigms.   

Early studies on memory formation in cockroaches included experiments on 

headless animals showing that sensory motor circuits of the legs can be trained to avoid 
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electrical stimulus (Horridge, 1962), the training of isolated ganglia (Eisenstein and 

Cohen, 1965; Aranda and Luco, 1969), dark avoidance training of intact animals (Turner, 

1912; Lovell and Eisenstein, 1973), and odor discrimination (Balderrama, 1980). Recent 

paradigms using restrained or semi-restrained cockroaches have demonstrated associative 

learning (Lent and Kwon, 2004; Watanabe et al., 2003) and spatial learning (Mizunami et 

al. 1998; Kwon et al. 2004).  These types of paradigms also allow for chronic 

extracellular recording from neurons in defined brain regions. This paper further builds 

on already established paradigms to investigate the modalities of taste and olfaction in the 

context of learning and memory. 

 The present paper describes a new paradigm that demonstrates aversive 

conditioning to an odor stimulus, to determine whether a cockroach can discriminate 

between two odors and to show its preference for one of them. These preferences are 

revealed by the antennal projection response (APR) following conditioning.  The 

described paradigm provides reliable and fast learning under restricted conditions using 

olfactory cues and monitoring learning capabilities from the animal’s antennal 

movements. This paradigm, like others that have used restricted/semi-restricted animals, 

is ideal for training restrained cockroaches to perform fictive motor actions during 

memory acquisition and thus during recordings from neurons in the brain’s 

protocerebrum.  

 

Materials and Methods 
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Animals  

Experiments were conducted on adult male American cockroaches Periplaneta 

americana.  Insects were obtained from a semi-crowded laboratory breeding colony, 

initially purchased from the Carolina Biological Supply Co. (Burlington, NC).  Insects 

raised in the colony were maintained on water and IAMS cat food (IAMS, Dayton, OH).  

Cockroaches were kept at 25°C on a 12:12 hour light-dark cycle.  

Conditioning apparatus  

Each cockroach was restrained in a ventilated plastic tube which measured ~4 cm long 

with a diameter of 1.5 cm.  The body was stabilized within the plastic tubing, so 

minimizing movement; the head protruded from the plastic tubing and was stabilized 

using a combination of utility wax, bees wax, and pine resin. This was done to restrict 

movement of the head while permitting free movement of the antenna.  The restrained 

insects were placed in an independently ventilated black arena illuminated by red light. 

The odor cues used in the experiments were Skippy™ peanut butter and Schillings™ 

imitation banana extract.  The odor sources were offset approximately 45 degrees from 

the center of the insect’s head to each side at a distance of 10 cm (Figure 3.1A).  The 

odor was presented to the animal using compressed air delivered through rubber tubing 

passed through a filter and into a 50cc syringe that divided the air into two 50cc syringes, 

each containing one odor source. From there the odor was directed the odor through a 30-

gauge needle.   The duration of the stimulus was controlled using a solenoid switch and a 

Grass S88 stimulator. Permanent air flow was provided by an exhaust fan system placed 

above and behind the arena to remove odors from the inside of the arena during pre-
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conditioning and between trials.  A saturated solution of quinidine sulfate salt dihydrate 

(Sigma) in 25 % ethanol was used as a negative stimulus in aversive training.  The 

quinidine solution was applied with a 30-gauge needle directly to the labium (taste 

chemosensors) from beneath the insect to avoid obstructing antenna movement and the 

odor sources.  The testing trials were recorded using an 8mm or standard VHS video 

camera positioned directly above the insect.    

Conditioning protocol  

Each cockroach was pseudo-randomly (2112…) exposed to one of two types of 

conditioning: aversive or unpaired.  Each cockroach was isolated in a small cage with 

only water 24 hours prior to testing.  On the day of training the health of the animal was 

ascertained: a light brown body color (dark coloring is indicative of poor health), 

vigorous movement of the antennae in response to touch and labial responses to sucrose 

stimulation.  Animals with abnormalities in body color and/or antennal movements were 

rejected from the experiment.  Prior to testing, each cockroach was anesthetized with CO2 

and restrained in the training rig for 2 hours.  Twenty minutes prior to the start of training 

each cockroach was pre-conditioned for one second to both of the odors (banana and 

peanut butter) used during training; this was done to remove any novelty effects the odors 

could have during experimentation.  During aversive conditioning each cockroach was 

exposed to one of the two odors, randomly determined, for a duration of 3 seconds paired 

with a quinidine sulfate solution 2 seconds after odor onset.  This procedure was repeated 

following a 5-minute intertrial interval for a total of two trials (Figure 3.1B).  During 

unpaired conditioning each cockroach was exposed to one of the two odors, randomly 
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determined, for duration of 3 seconds followed by quinidine sulfate solution 5 minutes 

after odor presentation.  This procedure was repeated following a 5-minute interval for a 

total of two trials (Figure 3.1B).  Following training there was a 20-minute interval prior 

to testing in both the aversive and unpaired condition.  The testing procedure for both 

conditions involved presenting the cockroaches the two odors:  one that was used during 

training, and one with which they were familiar with, but to which they were not 

conditioned.  The odor sources were offset to the right and left as described in the 

experimental setup and the positions of the odors were pseudo-randomized (1221) during 

the 4 testing trials.  Both odor sources were presented, simultaneously, for 1 second and 

the antennal projection and sweeping response were measured and scored as toward 

training odor (odor used in conditioning) or alternate odor (odor not used in conditioning) 

in which the showed distinct APRs towards the odor or no distinction in which the APR 

where random or to both odors during the 10 second sampling period. 

Statistical analysis  

For behavioral data non-parametric statistics were used and values shown depict the 

responses ‘0’ or ‘1’ in percentages.  Friedman ANOVA test was used to compare APRs 

towards training odor, alternate odor, and no distinction within groups.  Once a 

significant difference was established, the Sign test was used to compare each of the 

value of the repeated measures.  Statistics were carried out using Statistica 5.5 for 

Windows and results were regarded as ‘not significant’ if P>0.05. 
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Results 

Twenty-four cockroaches were selected for conditioning.  Twelve insects were exposed 

to aversive conditioning and twelve insects were exposed to unpaired conditioning.  A 

total of ninety-five trials, four per cockroach, were recorded and analyzed.  Forty-eight 

trials were recorded and analyzed in both the aversive and unpaired conditioning.  APRs 

were measured using a technique developed for restrained cockroaches by Kwon and 

Lent (2004).  Responses were scored and recorded as toward the training odor, alternate 

odor, or no distinction.  

 Initially, individuals showed no preference for either odor, however, indifference 

changed significantly during the aversive conditioning trial after two pairings of an odor 

with quinidine sulfate solution using simultaneous conditioning (Friedman ANOVA, 

P<0.00001; Figure 3.2A).  Each cockroach showed APRs towards the alternate odor in 

more than 70 percent of the trials while less than 10 percent of the responses were 

towards the training odor (Figure 3.2A).  There was a significant difference between 

responses towards the training odor and alternate odor (Sign test, P<0.00001) and the 

response toward the training odor was not significantly different from zero (Sign test, P > 

0.24).  The significant preference for the alternate odor over the training odor was still 

present 48 hrs after conditioning (Sign test, P<0.00001). 

 Indifference towards the two odors did not change following the two training 

trials in the unpaired condition (Friedman ANOVA, P>0.22; Figure 3.2B).  The 

cockroaches showed high APRs towards both the training odor or the alternate odor with 

no observable preference; there was almost an equal number of testing trials where there 
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was no distinction, where the cockroaches appeared to sample both or project towards 

both odor sources (Figure 3.2B).  The percentage of APRs towards the training odor, the 

alternate odor, or where there was no distinction were no different than that expected at 

random (Friedman ANOVA, P>0.25). 

Discussion 

The present data demonstrates that cockroaches can be conditioned to prefer one odor 

over another odor prior to which there was a preference for both.  By pairing an aversive 

stimulus (quinidine sulfate solution), with an odor causes the cockroach to form an 

aversion towards the odor.  That this behavioral change is expressed after only two 

pairings and still present after 48 hrs suggests the association has been consolidated to 

long-term memory (Lent and Kwon, 2004; Pinter et al., 2005).  The effect is robust: the 

response and therefore preference to the training odor in the aversive condition is 

statistically zero, while the response to the alternate odor is strong.  The experimental 

design controlled for a number of factors.  First, the cockroaches did not respond to the 

odor due as if it were a novelty as they were exposed to both odors during pre-training. 

Second, the preference for the two odors used during experimentation is equal; this is 

demonstrated by randomly conditioning the insect to either odor.  Third, altering the 

position of the odors during testing controlled for any confounding factors such as 

preference for one side due an intrinsic asymmetry or “handedness”.  The internal 

controls of the experimental design and the use of an unpaired condition show that the 

effects, even with a limited number of insects, are real and that true behavioral changes 

have occurred. 
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This paradigm, however, is not constrained to the use of restrained insects.  

Following the restrained training period the insects can be transferred to a simple Y-maze 

that presents the odors in a similar fashion. The use of such a free-moving paradigm can 

be employed for analyzing more natural behavior, such as foraging, and can easily be 

performed in tandem with experiments on restrained animals for neural analysis.  Similar 

tandem use of restrained and free moving behavioral studies have been previously used 

quite successfully (Watanabe et al., 2003). 

 The present description is not the first to demonstrate associative learning in 

cockroaches (Horridge, 1962; Balderama, 1980; Pouglan and Masson, 1981; Watanabe et 

al. 2003; Lent and Kwon, 2004).  However, until only recently, studies were often unable 

to provide a necessary foundation for cellular and systems analysis that are a prerequisite 

for analyzing the cellular and molecular basis of learning and memory.  This study like 

more recent studies has specific advantages.   It allows for experiments on intact 

restricted cockroaches and it elicits a fast and reliable behavioral change that can be 

simply analyzed by a number of techniques.  It will permit electrophysiological, 

developmental, cellular, and ablation studies to be performed without significantly 

altering the experimental protocol and apparatus to accommodate these additional 

procedures.  The investigation of relatively simple systems such as the cockroach, are 

crucial in developing a better understanding of learning and memory. Insight from 

invertebrate systems will allow for the discovery of mechanisms underlying learning and 

memory in more complex systems, such as humans, that otherwise would be difficult to 

discover 
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Figure 3.1 

The aversive learning paradigm employed to train restrained cockroaches.  A. 

Experimental set-up.  Restrained cockroaches were positioned at the center of the arena. 

Two olfactory cues were offset 45 degrees from the midline at a distance of 10 cm from 

the head.  A syringe containing the quinidine solution was beneath the cockroach with a 

needle in contact with the labium.  B. The training protocol consisted of 1 pre-

conditioning trial in which both odors are presented, 2 trials of either aversive 

conditioning in which one of the two odors was given for 3-sec and quinidine solution 

given 2-sec after onset of odor or unpaired conditioning in which one of the two odors 

was given for 3-sec and quinidine solution given 5-min after onset of odor, and 4 testing 

trials in which both odors are presented. 
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FIGURE 3.1 
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Figure 3.2 

Comparison of the APR of aversive condition and unpaired condition cockroaches.  A. 

Aversive condition.  After two pairings of an odor with quinidine solution the 

cockroaches APRs indicated a significant preference for the alternate odor compared to 

the training odor (P<0.00001).  B. Unpaired condition.  Cockroaches APRs towards the 

training odor and the alternate odor were not significantly different (P>.22).  There was 

also no difference from the no distinction grou, where the insects appeared to sample and 

project towards both odor sources (P>.22) 
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FIGURE 3.2 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SPATIAL LEARNING IN THE RESTRAINED AMERICAN COCKROACH, 

PERIPLANETA AMERICANA 

Abstract 

Spatial learning abilities were tested in restrained cockroaches by observing antennal 

projection responses towards the positions of a learned visual cue perceived monocularly 

by one eye in the context of a second stimulus provided to the contralateral eye. Memory 

of the position of the conditioning stimulus relative to the contralateral reference stimulus 

was tested by altering the relative positions of the two stimuli. Memory of the 

conditioning stimulus is retained if the angle between the conditioning stimulus and the 

contralateral reference stimulus is maintained. The results suggest that during learning the 

insect recognizes spatial relationships between the conditioning stimulus and the 

contralateral reference stimulus. Possible mechanisms, such as retinotopic matching 

versus angular matching, are discussed.  

 

Introduction 

The use of landmarks for navigation has been demonstrated to employ retinotopic 

matching, in which a series of previously memorized images are retinotopically matched 

with current scenes (Cartwright and Collett, 1982; Dill et al., 1993; Judd and Collett, 

1998).  Place learning in mammals is evidenced by the activity of hippocampal neurons 

that fire only when the animal is at a specific position in its learned environment (Barnes 

et al., 1997; Poe et al., 2000). There is evidence that cockroaches have comparable 
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abilities because they can learn to relate distant visual cues with hidden targets 

(Mizunami et al., 1998) in a manner that is similar to place memory behavior of 

mammals (Morris, 1984). However, little is known about the underlying neural 

mechanisms and brain regions that support such spatial learning abilities in insects. This 

is in part due to the fact that few behavioral paradigms are available for studying spatial 

learning in an immobilized animal that might then be subjected to intracellular recording, 

as is done on rodents. 

The antennal motor system of insects can be used to develop novel behavioral 

paradigms for studying associative memory (Lent and Kwon, 2003) and, by extension, 

place memory. Antennal motor actions can be elicited by different modalities, including 

olfactory, tactile, and visual stimuli (Erber et al., 1993; Erber and Pribbenow, 1997). 

Antennal movements demonstrate active exploration as revealed by restrained honey bees 

that move their antennae towards the direction of a moving grating. Visual inputs have 

also been shown to control antennal movements in crickets (Honegger, 1981). Such 

behaviors have been exploited by experiments in which animals were operantly 

conditioned to extend their antennae towards a target in order to receive a reward (Erber 

et al., 1993; Kisch and Erber, 1999). In nature, antennal movements towards a defined 

target, called antennal projection responses (APRs), are used to locate an olfactory 

stimulant, such as the odor of food, a conspecific, or a predator (Bell, 1981). As shown 

by the preceding study, APRs can be conditioned to point to a visual cue after its learned 

association with a food odor (Lent and Kwon, 2003). 
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The present account describes a novel visual association paradigm to demonstrate 

spatial learning on restrained cockroaches, again exploiting antennal movements as an 

indicator of learning. The present results show that restrained insects can learn to 

recognize spatial relationships between distant cues. Because this can be demonstrated on 

an immobilized animal, the results provide a crucial step towards investigating place 

memory at the level of defined circuitry.  

 

Materials and methods 

Animals 

Male American cockroaches (Periplaneta americana) raised in a laboratory colony 

maintained on water and IAMS cat food (IAMS, Dayton, Ohio) were used in the 

behavioral experiments. Cockroaches were kept at 25±1°C on a 12:12 hour light-dark 

cycle. Test animals were isolated from colonies. They were maintained individually in 

small plastic cages and starved for 24 hours prior to behavioral experiments. Cockroaches 

were restrained in plastic tubes, as described in the previous account (Lent and Kwon, 

2003). The test insect was positioned in the center of an arena the walls of which were 

decorated with a series of green and white LEDs, as schematized in Figure 4.1A. 

Experiments were run after spontaneous antennal movements began to occur 10-30 

minutes after the animals was placed in the arena, and after body struggling movements 

abated. Individuals showing no antennal movements to odor stimulation during training 

trials were rejected.  

Arena and stimuli 
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As described in the previous account, experiments were conducted in an arena enclosed 

within a visually uniform chamber illuminated with an infrared lamp (Figure 4.1A). A 

restrained cockroach was positioned in the middle of the arena and aligned with respect 

to five green LEDs on the arena wall positioned at 15° intervals to the right of the insect 

(Figure 4.1A). The distance from the insect’s head to the position of these cues was 

15cm. Each diode was given a number, 1- 5. Four white LEDs (E1000, Gilway Technical 

Lamp Co., Woburn, MA) were positioned on the wall of the arena to the left of the insect. 

These contralateral reference stimuli (ConRS) were also spaced at 15° intervals with 

respect to the cockroach and named A – D.  

Food odors controlled by a solenoid valve were presented through an odor 

delivery system positioned at green diode 1. The duration of the odor stimulation was 1 

sec. A ventilation system was placed above the arena to remove odor after each trial (see 

Lent and Kwon, 2003 for details). 

Monitoring and video recording of antenna movements 

Antennal movements were captured with either an 8mm Camcorder (Sony) or a digital 

video camera (Panasonic) and recorded on tape. Digitized images provided the raw data 

used to analyze antennal movements in each trial. Antennal movements recorded for 10 

sec after stimulation were digitized by the Motus program (Peak Performance 

Technologies Inc. Englewood, CO), which captured images every 167 msec, producing 

about 60 images per trial. From these digitized images, the tip and base of the right 

antenna of each test cockroach, and the position of the green light cue, was recorded to 
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obtain angle data with respect to the midline of the head. These antennal angles thus 

quantified antennal movements with respect different positions of the green LED.  

Training procedures 

The white diode at position A was switched on during the pretraining and training trials. 

One pretraining trial was followed by 5 training trials. These were succeeded by between 

3 to 8 test trials, depending on the experiment. These protocols are summarized in Figure 

4.1B.  

During the training trials, peanut butter odor was emitted under solenoid control 

at a position coincident with the green LED 1 to provide the unconditioned stimulus 

(US).  The green LED at position 1 served as the conditioned stimulus (CS).  A Grass 

S88 stimulator controlled the sequence of the US and CS. As described (Lent and Kwon, 

2003) the US was given 1 sec after CS onset, so providing a simultaneous conditioning 

protocol. In all experiments, except experiment 1 (see below), pretraining consisted of a 2 

sec presentation of the green LED at position 1, without an odor cue, and during 

continuous illumination by the white diode (ConRS) at contralateral position A (referred 

to as A+1).  Pretraining measured a cockroach’s innate response in the presence of the 

A+1 configuration.  In the training trials, the green LED at position 1 was coupled with 

the food odor. The CS and US were presented in the context of continuous contralateral 

reference illumination by the white LED at position A (A+1+odor) for 5 trials with an ITI 

of 1 min. Post training tests began 5 min after the last training trial and each lasted 1 min 

with a 3 min ITI between each test. For the duration of each test, one of the white 

contralateral LEDs at one of the positions A-D was illuminated. Then one of the green 
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LEDs at one of the positions 1- 5 was presented for 2 sec. Between each test, the animal 

was covered with a black box (15 15 20cm) while a white LED was switched on at a 

new position (A-D) after which the box was removed. After 40 sec the animal’s APR was 

tested by illuminating the ipsilateral eye with a green LED at a new position for 2 sec. 

Because of the time required to change the positions of the contralateral visual cues 

(Figure  4.1B) 3 min ITIs were maintained during test trials. 

Testing Procedures 

These determine whether an APR can be elicited when the CS alone is displaced from its 

original position (test 1), when the CS is displayed with a contralateral reference stimulus 

(ConRS) (test 2), when the CS is displaced but the ConRS is not (test 3), when the 

ConRS is displaced but the CS is not (test 4), or when both CS and ConRS are displaced 

in various combinations (test 5).   

Scoring antennal projection responses and statistics 

An APR for the trial is scored as ‘1’ if there are antennal movements towards the green 

LED (±2.5°) during the 10 seconds that followed stimulation. A score of '0' was assigned 

if there were no antennal projection movements or if there was only antennal tremor but 

no projections towards the green LED. APRs are shown as percentages of ‘1’ responses 

during a given trial, as assessed by video observation. Non-parametric analytical tests 

were performed to compare APRs during pretraining and testing. The Friedman test was 

used to compare APRs within subjects. Once a significant difference was shown, a 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Z statistic) was performed in parallel to compare each value 

of every trial. The Kruskal-Wallis test (H statistic) was performed to compare the 
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antennal responses between groups. Mann-Whitney U tests (U statistic) were used to test 

the differences between two groups. Values shown depict the responses ‘0’ or ‘1’ in 

percentages.  Statistical analysis was carried out using Statistica 5.5 for Windows and 

results were regarded “not significant” if P>0.05. 

 

Results 

1. The "CS displaced" test 

Antennal projection responses (APRs) can be conditioned to a visual cue when the visual 

cue is coupled with a food odor using simultaneous conditioning (Lent and Kwon, 2003). 

The question arises whether the insect will project its antenna towards the visual cue if 

the position of cue is subsequently changed. In these first experiments, test trials changed 

the positions of the green LED from position 1 to position 2, 3, or 4 (Figure 4.2). This 

experiment is the only experiment to omit a contralateral reference stimulus. This first 

experiment examines if learned response is spatially generalized (Figure 4.2). APRs 

towards the changed position of the green LEDs, 1, 2, 3, 4, and “position 1 again”, 

showed significant differences (Friedman test, 2=17.8, df=5, P<0.004). APRs to the 

green LED at position 1 during the pretraining was below 20 percent. After training, 

APRs to the green LED at position 1 were significantly greater than pretraining 

(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, N=15, Z=2.80, P<0.01). APRs tested to the green LED at 

position 2, which was displaced 15° from position 1, were also significantly increased 

compared with the pretraining (Z=2.07, P<0.04). However, APRs to the green LED at 

positions 3 or 4, which are displaced, respectively, 30° and 45° from position 1, showed 
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no difference from APRs in pretraining. Additionally, they were not significantly 

different (Wilcoxon signed-rank test Z=1.33, 1.68, 0.733, 1.21; P>0.09) from first two 

trials (positions 1 and 2). APRs toward the green position "1 again" at the final test were 

significant increased compared to pretraining APRs (Z=2.67, P<0.008).  These results, 

which provide insight into the animal’s recognition of the CS when it is moved from its 

learned position, are returned to again in the Discussion. 

2. The "CS and ConRS fixed" test 

This experiment determines whether a cockroach can project its right antenna towards the 

unchanged position of the green light cues during the simultaneous presentation of 

contralateral reference stimulus (ConRS) at a fixed position "A". The positions of the 

ConRS and the CS at position 1 (A+1) were maintained throughout this experiment. 

APRs to the CS at position 1 were scored (Figure 4.3).  

The positions of both visual cues, A and 1 (A+1), were fixed throughout the 

experiment. In this test, APRs of the right antenna towards the green light position after 

training were significantly increased compared with pretraining (Figure 4.3; Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test, Z=2.37, N=7, P<0.02).  This results shows that cockroaches learn the 

CS in the presence of additional visual information.  These results do not show how or if 

the animal is using this additional sensory information. 

3. The "CS displaced and ConRS fixed" test 

If APRs can be elicited by the changed position of the CS (as described in test 1, above), 

does this still occur when the CS is displaced but ConRS is maintained at A throughout? 

During pretraining, APRs to the green LED at position 1 were tested in the absence of 
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odor cues but in the presence of the ConRS at position A. Training of APRs was to the 

CS+US in the presence of the ConRS.  Insects were then tested with altered positions of 

the CS while maintaining the position of the ConRS. The spatial configurations to which 

the insects were tested are thus A+1, A+2, A+3, and A+4. In the last trial of the test 

APRs were tested with A+1, named “A+1 again” (Figure 4.4).  

Throughout tests, APRs to different green light positions showed significant 

differences (Figure 4.4; Friedman test, N=18, 2=33.82, df=5, P<0.0001). The first test in 

response to A+1 (the ConRS A shown during green LED at position 1), revealed a 

significant increase in APRs compared to the pretraining (Figure 4.4; Wilcoxon signed-

rank test, N=18, Z=2.95, P<0.005). APRs to A+2, A+3, and A+4 were not significantly 

different from that of the pretraining (Wilcoxon test, Z=1.83, 1.46, 0.534, N=18, P>0.1). 

To control for sensitization or arousal, APRs to A+1 were tested again (A+1 again); the 

tests showed a significant difference compared with tests using A+2, A+3, and A+4 

(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, N=18, Z=2.04, 2.04, 2.69, P<0.05).  These results are 

evidence that the ConRS plays a role in place recognition of the CS and may be used in 

relation to the CS during learning.  In contrast to test 1 above, the animal no longer points 

to the green LED if the LED position is shifted from that learned during training.   

4. The "CS fixed and ConRS displaced" test 

After training, tests were made with the ConRS positions changed from A to B, C, or D, 

with the final test made with the ConRS position returned to A again. Throughout these 

tests, the position of the CS remained at position 1. The spatial configurations that tested 

APRs were thus A+1, B+1, C+1, D+1, and “A+1 again”. The sequence of changed 
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positions of the ConRS was randomized, but the first and last trials were always A+1 

(Figure 4.5). 

APRs to the CS at position 1 coupled with the altered positions of the ConRS 

were significantly different throughout the tests (solid bars in Figure 4.5A; Friedman test, 

N=17, 2=38.2, df=5, P<0.0001). APRs towards A+1 and “A+1 again” were significantly 

increased compared with those of pretraining (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, N=17, Z=2.69, 

3.06, P<0.01). However, APRs elicited by B+1, C+1, and D+1 were not significantly 

different from APRs in pretraining (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, N=17, Z=0.535, 0.535, 

0.535, P>0.5). This experiment provides further support that the animal is using the 

relationship between the CS and ConRS during learning.   

5. The "CS and ConRS displaced" test 

Next we investigated if APRs could be elicited to a changed position of the CS if the 

ConRS position was correspondingly changed. We compared tests in which the angular 

relationships between the CS and ConRS were the same as the original trained angular 

relationship of the ConRS at position A and the CS at position 1 (see Figure 4.1A). In 

these tests, the original angular relationships were preserved when A was shown with 1 

(A+1), B with 2 (B+2), C with 3 (C+3), and D with 4 (D+4). Random sequences were 

tested, after which APRs were tested using different angular relationships, such as B+3, 

C+4, and D+5. The final test was APRs towards “A+1 again” (Figure 4.6). 

APRs towards A+1, B+2, C+3, D+4, which all had the same angular relationships 

showed significant differences from the pretraining (Figure 4.6A; Wilcoxon signed-

ranked test, N=17, Z=3.18, 3.18, 2.93, 2.37  P<0.02). However, APRs towards B+3 
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(N=14), C+4 (N=16), and D+5 (N=14), all of which had angular relationships that 

differed from the combination of the training stimulus A+1, were not significantly 

different from APRs of the pretraining (Figure 4.6A; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, Z=1.47, 

0.53, 0.91, P>0.14). Within APRs to the same angular relationships, responses to D+4 

were significantly different from those towards A+1 and B+2 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, 

N=17, Z=2.20, 2.20, P<0.03) but not C+3 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, N=17, Z=1.47,  

P>0.14).  APRs towards B+3 (angle mismatch) showed no difference from C+3 

(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, N=14, Z=1.82, P>0.06) and D+4 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, 

N=14, Z=0.73, P>0.4).  APRs towards “A+1 again” increased significantly in the last 

trial of the tests, and were significantly different from APRs of the pretraining (Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test, N=7, Z=2.36, P<0.03).   

 APRs towards the same and discrepant angular relationships of the green light and 

ConRS were pooled to compare overall behaviors. Figure 4.6B elaborates on the patterns 

of APRs towards the same and discrepant angular relationships compared with the 

pretraining. APRs to the green light showed a significant influence by the ConRS, being 

generally maintained when the angles between the green light and ConRS were 

maintained (Kruskal-Wallis test, N=53, 68, and 44 for pretraining, same, and different 

angular relationships, respectively, H=40.95, P<0.0001). The average APRs to green 

light positions when the angular relationships between the ConRS and green light 

positions were maintained were about 70% (Fig. 6B). This was significantly different 

from APRs in response to the green light positions when the angle between these and 

ConRS were altered (Mann-Whitney U test, U=746, P<0.0001). Also, compared to APRs 
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towards A+1 in the tests (N=21), in which positions of visual cues were not changed 

throughout tests shown in during the CS and ConRS fixed (Fig. 3), APRs towards green 

light positions having the same angular relationships (N=68) showed no significant 

difference (Mann-Whitney U test, U=640, P=0.47). Pretraining APRs showed no 

difference from APRs towards green light positions having angular relationships to 

ConRS that were different from A+1 (Mann-Whitney U test, U=1162.5, P>0.9). 

 

Discussion 

Retinotopic matching versus spatial relationship matching 

Comparing the results of test 1 and 2 shows that a CS displaced 15o from its original 

position at training will elicit a strong APR in the absence of the ConRS. When the CS is 

rotated more than 15o from its original position APRs diminish. This suggests that in an 

environment devoid of additional reference cues the position of the CS is, within a given 

receptive field, ambiguous. Subsequent experiments demonstrate that in the presence of 

additional visual cues a shift of the CS across the retina ceases to be ambiguous when the 

ConRS is held at the same location, or vice versa. Thus, when a reference cue is 

stabilized on the contralateral retina, APRs towards a CS shifted by more than 15o across 

the ipsilateral retina (A+2 in Figure 4.4) showed no difference from pretraining. This 

indicates that the spatial reference stimuli in the contralateral visual fields provide 

precision to associative learning of the original position of the CS compared to when only 

the CS is present (Figure 4.2). In the presence of the contralateral stimulus, shifts in the 

position of the CS render it meaningless. 
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If the recognition of the learned CS is a function of point-to-point retinotopic 

matching, does this mean that retinotopic matching itself requires two discrete retinal 

stimuli? Experiments in which the position of the CS and ConRS are changed suggest 

that retinotopic matching also involves the retintopic subtense of the two stimuli. When 

the learned spatial configuration (the arc distances [angle]) of the two stimuli is 

maintained, the animal projects its antenna to the new location of the CS (Figure 4.6A). 

But if the arc distances are altered from that provided during training (e.g. B+3, C+4, and 

D+5 in Figure 4.6A), the antenna is not projected to the new position of the CS. 

Therefore, APRs to the CS in the context of a second visual cue rely on the recognition of 

angular matching rather than retinotopic matching.  

Does this occur in nature? Rust et al. (1976) showed that cockroaches turn their 

heads towards a pheromone source to facilitate antennal scanning in the direction of the 

odor plume. This behavior indicates that head movements follow antennal movements 

and that by realigning their antennae insects achieve greater precision of information 

about an odor source (Murlis, 1992). However, as far as we are aware, the role of visual 

cues in such olfactory-driven behaviors has not been investigated.   We have here 

provided evidence that animals are able to localize food sources in the absence of 

information provided by an odor plume given that they have previously learned to 

associate the food source with visual cues.  We suggest that external reference cues 

provide increased precision in localizing odor sources.     

Behavioral and neural correlates of spatial learning  
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Where and how memory templates of sensory scenes are formed, stored, and compared in 

the insect brain is still unknown.  A requirement for investigating underlying 

mechanisms, using electrophysiological methods, is to have behavioral paradigms for 

spatial learning.  This and the previous study (Lent and Kwon, 2003) demonstrate spatial 

learning abilities in a restrained insect using antennal movement patterns to provide 

reliable behavioral indicators. Evidence from lesion studies suggests that the mushroom 

bodies play a crucial role in visual associative and spatial learning (Mizunami et al., 

1998a). When adapted for intracellular recordings, the present behavioral paradigm 

should provide new insight into mechanisms of spatial learning in insects. 
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Figure 4.1 

Spatial learning paradigm. A. The restrained cockroach is placed in the center of the 

arena. White light emitting diodes LEDs (A-D) and green LEDs (1-5) subtend its left and 

right visual fields, respectively. During trials (except in experiment 1, see text) one of the 

white LEDs serves as the contralateral reference stimulus (ConRS) and is illuminated 

throughout that trial. Green LEDs are positioned at 15° intervals with respect to the 

midline of the cockroach’s head. Emission of the food odor is at the green LED position 

1. B. C. Experimental procedures. Pretraining consisted of one trial in which the 

positions of the ConRS and green light were fixed at A and 1, respectively (referred to in 

the text as A+1). The ConRS was on for the whole trial, during which the green LED was 

illuminated for 2 sec. No odorants were presented in these initial tests. Training consisted 

of five presentations during which the ConRS A was illuminated throughout and the 

green LED (CS) illuminated for 2 sec, with the odor present during the second half of the 

CS. During tests only visual cues were provided. The positions of the ConRSs and green 

LEDs could be variously changed. The CS was present for 1-5 sec during continuous 

illumination of the ConRS. Projection responses of the ipsilateral antenna to illuminated 

green LEDs were scored in each trial.  
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FIGURE 4.1 
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Figure 4.2 

Antennal projection responses (APRs) to different positions of green LEDs without a 

contralateral reference after animals were trained to LED in position 1. APRs to LED 

positions 1 and 2 were significantly increased from pretraining (P<0.05). APRs to LED 

positions 3 and 4 were not different from pretraining (P>0.1). APRs to green LEDs at 

position 1 again (the last posttraining trial) were significantly increased from APRs 

during pretraining (P<0.05). The diagram above each column represents the relevant test.  

The right antenna pointing towards the position of the green LED indicates a positive 

response. 
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FIGURE 4.2 
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Figure 4.3 

APRs to the green LED position 1 with the ConRS at A (A+1) before and after training.  

APRs elicited by posttraining tests were significantly increased from those at pretraining 

(P<0.05).  The diagram above each column schematized the behavioral response.  The 

right antenna pointing towards the green LED indicates a positive response. 
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FIGURE 4.3 
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Figure 4.4 

APRs to green LED positions in which the green LED positions were changed after 

training trials and the ConRS position remained the same.  APRs to green LED position 1 

during the ConRS at position A, A+1 and “A+1 again,” were significantly increased from 

APRs to LEDs at pretraining and positions 2, 3, and 4 (P<0.05).  The diagram above each 

column schematizes the behavioral response for each LED and ConRS position.  The 

right antenna pointing towards the green LED indicates a positive response. 
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FIGURE 4.4 
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Figure 4.5 

APRs to the green LED at position 1 and the ConRS at position A. APRs to position 1 at 

A+1 and to position 1 at  “A+1 again” were significantly increased from those in 

pretraining (P<0.05). APRs to the green LED at position 1 and the ConRS at positions B, 

C, or D, respectively named B+1, C+1, and D+1, did not differ from those in pretraining 

(P>0.5).  The right antenna pointing towards the position of the green LED indicates a 

positive response 
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FIGURE 4.5 
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Figure 4.6 

APRs to positions of the green LED in which the positions of the LEDs and the ConRS 

were changed while either maintaining or altering their angular relationships. Angles 

between B and 2, C and 3, and D and 4 were the same as between A and 1, whereas the 

angles between B and 3, C and 4, and D and 5 were smaller (see Fig. 1A). A. APRs to the 

green LED positions having the same angular relationships showed a significant 

difference from pretraining (P<0.05), whereas APRs to green LED positions having 

different angular relationships with the ConRSs (i.e., B+3 [N=14], C+4 [N=16], and D+5 

[N=14]) showed no difference from APRs at pretraining (P>0.1). APRs to the green LED 

position 1 in the final trials (“A+1 again”) were increased compared with pretraining 

(P<0.05). The right antenna pointing towards the position of the green LED indicates a 

positive response.  Asterisks indicate tests that are significantly increased compared to 

pretraining.  B. APRs pooled with respect to pretraining (N=53), same angular 

relationships (N=68), and different angular relationships (N=44). APRs to green LED 

positions having the same angular relationship to the ConRS as during training showed a 

significant increase compared with those of pretraining and tests when the different 

angular relationship between the green LED and the ConRS was smaller than during 

training (P<0.05). 
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FIGURE 4.6 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS OF SPACE IN THE BRAIN OF THE 

COCKROACH 

Introduction 

Cockroaches have been used to study memory in different behavioral contexts for almost 

100 years and a variety of paradigms have employed a number of techniques in an effort 

to understand mechanisms underlying learning. Experimental evidence has demonstrated 

diverse behavioral adaptations in this species and manifestations of acquired memory that 

are a consequence of multiple associations and multimodal integration.  These abilities 

are similar to those demonstrated in other species and show that cockroaches are able to 

retain information in the form of associations (Watanabe et al., 2003; Lent and Kwon, 

2004; Pinter et al., 2005; Lent and Strausfeld, 2006; Lent et al., 2006) and spatial 

representations (Mizunami et al., 1998; Kwon et al., 2004).  

A cockroach’s environment is composed of a variety of sensory cues that convey 

important information about food, shelter, and danger.  As a cockroach navigates through 

this sensory milieu it must be able to retain behaviorally relevant information.  The 

utilization of internal and external cues facilitates the formation of proper associations 

about the behaviorally relevant information thereby maximizing the cockroach’s fitness. 

Integration of multimodal information and associative memory systems can function in 

signaling spatially relevant information.   This spatial information is assumed to be stored 

in the cockroach’s brain and used to facilitate the localization of objects and places.  

Theoretically, two types of representation of spatial information can be considered:  1) 
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spatial cues can be represented in relation to the cockroach; or 2) or spatial cues can be 

represented in relation to each other (Benhamou and Poucet, 1996). It has been shown, 

separately, that the cockroach uses both olfactory and visual spatial information and can 

use that information to localize relevant goals in its environment. The cockroach 

demonstrates use of the spatial structure of an odor stimulus for directional orientation 

(Hösl, 1990) and the ability to learn the spatial relationship between visual cues 

(Mizunami et al., 1998; Kwon et al, 2004) 

Discussed here are key experiments from recently published data on associative 

and spatial learning in the cockroach and a series of new experiments, using 

modifications of established paradigms, to reveal multiple representations of space in the 

brain of the cockroach.  Demonstrated here is the cockroach’s use of information, derived 

from olfactory and motor/proprioceptive feedback from paired antennae movements, to 

learn cues with respect to its own body thereby leading to the formation of a gradient 

map-like memory. The interactions of the olfactory gradient map and previously 

identified spatial memory for positional visual cues are also discussed.   

 

Visual-olfactory associations reveal an underlying spatial component 

The sensory conditions under which cockroaches are conditioned to associate a visual cue 

with an olfactory cue influence the nature of the resulting memory.  It has been 

demonstrated that the antennal projection response (APR) of the cockroach can be 

classically conditioned using a visual-olfactory learning paradigm (Lent and Kwon, 

2004). Classical conditioning of a restrained cockroach through the pairing of an 
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olfactory cue (US) with a spatially coincident visual cue (CS) resulted in APRs towards 

the learned visual cue after five trials (Lent and Kwon, 2004; Kwon et al., 2004; Pinter et 

al., 2005; Lent et al., 2006).  Interfering with the animal’s access to sensory stimuli 

during conditioning showed detrimental effects on memory.  When there was no 

interference of sensory stimuli, memory was observed to last over 72 hours (Lent and 

Kwon, 2004). However, when there was interference of sensory stimuli memory lasted 

only 12 to 24 hours (Pinter et al., 2005; Lent et al., 2006). 

The above-described paradigms all involve conditioning a cockroach restrained in 

a small plastic tube that restricts movement of the body.  Conditioning the cockroach in 

this manner has specific effects on the way in which sensory information is acquired and 

processed.  Since the cockroach is unable to move unfettered in its environment, the 

roach’s visual input is restricted to what is placed in its direct line of sight. The paradigm 

describe by Lent and Kwon (2004) offset the visual cue 5 degrees right of the midline.  

This effectively limits the visual information to a small portion of the right eye.  

Olfactory information cannot be restricted to one antenna without physically altering or 

blocking input.   This makes it nearly impossible to place the olfactory cue in reach of 

one and out of reach of the other antenna, and this was indeed the case.  The olfactory cue 

was described as spatially coincident with the visual cue, thus placing it 5 degrees right of 

the midline and well within reach of both antennae.  The placement of the olfactory cue 

allows for both antennae to process sensory stimuli equally well.  This was later 

described as classical conditioning with non-restricted sensory input (Pinter et al., 2005; 

Lent et al., 2006). In the non-restricted sensory condition the visual cue was detected 
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unilaterally by one eye whereas the olfactory cue was detected bilaterally by both 

antennae. Under the non-restricted sensory condition the learned APR, which was the 

movement of the antenna towards the light cue on the same side of the animal as that 

stimulated, persisted for at least 72 hours and is thus indicative of long-term memory 

(Lent and Kwon, 2004). 

A modification to this paradigm effectively blocked olfactory and visual input on 

one side of the animal by covering the antenna and eye (Pinter et al., 2005).   The body of 

the cockroach is restrained in the small plastic tube and one side is denied sensory input. 

Both the visual cue and the olfactory cue are offset 5 degrees to either the right or the left 

of the midline corresponding to the side that has sensory access.  The eye receives visual 

information in the same manner as the paradigm described above, but only one antenna 

samples the odor during conditioning.  This paradigm is here termed classical 

conditioning with restricted sensory input. Cockroaches that were trained to associate 

sensory information restricted to one side demonstrate APRs that were significantly 

different from the naïve cockroach at 20 hours; but this was no longer the case after 24 

hours (Pinter et al., 2005).  This suggested a failure to consolidate the association to long-

term memory. 

Another experiment compared classical conditioning with restricted sensory input 

in intact and split-brain cockroaches (Lent et al., 2006).  In addition to looking at split-

brain cockroaches an additional learning response was measured: the APRs elicited from 

the side covered during training designated the naïve half.  As described from 

cockroaches with intact brains (Pinter et al., 2005), when split-brain cockroaches were 
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conditioned with paired stimuli in one hemifield while the other has sensory information 

blocked, APRs were elicited when the CS was presented to the trained half for up to 20 

hrs following training, but at 24 hrs there was no significant difference from naïve 

roaches.  Comparing those learned responses in the trained half to the naïve half in both 

intact and split-brain cockroaches showed specific differences.   In cockroaches with 

intact brains, the learned association was made accessible to the naïve half within 10 

minutes and reaching equal strength to the trained half 1 hour after training.  Once APRs 

were established in the naïve half these decayed in a similar fashion to the trained half 

and showed no APRs at 24 hrs.  The naïve half of a split-brain cockroach did not elicit 

APRs and was not significantly different from the untrained roach (Lent et al. 2006).  

This indicates that the naïve half never acquired the learned association.  Lent et al. 

(2006) also described classical conditioning with non-restricted sensory input in split-

brain cockroaches, but not in intact brain cockroaches.  APRs elicited in split-brain 

cockroaches classically conditioned with non-restricted sensory input were not 

statistically different from those conditioned with restricted sensory input; the trained half 

showed APRs lasting less than 24 hours and the naïve half remained naïve.   

Though Lent and Kwon (2004) tested APRs elicited by presenting the CS on the 

side that was trained, they did not describe any experiments that involved presenting the 

CS to the contralateral side. In order to compare the intact brain to the split-brain 

cockroaches trained with non-restricted sensory input it was necessary to perform this 

experiment.  Using the protocol and statistical analysis described by Lent et al. (2006), 

intact brain cockroaches were conditioned with non-restricted sensory input and APRs 
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were measured from the naïve half.  APRs elicited from the naïve half in intact brain 

cockroaches were not statistically different from those elicited from untrained 

cockroaches (n=18, U=153.00, P=0.7758).  Comparing the response of cockroaches with 

intact brains trained with non-restricted versus restricted sensory conditions demonstrated 

a major difference.  When trained with restricted sensory input, presentation of the CS 

elicited APRs lasting less the 24 hours from both the trained half and the naïve half. 

However, when trained with non-restricted sensory input, presentation of CS only elicited 

APRs from the trained half and memory was still present at 72 hours.  This finding 

suggests that the cockroach has access to environmental cues that convey spatial 

information and this spatial information is associated with the learned response thereby 

restricting the APRs to the trained half. 

The hypothesis that there is an influence due to presence of spatial information 

during the learning of a visual-olfactory association requires the investigation of a 

particular finding published by Kwon et al. (2004).  In this study, cockroaches were 

trained with non-restricted sensory input to associate a visual cue and an olfactory cue 

that was offset 75 degrees right of the midline and tested with a CS presented at positions 

75, 60, 45, and 30 degrees right of midline.  When tested, APRs were elicited only when 

the CS was presented at 75 and 60 degrees, but not 45 or 30 degrees from midline.  The 

authors suggest that the failure to show APRs towards these other positions may be due 

to the CS becoming ambiguous when moved in the environment.  An alternative 

hypothesis is that there are environmental cues conveying spatial information and as a 

result APRs are more precise.  To examine the hypothesis of precision due to the 
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presence of spatial information versus ambiguity due to movement of the CS in the 

environment, additional experiments were necessary.  Using the protocol described by 

Kwon et al. (2004), cockroaches were trained with restricted sensory input to associate a 

visual cue and an olfactory cue that was offset 75 degrees right from midline and tested at 

positions 75, 60, 45 and 30 degrees both right and left of midline.  APRs elicited 

following training were significantly different from pretraining (n=23, ANOVA 

2=23.625, P=0.00265), but the APRs elicited from each individual position were not 

significantly different from each other (n=23, ANOVA 2=2.7194, P=0.9097).  These 

results combined with previous accounts suggest that cockroaches trained with a 

restricted sensory input elicit APRs to the visual cue regardless of its position, whereas 

cockroaches trained with non-restricted sensory input elicit APRs only in the trained 

hemifield and only if the visual cue does not deviate drastically from the learned position 

(Figure 5.1).  The cockroach is able to localize the position of the light cue based on yet 

unidentified spatial information. 

 

Olfactory cues and a gradient map 

As described, altering the way in which sensory information is acquired results in two 

very different memories.  How specific sensory input contributes to these different 

memories has not been examined until now.  To address the underlying role of sensory 

processing and its role in providing spatial information resulting in an APR, the 

cockroaches need to be conditioned using paradigms that provide varying degrees of 

sensory restriction. This is designated here as conditioning with semi-restricted sensory 
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input.  Three modified versions of the learning paradigm to provide semi-restricted 

sensory input were designed in order to examine the role of different sensory modalities.  

The first version involved restricting only visual input to one eye while permitting 

olfactory input.  The second restricted proprioceptive reafferent sensory input by fixing 

the base of the antenna with wax and thus restricting movement of one antenna while 

allowing olfactory input.  The third restricted olfactory input by covering the antenna 

with a thin film of oil; this allowed the animal to move its antenna while reducing 

significantly the ability of that antenna to sample odor (oil v. normal response to odor: 

n=15, U=52.5, P=0.0128). 

 Cockroaches trained under the first semi-restricted sensory condition elicited 

APRs to visual cues at different positions in a similar fashion to cockroaches trained 

under non-restricted sensory conditions.  APRs were elicited only when the visual cue 

was tested at 75 and 60 degrees (75° & 60° v. Pretraining, n=24, ANOVA 2=16.3529, 

P=0.00028; 45° & 30° v. Pretraining, n=24, ANOVA 2=3.0000, P=0.2232) and did not 

elicit APRs to a visual cue presented on the side opposite of that trained (n=24, ANOVA 

2=7.33333, P=0.1193).  As visual input is already restricted by the design of the 

paradigm to one hemifield, this result is not unexpected.  It also demonstrates that the 

presence of the eye shield itself and any mechanical feedback that it may convey, does 

not interfere with learning and memory processes. Cockroaches trained under both the 

second and third semi-restricted sensory condition demonstrated APRs that were similar 

to cockroaches trained under restricted sensory conditions.  When only the movement of 

the antenna was blocked the cockroaches elicited APRs towards visual cues irrespective 
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of where the cue was positioned.  APRs towards visual cues were significantly different 

from pretraining at all positions (n=24, ANOVA 2=22.06763, P=0.0048) and APRs 

elicited at different positions were not significantly different from each other (n=24, 

ANOVA 2=6.0909, P=0.52919).  Similarly, when only olfactory information was 

blocked cockroaches elicited strong APRs towards visual cues positioned in either 

hemifield that were not significantly different from each other (n=24, ANOVA 

2=4.2727, P=0.7479).  That there is no difference in the type of learning demonstrated 

by the latter two semi-restricted sensory conditions is logical in that both movement of 

the antenna and the detection of olfactory cues are behaviorally inseparable.    

From these experiments and those described earlier, two hypotheses regarding the 

memory of the learned visual-olfactory association can be developed.  First, only a single 

antenna processing olfactory stimuli from an odor plume is sufficient to provide 

directional information about the odor source. This has been demonstrated in moths; they 

are capable of extracting directional cues with a single antenna demonstrated by their 

ability to track an odor plume during flight following surgical removal of the antenna 

(Kennedy and Marsh, 1974; Vickers and Baker, 1991).   This directional information 

from the olfactory cue can be associated with the directional information from the visual 

cue (i.e. the olfactory cue is spatially coincident with the visual cue).  This association, 

however, is generalized and the visual cue is indicative of an odor irrespective of where it 

appears in the environment.  Second, both antennae sampling information from an odor 

source results in providing not only directional information but also positional 

information.  The olfactory cue’s positional information is detected with respect to the 
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cockroach itself presumably because it bilaterally processes and integrates olfactory and 

motor/proprioceptive information. These processes result in the creation an olfactory 

gradient map. The possibility that there were visual cues in the environment conveying 

spatial information thereby creating a visual landmark map can be ruled out as all 

experiments were performed under infrared light conditions (a non-visible wavelength for 

cockroaches) and the training arena and surrounding area were visually uniform.  

Therefore the only source of spatial information was provided by the olfactory cue.  This 

suggests that the combination of the association of the directional visual and olfactory 

cues with the olfactory gradient map results in an APR that is restricted to a limited 

region of space (Figure 5.2).  

 

Parallel memory processes and spatial representations 

Restrained cockroaches have also been used to reveal spatial learning.  Cockroaches are 

conditioned to a visual cue paired with an olfactory cue in one hemifield while in the 

presence of a second “reference” visual cue in the opposite hemifield.  The cockroaches 

learn the angular relationship between the CS and the reference cue and only elicited 

APRs when that relationship was maintained (Kwon et al. 2004).  This demonstrates that 

cockroaches can learn the spatial relationship between two visual cues.  Evidence from 

experiments demonstrating that cockroaches can learn the relationship between two 

visual cues also suggests that this type of spatial memory is dominant over the previously 

described gradient map memory.  This is evidenced by the movement of the CS 

throughout the visual field in that as long as the angular relationship is maintained with 
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the reference stimulus, cockroaches will elicit APRs even if the CS falls outside the range 

that the olfactory gradient map would predict.  What is not clear, however, is if in 

addition to learning spatial relationships in this paradigm cockroaches are forming an 

olfactory gradient map.   

 To address this question, cockroaches were trained to associate a visual cue with 

an olfactory cue in the presence of a contralateral reference visual cue as described by 

Kwon et al. (2004).  The APRs of cockroaches were then tested both in the presence and 

absence of the reference cue.  Cockroaches learned the spatial relationship between the 

two visual cues similarly to those previously described.  When the CS was presented at 

varying positions in the absence of the reference, however, they elicited APRs only in a 

limited region of space (75° & 60° vs. Pretraining, n=24, ANOVA 2=15.6471, 

P=0.0004; 45° & 30° vs. Pretraining, n=24, ANOVA 2=0.5000, P=0.7788).  

Cockroaches elicited APRs only within 15 degrees of the trained position; this defined 

response was similar to that described in cockroaches that were classically conditioned 

with non-restricted sensory input. These results suggest that cockroaches store multiple 

representations of space and are capable of utilizing the spatial memory that best serves 

their current behavioral need defined by sensory cues present in the environment at the 

time. 

 These findings lead to another question: is learning such spatial representations a 

sequential or parallel process?  To address this question, cockroaches were conditioned 

with semi-restricted sensory input that blocked movement of, and olfactory input to, the 

antenna on one side while permitting visual input to both eyes.  These cockroaches were 
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trained to associate the visual cue with the olfactory cue in the presence of a contralateral 

reference.  Cockroaches trained under these conditions did not demonstrate either form of 

spatial learning; their APRs were similar to those classically conditioned with restricted 

sensory input. The APRs of cockroaches trained in this condition were significantly 

higher than pretraining (n=24, ANOVA 2=16.4444, P=0.00248) and not significantly 

different from each other (n=24, ANOVA 2=4.50, P=0.2123) irrespective of where the 

CS was presented.  However, this data fails to resolve the question of parallel versus 

sequential processing.  The failure of the cockroach to learn the spatial relationship of the 

two visual cues could be due to one of two things.  First, the learning is sequential and 

formation of the memory relating the two cues requires the formation of a gradient map 

spatial memory and this cannot be done when the antenna are restricted.  Second, the 

design of the experiment intricately links olfaction and vision in the training paradigm 

such that the formation of both types of spatial memory requires bilateral olfactory 

processing.  Experiments that investigate place memory in cockroaches have 

demonstrated that cockroaches could learn the relationship between distant visual cues to 

locate a hidden target. This was demonstrated by using an adaptation of the Morris water 

maze test, called the Tennessee Williams Paradigm, in which water was substituted for 

by heat (Mizunami et al. 1998).  This suggests that the restrained paradigm is the 

constraining factor.  While the two types of spatial memory can be experimentally 

separated, as demonstrated in the experiment described above, it is likely that the learning 

of the two spatial representations cannot be experimentally separated using this paradigm.   
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Conclusion 

Interactions of sensory systems and learning mechanisms result in the formation of 

memories representing multiple aspects of space.  During the association of a visual cue 

with an olfactory cue, movements of the antennae convey multiple sensory components 

that influence the cockroach’s perception of space.  This influence is directly reflected in 

the cockroach’s behavior demonstrated by experiments that condition the antennal 

projection response in the restrained cockroach.  The directional components of the 

olfactory information can be associated with directional components of the visual 

information thereby resulting in a generalized association that the visual cue and the 

olfactory cue are spatially coincident.  The olfactory cues also provide additional 

information in the form of a chemical gradient that the cockroach uses to determine its 

position in space relative to that cue.  Evidence suggests that this information is 

represented in the cockroach in the form of an olfactory gradient map and that this map 

improves the animal’s ability to localize learned cues in its environment.  The cockroach 

can simultaneously represent space in terms of the spatial relationships between objects.  

The memory representing the angular relationship of two visual cues further contributes 

to the cockroach’s ability to localize learned cues.  If both representations of space can be 

utilized by the cockroach to localize a learned cue, the positional visual cue must be the 

one that determines the behavioral response.  This suggests a potential hierarchy of 

sensory information as it relates to space with visual space being dominant to olfactory 

space and a hierarchy of spatial representations with positional cues or landmark maps 

being dominant over gradient maps. 
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 These findings invite an interesting comparison between the spatial mapping in 

the cockroach and the parallel map theory of hippocampal function (Jacobs and Schenk, 

2003).  The parallel map theory proposes that the hippocampus encodes space with two 

mapping systems. One, the “bearing map”, encodes space based on directional cues such 

as gradients. The other, the “sketch map”, encodes space based on positional cues.  While 

the findings from the cockroach demonstrate the possible existence of comparable maps 

it still remains an open question whether these maps encode space in parallel.  While 

behavioral comparisons of spatial mapping in cockroaches and animals with a 

hippocampus, such as rats, are quite possible with the current learning experiments, 

attributing such mapping functions to any structure of the insect brain, as they have been 

for the hippocampus, is an interesting challenge.  One obvious candidate in the insect 

brain is the paired mushroom bodies, which are considered to be involved in learning and 

memory (Heisenberg, 2003).  There are, however, only two experiments that have 

suggested a role for these centers in processing spatial information. The mushroom 

bodies have been implicated in place memory in the cockroach (Mizunami et al., 1998) 

and thigmotaxis in Drosophila (Besson and Martin, 2005).  Though it may be premature 

to invite comparisons between neural underpinnings of spatial learning in mammals and 

insects these findings demonstrating that complex spatial learning capabilities of the 

cockroach deserve further investigation. 
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Figure 5.1 

Conditioning APRs with non-restricted and restricted sensory input.  One group of 

cockroaches was trained with non-restricted sensory input and another group with 

restricted sensory input to associate a light cue with an olfactory cue 75 degrees from 

midline and tested at 75, 60, 45, 30 and -75 degrees. A. Non-restricted sensory condition. 

When cockroaches are conditioned with non-restricted sensory input they elicit APRs 

only to a visual cue in the hemifield, and that falls within 15 degrees of where that cue 

was learned (n=23). B. Restricted sensory condition. When cockroaches are conditioned 

with restricted sensory input they elicit APRs to a visual cue in either hemifield 

irrespective of the learned cue position (n=23). 
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FIGURE 5.1 
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Figure 5.2 

Interaction of an olfactory stimulus and the antenna’s own movements.  The sampling by 

the antenna (red arrows) of the odor gradient (gray shaded area) provides two types of 

spatial information.  The movement of the antenna up and down the gradient (red arrows) 

can detect concentration-dependent directional information provided by the odor source 

(black arrows), with the highest concentration being towards the source; this can be 

accomplished with a single antenna.   Sampling of olfactory cue by both antennae 

provides a two-dimensional representation of space resulting in an olfactory gradient map 

(transection of red arrows).  When this information is associated with the visual cue 

(green circle) then APRs are elicited in a defined range.   
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FIGURE 5.2 
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CHAPTER SIX 

LEARING WITH HALF A BRAIN: ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING IN THE SPLIT 

BRAIN COCKROACH 

Abstract 

Since the 1970s, human subjects that have undergone corpus callosotomy have provided 

important insights into neural mechanisms of perception, memory, and cognition 

(Gazzaniga, 1967, 2000, 2005).  The ability to test the function of each hemisphere 

independently of the other offers unique advantages for investigating systems that are 

thought to underlie cognition. However, such approaches so far have been limited to 

mammals. Here we describe comparable experiments on an insect brain to demonstrate 

learning-associated changes within one brain hemisphere.   After training one half of their 

bisected brains, cockroaches learn to extend the antenna supplying that brain hemisphere 

towards an illuminated diode after this has been paired with an odor stimulus. The 

antenna supplying the naïve hemisphere shows no response.  Cockroaches retain this 

ability for up to 24 hours, during which, shortly after training, the mushroom body of the 

trained hemisphere alone undergoes specific post-translational alterations of 

microglomerular synaptic complexes in its calyces.  

 

Introduction 

Research into mechanisms underlying learning and memory usually rely on 

comparisons between trained and naïve subjects. However, assessing the results of tests 

between individuals is complicated by the fact that it is almost impossible to ensure that 
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they have shared the same life experience before being tested. Even such genomic model 

systems as the fruit fly are unable to provide true control material. Individuals are tested 

against other individuals without knowing if these individuals have actively learned and 

memorized environmental events before being tested for molecular changes that might 

occur as a consequence of memory acquisition. Here we use an insect model system that 

overcomes this by using the same individual for the test and control. The experiments 

described here were performed on Periplaneta americana, the brain of which is not 

significantly different from that of Drosophila but is far more robust, allowing defined 

surgical intervention. The two supraesophageal hemispheres of the brain can be entirely 

separated while still eliciting unilateral motor actions from either hemisphere. The use of 

the cockroach as a model for learning and memory is evidenced by studies demonstrating 

both Pavlovian-type associative memory as well as mammalian-like place memory 

(Mizunami et al., 1998b; Watanbe et al., 2003; Lent and Kwon, 2004; Kwon et al., 2004; 

Pintér et al., 2005).  In part, such studies have been enabled by making use of specific 

behavioral repertoires and relying on the brain’s resilience to chronic recording and 

lesioning (Mizunami et al., 1998b). The cockroach has also been used to demonstrate 

learning-dependent gene expression (Pintér et al., 2005).  

 Here we use a modification of an established paradigm in which directional 

movements of the cockroach antennae (the antennal projection response: APR) provide 

information about the progress and establishment of a memory trace (Lent and Kwon, 

2004). Unilateral conditioning of the APR is demonstrated by a learned response 

localized to one half of the split brain whereas the antenna serving the other half, when 
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tested with the same conditioned stimulus, remains entirely unresponsive.  This allows 

for one brain hemisphere to serve as the test subject and the other half as the control. 

Macroscopic learning-associated alterations of the mushroom bodies, which are the 

assumed learning and memory centers of the insect brain (Heisenberg, 2003; Davis, 

2005), have been explored using an antibody specific to autophosphorylated neuronal 

calmodulin kinase (PCamK), a protein associated with memory acquisition in mice and 

Drosophila (Miller and Kennedy, 1986; Silva et al., 1992; Griffith et al., 1993). When 

compared to the naïve half, the trained brain half of the mushroom body’s calyx reveals 

an increase PCamK-positive active domains within the microglomeruli and in neurites 

that supply Kenyon cells dendrites that form synaptic complexes at this level (Yasuyama 

et al., 2002).  

 

Materials and methods 

Animals  

Experiments were conducted on adult male Periplaneta americana from a laboratory 

colony.  Animals were maintained on IAMS cat food and water and kept as described by 

Lent and Kwon (2004).  Animals with any external damage (e.g. missing antennal 

segments or legs) were discarded. 

Split-brain preparation  

In preparation for surgery, animals were anesthetized by cooling to 4°C. Cockroaches 

were anesthetized throughout surgery by fixing them to a cold plate, which consisted of a 

plastic dish with an ice-filled center.  To split the brain as far as its esophageal foramen, a 
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single antero-posterior incision was made from above into the middle of the head capsule, 

to a depth of 2 mm and between 1- 1.5mm long. The incision was then sealed with a low 

melting-point wax and the animal was isolated in a small chamber with access only to 

water. It was allowed 48 hours to recover.  Following recovery animals were monitored 

for general health and behavioral abnormalities.  Animals that demonstrated forward 

locomotion and normal (but not coordinated) antennal movements were used for 

experiments. These animals comprised the split-brain group. 

Control surgeries, which consisted of an incision through the cuticle without 

contacting the brain, were done in parallel with split-brain surgeries.  Animals that 

underwent control surgery comprised the intact brain group used in behavioral 

experiments. As with split-brain animals only those that demonstrated normal motor 

activity were used for learning and memory experiments. Results were evaluated after 

postmortem histology demonstrated that a brain had been bisected as far as the 

esophageal foramen. Brains that had suffered asymmetric lesions were not included in the 

analysis.  

Training protocol  

1. Restricted training. In this procedure only one half of the head receives sensory 

information during training. Following recovery from surgery animals were anesthetized 

with CO2, restrained in a small plastic tube, and placed in the middle of a circular arena 

(Figure 6.1a).  The wall of the arena had a single green LED in the left hemifield and a 

single green LED (CS) in the right hemifield both positioned 5 degrees from midline of 

the roach.  A food odor source (US) was released through a syringe immediately adjacent 
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to each of the green LEDs.  The protocol (Figure 6.1b) consisted of six pretraining trials 

of the conditioning stimulus (green light cue of 2 seconds duration) presented three times 

to each side of the roach to test the preconditioned response.  Following pretraining, the 

eye and antenna on one side, (side randomly selected), were respectively occluded with 

black wax and a narrow plastic tube which was then sealed at both ends so as to totally 

isolate the olfactory receptor array.  The occluded side belonged to the “naïve” half. The 

unoccluded eye and antenna other belonged to the “trained” half.   Following pretraining, 

the animal was presented with five training trials to the trained half. The light cue and 

odor were onset simultaneously at each trial: the light was presented for two seconds and 

the odor was presented for one second.   Six test trials were performed randomly, three to 

the trained half and three to the naïve half, in which only the CS was presented. Inter-trial 

intervals (ITIs) were all set at 1 minute.  Cockroaches that elicited APRs toward the CS 

following training were considered trained. 

2.Non-restricted training. After recovery from surgery, animals were trained using the 

same stimulus protocol but without sensory input blocked to the designated naïve half.   

This group of animals was used to analyze structural differences between naïve versus 

trained brain hemispheres.  The protocol provided sensory input to each brain half, the 

trained half receiving paired stimulation and the naïve half receiving unpaired stimulation 

of the eye and antenna.   

Immunoblot  

Sodium dodecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was performed 

according to Laemmli (1970) in 4% stacking and 7.5% separating gel. Brains of adult 
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male animals were dissected in phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4 (PBS), transferred into 

Laemmli loading buffer and homogenized. Five percent of one brain corresponding to 

10μg protein was loaded per lane. Protein concentration was determined according to 

Bradford (1976) using Protein Assay Dye Reagent (BioRad). Blotting was performed as 

described by Towbin et al. (1979) except for the use of 0.05% Tween-20 in Tris buffered 

saline throughout the washing steps. Electrotransfer was checked by staining with 0.1% 

Ponceau S in 5% acetic acid. Blocking solution (Roche) in maleic acid buffer was used to 

quench non-specific binding.  -PCamK (anti-pCaMKII, sc-12886-R, Santa Cruz 

Biotech) primary antibody was added to the blocking solution at x2000 dilution. 

Horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody combined with SuperSignal West 

Femto substrate (Pierce) was used to visualize immunoreactivity. For preabsorption 

experiment -PCamK antibody was diluted x200 in PBS and a five-fold excess (by 

weight) of the blocking (sc-12886 P) or substrate peptide (sc-24562) was added. After 

incubation for two hours at 20oC, the mixture was diluted 10 times in blocking solution 

buffered with maleic acid and the standard immunodetection protocol was performed. 

Immunohistochemistry  

Split-brain animals were decapitated 30 min after training. The heads were placed into 

fixative (2% paraformaldehyde dissolved in PBS) and incubated overnight at 6OC. Brains 

were dissected in phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4 (PBS), embedded in 

gelatin/ovalbumin and postfixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin solution overnight at 

6oC. Frontal sections of gelatin embedded brains were sectioned at 45 μm with a Leica 

vibratome. Immunostaining was performed on free-floating sections at room temperature. 
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Sections were equilibrated with 0.5% Triton X-100 dissolved in PBS (PBSTx), blocked 

with 5% normal goat serum (NGS) in PBSTx and incubated simultaneously with the 

primary antibodies added to the blocking solution for at least 24hrs. The primary 

antibodies were rabbit -PCamK and mouse -tubulin (anti- -tubulin, MAB3408, 

Chemicon Int.) employed at 1:500 and 1:4000 dilutions, respectively. Sections were 

washed with PBSTx and incubated for approximately 16hrs with the secondary 

antibodies; Alexa Fluor 488 F(ab') fragment of goat anti-rabbit IgG (Molecular Probes), 

and Cy5-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Jackson) diluted in PBSTx containing 1% 

NGS to 1:400 and 1:500, respectively. After washing with PBSTx and rinsing with PBS, 

sections were embedded in Entellan. Images were acquired with a Zeiss Pascal confocal 

microscope.  

Measurements of microglomeruli and Kenyon cell fiber bundles in split-brain 

cockroaches  

The two halves of any one brain are linked throughout treatment by its subesophageal 

ganglion. Thus, imaging of tissue belonging to the naïve or trained hemispheres is under 

the same conditions of excitation and image capture. Confocal images were reconstructed 

from 3 optical sections each with a total depth of 4 μm. Flattened stacks were processed 

using Adobe Photoshop.  For microglomeruli analysis images of the calyx were collected 

anteriorly above the apex of the vertical lobe. Merged images of PCamK and tubulin 

immunoreactivity were used to measure differences of microglomerular dimensions at 

equivalent locations of the calyces of each brain hemisphere. The maximum edge-to-edge 

widths of identified microglomeruli were measured, as were center-to-center distances 
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between microglomeruli. Between 105-180 microglomeruli were measured from 2-3 

areas from the lateral and medial calyces in each brain half. For calculating PCamK 

immunoreactivity in bundles of Kenyon cell neurites, images were collected from calyces 

at a level anterior to the apex of the vertical lobes and from the calyces at a level that is 

immediately posterior to the mushroom body pedunculi. Sections of these parts of the 

calyx allowed imaging of neuropil and clusters of neuronal cell bodies within the calyx 

cup. The number of neurite bundles immunostained with -PCamK were calculated as a 

percentage of all fibers stained with -tubulin. 

Statistical analysis  

For behavioral data, nonparametric statistics were used as described by Lent and Kwon 

(2004).  Friedman ANOVA (ANOVA 2) was used to compare differences between 

repeated measures within a group.  The Sign test (Z) was used compare values within the 

repeated measures within a group. The Mann-Whitney U test (U) was used to test 

differences between two groups.  Values shown represent responses “0” or “1” in 

percentages; therefore, standard deviations are not depicted.  Microglomeruli and fiber 

confocal images were reviewed and scored in a blind test by an observer without 

knowledge of the behavioral data and differences were analyzed using two-tailed 

Student's T-test. Corrections for small sample size were made when calculating the T 

values of the fiber differences.  Using a correction for n=10 the 95% confidence interval 

is set as Xavg±2. 262 /N1/2.  Differences were considered statistically significant using a 

P value of 0.05. 
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Results 

Classical conditioning with restricted sensory input in intact and split-brain cockroaches 

The antennal projection response (APR) of restrained cockroaches were conditioned and 

measured during pretraining, training, and testing in cockroaches with intact brains 

(control surgery group; n=51) and split brains (split surgery group; n=48), in both groups 

restricting input to only one side (Figures 6.1, 6.2a).  Restricted input was used to ensure 

that the behavioral observations and comparisons made between intact and split brains 

were due to sensory input being associated unilaterally and not confounded by 

interactions of bilateral sensory input.  Both groups of animals perform APRs less than 

10 percent during the pretraining period with no significant difference between the two 

groups (n=51, 48; U=1197.00, P=0.85).  There is also no significant difference between 

the two groups during training, in which the odor stimulus is coupled with the green light 

cue (n=51, 48; U=3363.50, P=0.9027). However, in both groups after training, the side of 

the animal exposed to paired stimulation by the CS and US exhibits vigorous APRs that 

are significantly different from pretraining (intact brain, n= 51, Z=5.2223, P=1.7669e-7; 

split brain, n=48, Z=5.0289, P=4.932e-7). Both groups show >60% APRs to the green 

LED presented alone 5 minutes after training and are not significantly different each 

other (n=51, 48; U=1201.50, P=0.8748). This indicates that split-brain cockroaches 

actively sample the olfactory milieu as do animals that are intact and that, at least with 

regard to antennal motor actions, surgery does not adversely affect behavior. Testing the 

naïve half of intact and split-brain animals yielded different results. Presenting the 

conditioned stimulus to the naïve side of the split brain after training elicited APRs that 
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were not significantly different from pretraining (n=51, Z=-0.5000, P=0.6171).  However 

APRs of the naïve half of animals with intact brains were significantly different from 

both pretraining (n=51, Z=2.7735, P=0.005546) and from the APRs elicited from the 

trained half (n=51 Z=3.590662, P=0.00033).  Using a six minute testing window five 

minutes after training and randomizing the stimulus between the trained and naïve side of 

the brains of intact animals provides some insight into these results. Comparison of APRs 

of the naïve half at different times during the test (irrespective of whether the naïve half 

was analyzed before or after the trained half) revealed that if APRs were tested in the 

latter half of the 6 minute testing window they were significantly increased compared to 

pretraining (n=26, Z=2.5981, P=0.009375), but if testing occurred during the early stages 

of the testing window APRs were not significantly different from pretraining (n=25, 

Z=1.2247, P=0.2207). This suggests that information acquired by the trained half of the 

brain is transferred or made accessible to the naïve brain half neither during nor 

immediately after training but after a delay of minutes.  

 In order to further investigate the dynamics of this apparent memory transfer, 

APRs of the trained and naïve half of intact brains were tested over a period of 24 hours 

(Figure 6.2b).  APRs of the trained half at 5 min, 1 hr, 3 hr, 6 hr, and 12 hr after training 

are significantly different from pretraining (n=33, ANOVA 2=23.5946, P=0.0026) but 

not different from one another (n=33, ANOVA 2=2.3158, P=0.6779). As described 

APRs from the naïve half at 5 min after training are significantly different from APRs 

before training and different from the trained half at 5 min.  However, APRs of the naïve 

half at 1 hr, 3hr, 6 hr, and 12 hr are not significantly different from each other (n=33, 
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ANOVA 2=2.8868, P=0.40942) or different from the trained half (n=33, ANOVA 

2=3.4656, P=0.83885) at the same time intervals.  While the trained half during training 

receives both the US and CS, and thereafter has access to the learned association these 

results show that access by the naïve half to the learned association is delayed. But once 

the memory is transferred, the cockroach responds equally well to the conditioning 

stimulus presented to either the left or right visual field. The learned response is 

maintained for 12 hours, after which there is a steady decay of the response until at 24 

hours there is no significant difference of APRs by either side from pretraining APRs 

(trained half, n=33, Z=1.5119, P=0.1306; naïve half, n=33, Z=17678, P=0.0771). 

 APRs of the trained and naïve sides of split-brain cockroaches were also 

examined for a period of 24 hours to determine whether any transfer might occur via 

pathways that linked one side of the brain to the other through subesophageal pathways 

such as a postomodeal commissure linking the tritocerebra (Gundel and Penzlin, 1995; 

Figure 6.2c).  APRs from the trained half measured at 5 min, 1 hr, 3 hr, 6 hr, and 12 hr 

were significantly different from pretraining (n=33, ANOVA 2=32.4324, P=0.00001), 

but not each other (n=33, ANOVA 2=3.7949, P=0.4345).  APRs from the naïve half at 5 

min, 1 hr, 3 hr, 6 hr, 12 hr, and 24 hr were not significantly different from pretraining 

(n=33, ANOVA 2=0.8696, P=0.9724).  This indicates that the naïve half remained naïve 

throughout the 24 hour period after training.  However, after 24 hours, APRs of the 

trained half were not significantly different from pretraining (n=33, Z=0.0000, P=1.0000) 

suggesting that a decay of retention, as indicated by APRs, occurs between 12 and 24 hr 

when the trained brain hemisphere is disassociated from the untrained one. 
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Classical conditioning with non-restricted sensory input in split-brain cockroaches 

In a third experiment, split-brain cockroaches were trained under the same 

protocol, as previously described, but the eye and antenna on both sides were exposed to 

sensory stimulation.  This non-restricted protocol is necessary in order to control for 

possible alterations of structures or molecular expression that might be incurred by 

sensory exposure alone rather than learned sensory associations. Prior to utilizing the 

split-brain animals for analysis of morphological change, it is necessary to compare the 

behavioral response and observe if providing bilateral sensory input has an impact on the 

previously described learning. Comparisons of APRs elicited from the trained and the 

naïve half following training from split-brain animals conditioned in this non-restricted 

sensory condition are not significantly different from split-brain animals that are trained 

with sensory information restricted (n=48, 48, trained half, U=961.50, P=0.2516; n=48, 

48, naïve half, U=519.00, P=0.5134). This experiment provided paired olfactory and 

visual cues that are associated in the trained half and unpaired olfactory and visual cues 

that are not associated in the naïve half unlike that demonstrated in split-brains that have 

been trained under sensory restricted conditions, which only receive paired olfactory and 

visual cues.  Training under the described non-restricted sensory condition can be used 

for effectively for controlling observed differences due to sensory stimulation.  Animals 

trained under these conditions were used for the analysis of PCamK positive dimensions 

of the microglomeruli and the Kenyon cell neurites. 

CamK autophosphorylation is elevated in the mushroom body calyces of trained brain 

halves 
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A body of evidence has suggested that mushroom bodies support learning and memory 

either at the level of their afferent supply in the calyces, or within the lobes, or at both 

levels (Hammer and Menzel, 1998; Zars et al., 2000; Heisenberg, 2003. We have 

investigated calycal organization, comparing this neuropil in the trained brain half versus 

the naïve brain half of split-brain animals. The focus on the calyces is because of their 

distinctive composition by measurable synaptic complexes called microglomeruli 

(Yasuyama et al., 2002; Frambach et al., 2004) and because changes in the lobes, if they 

occur, would be difficult discern amongst the approximately 2,500 parallel fibers. 

Microglomeruli comprise synaptic complexes that are formed between the boutons of 

presynaptic terminals from the ipsilateral antennal lobes, ipsilateral GABAergic 

interneurons from the protocerebrum and dendritic spines of Kenyon cells, the axons of 

which supply the mushroom body lobes (Farris and Sinakevitch, 2003). These synaptic 

complexes underlie divergence from calycal afferents to intrinsic pathways within the 

lobes. Changes of the calyces between the trained and naïve halves of split-brain animals 

were analyzed by labeling the brain with antibodies raised against -PCamK, which is 

specific to the autophosphorylated amino acid (P286Thr) that renders human CamKII  

constitutively active. Immunohistochemical staining was performed on brain tissue 

collected 30 min after training (see Figure 6.2). The size of the PCamK immunoreactive 

microglomeruli and spacing in the trained versus naïve calyces of split-brain cockroaches 

were analyzed using double labeling with anti- -PCamK and anti- -tubulin antibodies 

(Figure 6.3).  
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PCamK immunoreactive microglomeruli are bordered by tubulin-stained neuronal 

processes (Figure 6.3e, f).  Comparison of trained and naïve halves of split-brain 

cockroaches (n=5) showed significant alterations in the sizes of autophosphorylated 

microglomerular domains in the trained half.  Measurements of the maximum widths of 

the domains (n=105-180) showed increases of widths by 4.85, 7.85, 8.47, 12.3, and 16.2 

percent, respectively, in the trained halves compared to the naïve halves.  These 

differences in microglomeruli size were significant in all animals measured (t=4.374430, 

5.468498, 8.357868, 10.412, 13.43387; P= 2.1722e-5, 2.045e-7, 1.7304e-14, 8.971e-18, 

6.6199e-29 Plots of the normal distributions of the PCamK immunoreactive 

microglomerular domains in the trained and naïve half of a single cockroach where there 

was a 16.2 percent increase in size is shown in Figure 6.3g and the corresponding labeled 

sections shown in Figure 6.3a-f.  As a control, measurements of the number of glomeruli 

and the center-to-center distance between glomeruli were also compared. No significant 

differences were found between trained and naïve halves (n=25, t=1.4285, P=0.1660; 

n=25, t=0.1432, P=0.8897). 

 Differences were also resolved in immunolabelling of bundles of Kenyon cell 

neurites leading from the cell body layer above the calyx to dendrites supplying the 

calyces (Figure 6.4a-g). An increase of PCamK immunoreactivity, which is here taken to 

reflect mobilization of PCamK, is revealed in calyces of the trained brain half (Figure 

6.4b) compared with the naïve half (Figure 6.4a). An -tubulin antibody was employed 

to reveal bundles of Kenyon cell neurites that were not stained for PCamK (Figure 

6.4c,d). Percentages of PCamK-stained fibers calculated from equivalent areas of the 
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lateral calyx of the naïve and trained brain half (Figure 6.4g) show a >50% increase in 

labeling in the calyx of the trained half. These increases were observed in equivalent 

lateral areas of the medial (n=10, t= 8.795, P=0.0000103) and the lateral (n=9, t=13.093, 

P=0.0000011) calyces and at equivalent anterior (n=10, t=8.893, P=0.00000941) and 

posterior (n=9, t=9.112, P=0.0000169) areas (Figure 6.4g) 

Immunoblot characterization of -PCamK shows that it recognized only one 

~50kD band in roach brain homogenate (Figure 6.4h, first panel). Immunoreactivity was 

quenched if the antibody was preincubated with an excess of the antigen blocking peptide 

containing P286Thr, which corresponds to autophosphorylated CamKII  of human 

origin (Figure 6.4h, second panel). Immunoreactivity was unaffected when -PCamK 

was preincubated with an excess of the unphosphorylated substrate peptide containing 

286Thr corresponding to nonphosphorylated CamKII  of human origin (Figure 6.4h, 

third panel). 

 

Discussion 

The robust nature of the cockroach allows chronic surgical intervention without 

diminishing antennal motor action by the restrained animal. Split-brain preparations can 

therefore be used to compare behavioral and structural differences within circumscribed 

brain regions after training only one half of the brain. In the present experiments, in 

which half of a surgically split-brain P. americana was conditioned to associate a light 

cue with an odor source, the learned association, which is restricted to the half that 

received paired visual and olfactory information, decays within 24 hrs. This compares to 
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intact animals tested with the same association paradigm in which memory was still 

present at 72 hrs (Lent and Kwon, 2004). Interestingly, animals with an intact brain also 

showed reduced memory at 24 hrs when the presentation of the CS and US is restricted to 

only the trained side by sheathing the contralateral antenna and covering the contralateral 

eye (Figure 6.2). These findings suggests that in intact animals the dynamics of long term 

memory involve more than simple association of the conditioned and unconditioned 

stimulus by one side of the brain but require unimpeded sampling of the sensory surround 

by the opposite side. 

The present split-brain preparation has the singular advantage in that it allows a 

single animal to be both the control and test subject.  The split-brain paradigm eliminates 

individual variation, thereby offering an unprecedented advantage for molecular studies 

of learning and memory (Pinter et al., 2005). The present results reveal the sites at which 

there are increased levels of autophosphorylated CamK as a consequence of sensory 

association. Differences within the calyces specifically relate to synaptic complexes, 

called microglomeruli, that consist of Kenyon cell dendritic spines clustered around, and 

postsynaptic to, terminals of afferent neurons (Yasuyama et al., 2002; Farris and 

Sinakevitch, 2003; Frambach et al., 2004). Such changes suggest either upregulation or 

translocation of CamKII (Lai et al., 1987; Gaertner et al., 2004) to synaptic sites (Shen 

and Meyer, 1999), a phenomenon also reported from studies of mammalian hippocampus 

(Gleason et al., 2003).  The present results also show a corresponding increase in 

constitutively activated (phosphorylated) CamK in neurite bundles of Kenyon cells in the 

trained brain half during the early phases of memory. Previous in vivo studies describe 
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CamK translocation to postsynaptic densities after Ca2+/calmodulin activation and after 

activation-induced autophosphorylation stabilize its synaptic association (Gleason et al., 

2003). We propose that during sensory association, and persisting for some minutes 

thereafter, CamK is constitutively activated within Kenyon cell neurites, and within 

dendrites and their postsynaptic spines, resulting in increased size of active domains 

within the microglomeruli. Such changes are assumed to be transient and not due to 

structural alterations of the microglomeruli, which are not typical of sampled individuals 

that are confronted on a daily basis by sensory associations.  Microglomerulus size and 

number, however, are subject to other environmental and developmental events, such as 

rearing conditions and changes of behavioral repertoire (Farris et al., 2001; Groh et al., 

2004), as in the transition from nurse to forager by honey bees. The presence of f-actin 

within Kenyon cell spines of microglomeruli (Frambach et al., 2004) is further indication 

that, as demonstrated during learning by the hippocampus (Fukazawa et al., 2003), 

specific structures within the insect mushroom bodies reveal learning-related plasticity.   
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Figure 6.1 

The experimental set up. Upper left: diagram of the training arena with the cockroach 

placed at its center with the two sets of spatially coincident cues (odor source and green 

diode) labeled A and I, each offset 5 degrees from the midline.  Upper right: Training 

protocol.  The paradigm employs two randomized sets of three pretraining trials, five 

training trials, and two randomized sets of three testing trials.  Lower left: micrograph of 

a surgically split brain after fixation and removal from the head capsule.   
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FIGURE 6.1 
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Figure 6.2 

Comparisons of APRs of intact (non-split) and split-brain cockroaches. (a) No significant 

difference is seen between the APRs of non-split (n=51) and split-brain (n=48) 

cockroaches during pretraining, training, and testing of the trained half.  However, there 

is a significant difference in APRs of the two groups between testing of the naive half and 

pretraining. There is no difference between the pretraining and the testing of the naïve 

half of the split-brain (n=48).  There is a significant difference between pretraining and 

the testing of the naïve half of the intact brain (n=51) indicating access of the information 

by the naïve half (see Results). (b) APRs of the trained half and naïve half in intact 

cockroaches for 24 hours. The APRs of the trained half at 5 min, 1 hr, 3 hr, 6 hr, and 12 

hr are not significantly different (n=33). The APRs of the naïve half at 1 hr, 3 hr, 6 hr, 

and 12 hr are not significantly different each other and not different from the trained half 

at the same time intervals (n=33).  The APRs of both the trained half and naïve half at 24 

hr are not significantly different from pretraining (n=33). This suggests that memory is 

transferred from the trained to the naïve half after 5 min and that after 24 hr the memory 

decays. (c) APRs of the trained half and naïve half in split-brain cockroaches for 24 

hours.  The APRs of the trained half at 5 min, 1 hr, 3 hr, 6 hr, and 12 hr are not 

significantly different (n=33). The APRs of the naïve half at 5 min, 1 hr, 3 hr, 6 hr, 12 hr, 

and 24 hr are not significantly different from pretraining, suggesting no learning (n=33).  

The APRs of both the trained half and naïve half at 24 hr are not significantly different 

(n=33).  This suggest that memory is not transferred from the trained to naïve half after 5 
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min due to splitting of the brain and that after 24 hr the memory decays in split-brains as 

it does in non-split.     
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FIGURE 6.2 
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Figure 6.3 

Two examples of differences of PCamK-labeled microglomeruli in the mushroom bodies 

of trained versus naïve brain halves of split-brain P. americana 30 minutes after the last 

training trial. Left: optical sections from the naïve brain half (a, c, e) are compared with 

equivalent locations in the calyx in the trained brain half (b, d, f). Tubulin-

immunoreactivity extends between microglomeruli that are revealed by antibodies 

against PCamK. g. The range of microglomerular widths is compared. Microglomerular 

PCamK domain/size distribution shifts towards higher values in the trained compared to 

the naïve brain half. Right, h, i: two optical stacks (depth 12 μm) showing structural 

differences of microglomeruli between trained and naïve brains (enlarged in j, k). 

Maximum diameters are compared in panel l. Scale bar for panels a-f and j, k = 20 μm.  
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FIGURE 6.3 
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Figure 6.4 

Comparison of PCamK immunoreactivity in Kenyon cell neurites. a-d. Comparable 

regions of the calyces in naïve and trained hemispheres labeled with anti PCamK (panels 

a, b) and anti- -tubulin (panels c, d) of the same animal reveal differences in the number 

of Kenyon cell neurites that co-express immunoreactivity (examples arrowed in panels e, 

f). This increase in PCamK expression is further manifested by the thickness of the layer 

(bracketed in e, f) of Kenyon cell neurites projecting over the inner surface of the calyx 

bowl. Scale bar 20 μm. g. Percentages of the PCamK-labeled fiber bundles, co-labeled in 

the tubulin-immunoreactive bundles were calculated from both the naïve and trained 

brain halves of five split-brain trained animals. Fiber counts were performed in a blind 

test using composite images of PCamK and tubulin staining. Counts were made from 

frontal images of the medial (n=10), lateral (n=9), anterior (n=10) and posterior walls 

(n=9) of both the medial and lateral calyces. Statistics were corrected to small sample 

size. Error bars = Standard deviation. h. Immunoblot characterization of the specificity of 

-PCamK. -PCamK recognizes one discrete band of approximately 50kD of roach brain 

homogenate (left column). The blocking peptide with phosphorylated Thr286 inhibits 

staining when -PCamK is preabsorbed with it (second column: block). The substrate 

peptide with a non-phosphorylated Thr286 and has no effect on staining when -PCamK 

is preabsorbed with it (right column: subs). 
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FIGURE 6.4 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

MEMORY CONSOLIDATION AND GENE EXPRESSION IN PERIPLANETA 

AMERICANA 

Abstract 

A unique behavioural paradigm has been developed for Periplaneta americana, which 

assesses the timing and success of memory consolidation leading to long-term memory of 

visual-olfactory associations. The brains of trained and control animals, removed at the 

critical consolidation period, were screened by two-directional suppression subtractive 

hybridization. Screens identified neurobiologically relevant as well as novel genes that 

are differentially expressed at the consolidation phase of memory. The differential 

expression of six transcripts was confirmed with real time RT-PCR experiments. There 

are mitochondrial DNA encoded transcripts among the upregulated ones (COX, 

ATPase6). One of the confirmed downregulated transcripts is RNA polymerase II largest 

subunit. The mitochondrial genes are of particular interest because mitochondria 

represent autonomous DNA at synapses. These transcripts will be used as one of several 

tools in the identification of neuronal circuits, such as in the mushroom bodies, that are 

implicated in memory consolidation. 

 

Introduction 

Experimental evidence has suggested that analogous learning and memory centers are 

shared by mammalian and insect taxa, and that these share similar dynamics, functional 

organization, and molecular pathways (Alberini, 1999, Strausfeld, 2002, Cayre et al., 
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2002; Heisenberg, 2003). For example, place memory, which in mammals is mediated by 

the hippocampus (O'Keefe and Conway, 1978; Morris et al., 1982), has been shown in 

one insect taxa to require the integrity of the paired mushroom bodies (Mizunami et al., 

1998a; Li and Strausfeld, 1997; Strausfeld and Li, 1999), neuropils that share 

architectural organization with the hippocampus and which integrate multimodal and 

contextual information (Mizunami et al., 1998b; Li and Strausfeld, 1999). Behavioral 

responses and molecular mechanisms of sequential stages, or phases, of memory 

acquisition have been characterized in Drosophila melanogaster (Tully et al., 1994), 

Aplysia californica (Ghirardi et al., 1995), and the rat (Saitoh and Inokuchi, 2000). The 

essential role of a single gene in learning was first demonstrated in a D. melanogaster 

mutant (Dudai et al., 1976; Byers et al., 1981). Long-term memory is differentiated from 

short-term in that it requires protein synthesis and the transition from short- to long-term 

may be facilitated by intermediate-term memory. Memory consolidation occurs during 

the transition from intermediate-term to long-term memory in which de novo protein 

synthesis is high and memory readily disrupted (Tully et al., 1994, Ghirardi et al., 1995). 

However, a behavioral assay that suggests a neural basis for such consolidation is 

lacking. The purpose of the present study is not to attempt to identify all transcription 

events associated with sensory association but instead determine what is transcribed 

during the specific event of consolidation. We focus on this period for the very reason 

that subsequent in situ studies of consolidation-associated gene expression might better 

inform us about the identity of neuropils in which this stage of memory formation occurs. 

Molecular mechanisms that accompany associative learning are crucial for 
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understanding memory formation, as famously demonstrated first in gastropods (Kandel 

and Schwartz, 1982; Alkon, 1984) where molecular profiling detected four newly 

synthesized proteins during an elementary form of learning (Castellucci et al., 1988). 

Recent studies utilizing molecular genetics can now identify differentially expressed 

transcripts, for example, between the amygdali of naïve and fear conditioned mice (Stork 

et al., 2001), in brains of naïve and experienced honey bees (Kucharski & Maleszka, 

2002), and in the hippocampi of naïve and actively learning mice (Leil et al., 2003). 

Here we identify the consolidation phase of memory in P. americana by 

exploiting a component of the insect's characteristic foraging behavior. This consists of 

antennal movements that are made towards an odor source. These movements, termed 

antennal projection responses (APR), can be precisely quantified to demonstrate 

associative learning of paired sensory stimuli (Lent & Kwon, 2004; Kwon et al. 2004). 

We demonstrate that long-term memory is not established if sensory input is restricted 

unilaterally to one eye and the corresponding antenna while denying the contralateral 

antenna and eye sensory input. Using behavioral measures to compare memory dynamics 

of such restricted and non-restricted (bilateral) sensory input, we identify a critical time 

period during which memory is consolidated. We utilized this unique behavioural 

strategy to identify concomitant up- and down regulated gene transcripts during memory 

consolidation. We employed subtractive hybridization to enrich transcripts that are either 

overexpressed or suppressed in the brain of a cockroach trained under non-restricted 

sensory conditions. We have identified neurobiologically relevant as well as novel 

differentially expressed P. americana genes at the consolidation phase of memory. 
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Relationships with neurological phenotypes have been established among these genes 

such as Leigh Syndrome and encephalopathy, NARP (neuropathy, ataxia, and retinitis 

pigmentosa) and bilateral striatal necrosis (Schon et al., 2001, Shoubridge, 2001).  

 

Materials and method 

Behavioural paradigm 

Experiments were performed on adult male P. americana.  Cockroaches were purchased 

from Carolina Biological Supply (NC, USA), placed in a colony, and allowed 1-2 weeks 

to adapt to their new environment prior to experimentation. Animals were provided with 

a food mixture of catfood and peanut butter granola and water and kept as described by 

Lent and Kwon (2004).  

The antennal projection response (APR) of P. americana was classically 

conditioned in a visual olfactory learning paradigm under non-restricted sensory 

conditions as described by Lent & Kwon (2004). Briefly, after 20-24 hrs starvation, 

animals were anesthetized with carbon dioxide and restrained. One hour later the 

cockroach was placed in the middle of a uniformly round arena. The wall contained a 

single green LED in the right hemifield positioned 5 degrees from the middline (for the 

restricted sensory condition an additional LED was positioned in the left hemifield 5 

degrees from the midline). During training a food odor source (US) was spatially 

coincident with the green LED (CS). The non-restricted training protocol comprised 3 

pretaining trials, 5 training trials and 3 test trials (Figure 7.1; see Lent and Kwon, 2004 

for details). Cockroaches that elicited APRs towards the CS stimulus (green LED) after 
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the training session were considered trained. In order to characterize the consolidation 

phase of memory formation cockroaches were trained under restricted conditions as well. 

Under restricted sensory condition the eye and the antenna are covered on one side with 

wax and a sealed plastic tube, respectively. This effectively restricts olfactory and visual 

sensory information to one half and the CS and US are delivered to this side, unilaterally. 

The pretraining, training, and testing in the restricted sensory condition were identical to 

the non-restricted except one half of the head, randomly determined, was covered as 

described. Non-parametric statistics were used for behavioral analysis as described by 

Lent and Kwon (2004).  The Mann-Whitney U test was used to test differences between 

two groups.  Values shown represent the responses ‘0’ or ‘1’ in percentages; therefore, 

standard deviations are not depicted. 

For the subsequent genetic screen all animals were trained under non-restricted 

sensory condition. Control roaches were always kept side by side with the trained ones, 

and were exposed to the same treatment - isolation from the colony, starvation, carbon 

dioxide treatment, period of time spent restrained - but the training itself was omitted. 

Between 21-23 hrs after training the whole brains including optic lobes of both trained 

and control animals were dissected. 

Suppression subtractive hybridization 

To prepare cDNA for subtractive hybridization total RNA was prepared from each 

individual brain separately with TRIzol (GIBCO). Briefly, brains were dissected in 

DEPC-treated phosphate buffered saline and then transferred into TRIzol reagent. The 

manufacturer's standard protocol resulted in 2-4μg total RNA per roach brain. 
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Suppression subtractive hybridization was performed using the PCR-Select cDNA 

subtraction system (Clontech) following the manufacturer's protocol. Briefly, full-length 

cDNA was prepared using the SMART PCR cDNA synthesis kit (Clontech). Reverse 

transcription was performed on about 0.1 μg total RNA of each individual roach brain. 

The cDNA pools were cut with RsaI and ligated to different adaptor oligonucleotides 

provided by the manufacturer. RsaI digests were phenol purified using Phase-lock 

(Eppendorf) and ethanol precipitated. Ligation efficiency analysis was performed with 

PCR using two primers designed from a known P. americana cDNA sequence 

(elongation factor-1 alpha [EF1], GenBank accession number U90054). For each roach 

brain sample, the PCR product using one EF1-specific primer (180-200 bp of U90054) 

and an adaptor specific primer (provided with the kit) was about the same intensity as the 

PCR product amplified using two EF1-specific primers (180-200 bp and 556-575 bp of 

U90054). Custom primers were obtained from Invitrogen. Two-directional subtractive 

hybridization was performed using the brains of trained and control animals. In the 

forward subtraction, two different Trained brains were compared to one Control brain. 

Thus, the T/C subtractive cDNA pool was generated. The T/C pool was cloned into pT-

Adv vector to generate a T/C library (Advantage PCR cloning kit, Clontech). This library 

represents genes with increased expression in the brain of the trained roach. In the reverse 

subtraction, two different Control brains were compared to one Trained brain. The C/T 

cDNA pool was created in this way. The C/T pool was cloned into pT-Adv vector to 

make a C/T library. The C/T library represents genes with suppressed expression in the 

brain of the trained roach. 
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Differential screening of the subtracted clones 

Randomly selected clones of the T/C and the C/T libraries were tested with differential 

screening. We took advantage of a 96 well plate workstation, thus the number of clones 

that were analyzed is a multiple of 96.  Briefly, plasmid arrays were made with 288 

(3x96) randomly selected clones and probed with both subtracted cDNA pools. Plasmid 

minipreps were prepared using Qiagen 96 Turbo Miniprep kit on a Biomek FX 

automated workstation. Clones were applied in duplicates to nylon membranes to make 

two identical arrays. To remove adaptor oligonucleotides from the hybridization probes, 

subtracted cDNA pools were digested with RsaI restriction endonuclease and purified 

with MinElute (Qiagen). 450ng of each subtracted cDNA pool was labeled with 

digoxigenin (DIG-labeling, Boehringer). The DIG-labeled T/C and C/T cDNA probes 

were made with random priming and were added to the hybridization mixture at 20 ng/ml 

concentration. DNA arrays were pre-hybridized for at least 60 min at 72oC in 

ExpressHyb hybridization solution supplemented with Blocking solution for differential 

screening (Clontech). The Blocking solution contains sheared salmon sperm DNA and 

oligonucleotides corresponding to the 3' terminal half of the adaptors and their 

complementary oligonucleotides. One membrane was probed with the DIG-labeled T/C 

cDNA pool, the other with the DIG-labeled C/T cDNA pool. Hybridization and washing 

steps were performed as described in the PCR-Select Differential Screening protocol 

(Clontech). A peroxidase conjugated anti-DIG antibody (Boehringer) and Supersignal 

west femto chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce) combination was used to visualize the 

hybridization signal on the cDNA arrays.  
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Sequencing and sequence analysis of candidate clones 

Plasmid DNAs were prepared using Qiagen miniprep kit. DNA was sequenced with 

either Applied Biosystems PRISM 377 DNA or 3730xl DNA Sequencers. Initial 

sequence analysis was performed in GCG (Wisconsin Package Version 10.3). P. 

americana cDNA sequences were submitted to database search assisted by fasta (Pearson 

and Lipman, 1988, Pearson, 1990) and open reading frames were submitted to the 

InterPro database (Mulder et al., 2003) at the European Bioinformatics Institute 

(www.ebi.ac.uk). Sequence data were also matched against specialized databases such as 

FlyBase for D. melanogaster sequences (The FlyBase Consortium, 2003), SilkBase for 

Bombyx mori sequences (Simada et al., 1999-2000), the A. gambiae genome at the 

National Center for Biotechnology (Holt et al., 2002, www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and the 

Honeybee EST project (Whitfield et al., 2002). Database searches were performed 

through September 24, 2004. BoxShade server was utilized to shade PileUp multiple 

alignments (www.ch.embnet.org). Signal peptide and cleavage site prediction was 

performed with SignalP (Nielsen et al., 1997) at the Center for Biological Sequence 

Analysis (www.cbs.dtu.dk). 

Quantitative real time RT-PCR 

Twenty-one hrs after training both trained and control animals were decapitated and the 

heads were stored submerged in RNAlater (Ambion). The brains of trained and control 

animals that were compared were always obtained pair wise from the same-day-

experiment. The whole brains including optic lobes of both trained and control animals 

were dissected under RNAlater. The retina was always peeled away. Five brains were 
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pooled to perform each total RNA extractions. The trained and its corresponding control 

pool were processed side by side during the entire RNA isolation procedure. Total RNA 

was isolated with RNeasy Mini (Qiagen). This was followed by DNase I treatment and 

the subsequent application of DNase inactivation reagent (Ambion). In the final step total 

RNA was concentrated with RNAqueous-Micro (Ambion). RNA concentration was 

determined spectrophotometrically with NanoDrop (Ambion). Five brains yielded 2 to 4 

μg total RNA. Two to four microgram total RNA was reverse transcribed with 

SuperScript III first strand synthesis system (Invitrogen) using oligo(dT)20 primer. 

Aliquots of the reverse transcription reactions were used as templates in the real time 

PCR experiments. The trained and the corresponding control total RNA were always 

transcribed at the same concentration side by side.  

Quantitative real time PCR (qPCR) was performed on ABI 7000 sequence 

detector. Transcript specific primers for qPCR are listed in Table 7.3. For the PCR 

reactions multiples of 20μl mastermixes were prepared using 12.5 μl iTaq SYBR Green 

supermix with ROX (BioRad) and 7.5μl diluted cDNA corresponding to 400 to 3.125ng 

total RNA. A 20μl aliquot of the mastermix was supplemented with 2.5μl of 10μM 

forward and 2.5μl of 10μM reverse primers in each well of the 96-well optical plates. 

Cycling conditions include: initial denaturation (95oC for 2min), amplification and 

quantification program repeated 45 times (95oC for 10s, 60oC for 1min with a single 

fluorescent measurement at the end of each elongation step) and dissociation protocol 

(60oC to 95oC by 1oC increments followed by a 30sec hold and fluorescent 

measurement). Real time PCR efficiencies were calculated from the slopes of the 
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"standard curves" of the ABI Prism 7000 SDS program according to the equation E=10(-

1/slope) (Rasmussen, 2001). For the relative quantification of each transcript the efficiencies 

were determined as the average of 3 to 5 independent experiments. In each experiment 4 

to 10 template concentrations were used to perform the linear regression. The relative 

expression ratio (R) of the transcript is calculated based on the crossing point deviation 

( CP) measured in the control and trained total RNA pools and based on the PCR 

efficiency of a transcript (Pfaffl, 2001). The relative expression ratio in the trained versus 

control RNA pools was calculated with the following equation: RT/C=(Etranscript)
CP(control-

trained). For each of the transcripts 6 to 40 crossing point deviations ( CP) were obtained 

from two to three independent experiments. Each experiment was performed with at least 

four template concentrations.  Statistics were carried out using Statistica 5.5 for Windows 

and results regarded as ‘not significant’ if P>0.05. 

 

Results 

Behavioural test for memory consolidation  

Antennal projection responses (APR) towards olfactory stimuli can be classically 

conditioned in P. americana (Figure 7.1) using the visual-olfactory association spaced 

training paradigm developed by Lent and Kwon (2004). The method uses restrained 

cockroaches that are presented with an odor (US) paired with a spatially coincidental 

green LED visual cue (CS) and results in APRs that are made towards a learned visual 

cue. The CS alone does not elicit an APR in naïve animals before training, but following 

5 pairings of the US and CS an association of the green LED with the odor cue results in 
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APRs towards the visual cue in the absence of the odor stimulus (Lent and Kwon 2004).  

Here we compare cockroaches trained in this fashion, but using two general conditions of 

the animals. In non-restricted sensory conditions both eyes and both antenna are 

unobscured.  In restricted conditions, the antenna and eye on one side of the animal are 

shielded before and during training as to not expose them to the CS and US. This is done 

by ensheathing the antenna in a tube, closed at its tip, and covering the eye with an 

opaque shield.  Unrestricted and restricted animals are then tested as just described. 

When tested between 5 minutes and 24 hours after training, unrestricted animals (N=27) 

show significantly higher APRs compared to control animals (N=15). Unrestricted 

animals also evidence stable long-term memory, as evidenced by the high percentage of 

APRs to the CS in trained animal tested beyond the 24 hour period (Mann-Whitney U 

test, U=81, P<0.01; Figure 7.2A; Lent and Kwon, 2004).  

Cockroaches trained in restricted sensory conditions (N=18) also show 

significantly higher APRs compared to control animals when tested from 5 minutes up 

until 20 hours after training (Mann-Whitney U test, U=69, P<0.05). In contrast, when 

tested after longer periods, for example 24 hours after training, there is no significant 

difference between naïve and trained animals (Mann-Whitney U test, U=121, P>0.5; 

Figure 7.2B.). Thus, under restricted training conditions there is a decay of memory 

between 20 and 24 hours after training. 

The divergence in the learned response between the non-restricted and restricted 

sensory condition beginning around 20hrs after training and reaching an extreme at 24hrs 

suggests an underlying difference in memory kinetics (cf. Figure 7.2A black bars and 
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Figure 7.2B).  The 20-24hr period following training reveals the behavioural induction of 

long-term memory in animals that have undergone non-restrictive training; conversely 

this period shows the failure of this induction in animals that have undergone restricted 

sensory training resulting in the decay of the learned response (see Discussion).  We refer 

to this 20-24 hr time window of the non-restricted sensory conditioning as the time when 

memory consolidation occurs, because this is the time window when the evident absence 

of stable long-term memory can be revealed earliest through behavioural experimentation 

(Figure 7.2B).  The term memory consolidation defines the initial phase of saturated 

long-term memory observed behaviourally.  The next experimental step identifies 

molecular changes that are coincidental to the behaviourally observed memory 

consolidation. 

Differential gene expression during memory consolidation 

Gene expression analysis has been performed on the brains of cockroaches that 

demonstrated APRs 21-23 hours after training under non-restricted sensory conditions: 

that is, when consolidated memory emerges.  Subtractive hybridization was used to 

screen for transcripts that are overexpressed and transcripts that are suppressed in the 

brains of trained P. americana. Two subtractive hybridizations were performed: one 

forward and one reverse subtraction. For each of the subtractive hybridizations two 

primary hybridizations were performed with three dissected brains. Total RNA was 

prepared from these brains and cDNA was synthesized on the RNA separately but side by 

side. In the forward subtraction two trained brains were compared to one control brain 

(Figure 7.3). The cDNA pools of each trained brain were ligated to different adaptors at 
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the 5' ends in the forward subtraction. During the primary hybridizations of the forward 

subtraction each trained brain sample was mixed separately with an excess of the control 

sample, heat denatured and allowed to anneal. The primary hybridizations leave trained 

sample specific cDNAs single stranded (ss cDNA). The second hybridization of the 

forward subtraction is performed to anneal adaptor labeled trained specific ss cDNAs of 

two animals. The last step of the forward subtraction amplified 1/200th of the trained 

specific cDNA hybrids that were labeled with two different adaptors. About 1/10th of the 

amplified hybrids were cloned and analyzed. The schema in Figure 7.3 presents the 

protocol employed in the forward subtraction. In the reverse subtraction two control 

brains were compared to one trained brain. The cDNA pools of each control brain were 

ligated to different adaptors at the 5' ends in the reverse subtraction. Subsequent steps of 

the reverse subtraction were performed analogously to the forward subtraction. The 

forward and reverse subtractions were performed side by side throughout. Overexpressed 

genes are represented in the forward and suppressed genes are represented in the reverse 

subtracted cDNA libraries. Of the forward (abbreviated as T/C for Trained versus 

Control) and reverse (abbreviated as C/T for Control versus Trained) subtracted libraries 

288 randomly selected cDNA clones were purified and further analyzed. Of the 288 

randomly selected clones, 216 were originated from the T/C and 72 were from the C/T 

subtracted libraries. In the case of the C/T subtracted library all insert bearing clones (72) 

were analyzed.  For manageability clones from the T/C and C/T subtracted libraries were 

analyzed in three 96 well plates.   
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In order to eliminate cloning artifacts, differential screening was performed 

(Figure 7.4 and 7.5). Randomly selected clones were arrayed in duplicates on nylon 

membranes to make two identical arrays. One membrane was probed with the 

digoxigenin (DIG) labeled T/C cDNA pool, the other with the DIG-labeled C/T cDNA 

pool (subsets of the arrays are shown on Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5). Sixty six of the 288 

subtracted clones gave a hybridization signal with DIG-labeled T/C and/or C/T cDNA 

pools. Differential screening of T/C library clones resulted in 25 positive clones (subsets 

of the arrays are shown on Figure 7.4). These 25 T/C clones exhibited a stronger 

hybridization signal with DIG-T/C cDNA pool than with the DIG-C/T cDNA pool. 

Differential screening of the C/T library resulted in 15 positive clones (subsets of the 

arrays are shown on Figure 7.5). These 15 C/T clones exhibited stronger hybridization 

signal with DIG-C/T cDNA pool than with DIG-T/C cDNA pool. In summary, 

differential screenings verified that 40 clones originated from subtracted cDNA libraries 

are differentially expressed in trained or untrained P. americana.  

Next we undertook sequence analysis of the 40 subtracted cDNA library clones. 

The inserts of these clones were sequenced and submitted to database searches. We 

encountered ribosomal RNA (rRNA) hits among the clones of both the T/C and C/T 

subtracted libraries. rRNA sequences were more prevalent among the candidate clones 

from the T/C subtracted library (15 out of 25 clones), than among the candidate clones 

subtracted from the C/T library (1 out of 15 clones). We consider the rRNA hits as false 

positives. No other sequences common to both T/C and C/T subtracted libraries have 

been identified. There was one clone in the T/C and one in the C/T library with inserts 
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that were not tagged by any adaptor sequence. Since these adaptor sequences are 

landmarks of a subtracted clone, these clones are cloning artifacts. An additional short 

clone of the C/T library corresponds to an oligonucleotide of the PCR-Select Subtractive 

Hybridization Kit. Two clones of the C/T library match unannotated low complexity 

sequences in the mouse genome. After omitting the rRNA clones, cloning artifacts and 

repeats, we identified 6 clones of the T/C and 7 clones of the C/T libraries for further 

analysis. These clones are listed in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. Identical clones were identified 

repeatedly and independently from both the T/C and from the C/T subtracted libraries. 

Those identical in the T/C library are D1, F5 and F7; those identical in the C/T library are 

3B8 and 3B9. Identifying identical clones suggest that the screen has reached saturation.  

Categories of the isolated genes 

Upregulated genes 

Genes that are candidates for being upregulated in the brain of P. americana during 

memory consolidation are listed in Table 7.1. These include transcripts for three subunits 

of the multisubunit cytochrome C oxidase enzyme (COX). Clones E5, 3D6 and G5 

correspond to 242 aa, 148 aa and 196 aa at the C-terminal of the ORFs for the roach 

cytochrome C oxidase subunits I, II and III, respectively. The P. americana E5 clone 

shows 80 to 90% identity to COX I of other insects in 240 aa overlap. E5 is most similar 

to the Blattella germanica COX I (cf. Martinez-Gonzalez & Hegardt, 1994). The P. 

americana 3D6 clone is 97% identical to the published P. americana COX II cDNA (cf. 

Liu and Beckenbach, 1992). Single nucleotide polymorphisms in the 434 bp long 3D6 

cDNA result in 3 aa substitution within the C-terminal 144 aa. The P. americana G5 
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cDNA clone is most similar to the D. melanogaster COX III subunit with 82% ungapped 

identity in 195 aa overlap. The P. americana COX I, II and III protein sequences are very 

similar to their homo sapiens homologs as well (cf. Anderson et al., 1981): 70% 

identitical to human COX I, 60% identical to human COX II and 71% identical to human 

COX III, respectively. 

The transcript of ATPase6 subunit A, which is part of the proton transporting 

TWO-SECTOR ATPase, is enriched in the brain of the trained roach as well. The P. 

americana 3H5 clone shows 80% ungapped identity to ATPase6 subunit A of a variety of 

Diptera in 66 aa overlap (cf. e.g. de Bruijn, 1983, Beard et al., 1993). It is interesting that 

the predicted amino acid sequence of 3H5 is as similar to Pongo pigmaeus ATPase6 

subunit A as it is to Apis mellifera ATPase6 subunit A (cf. Xu & Arnason, 1996, Crozier 

& Crozier, 1992).   

The other four clones that are candidates for being upregulated during memory 

consolidation are novel. D1, F5 and F7 clones carry identical 204 bp long inserts. Clone 

G4 spans 395 bp. None of these novel sequences has an open reading frame, thus they 

likely correspond to untranslated regulatory regions. These inserts show no homology to 

any sequences deposited in on-line databases so far.  

Downregulated genes 

Genes that are candidates for being suppressed in the brain of P. americana during 

memory consolidation are listed in Table 7.2. The transcript for one subunit of the 

cytochrome C reductase complex, the Rieske iron-sulfur protein, is suppressed in the 

brain of the trained roach. The P. americana 3B8 and 3B9 cDNA clones are identical and 
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cover the C-terminal 70 aa of the Rieske iron-sulfur protein. The 3'UTR of this clone is 

bordered by the CDS primer, which is employed by the SMART PCR cDNA synthesis 

kit as a modified oligo(dT) primer. The 70 aa long P. americana 3B8 shows 92% identity 

to D. melanogaster (cf. Adams et al., 2000) and 81% to human Rieske protein (cf. 

Nishikimi et al., 1990). 

The transcript of the RNA polymerase II largest subunit is also downregulated 

during memory consolidation. The 3A11 clone aligns to about 65 aa close to the C-

terminal of the RNA polymerase II largest subunit protein. The P. americana 3A11 clone 

shows 76% identity to Glycine max (cf. Dietrich et al., 1990), 74% identity to human (cf. 

Wintzerith et al., 1992) and 67% to D. melanogaster RNA polymerase II largest subunit 

(cf. Jokerst et al., 1989). Eucaryotic RNA polymerases consist of 17 to 52 tandem 

heptapeptide repeats at the C-terminal region (for a review see: Corden, 1990). The P. 

americana partial RNA polymerase II largest subunit of the 3A11 clone encodes 7 

heptapeptide repeats.   

A homolog of the adipokinetic peptide hormone is downregulated in the trained 

roach brain as well. The P. americana A5 clone encodes a full length open reading frame 

(ORF) that shows 57% ungapped identity to the B. discoidalis hypertrehalosemic 

hormone (HTH) precursor (cf. Lewis et al., 1997) and 42% to the D. melanogaster 

adipokinetic hormone (AKH) precursor (cf. Noyes et al., 1995). SignalP predicts that the 

most likely signal peptide cleavage site is between positions 21 and 22: CEA-QL. This 

prediction is supported by comparing the precursors and mature peptide hormones of B. 

discoidalis HTH and D. melanogaster AKH to P. americana A5 poplypeptide (Figure 
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7.6.). The P. americana A5 clone encodes a polypeptide that is 87.5% identical to the D. 

melanogaster mature AKH, though the signal and propeptide sequences are rather 

divergent. On the other hand, the mature B. discoidalis HTH and P. americana A5 are 

58% identical. The predicted mature P. americana A5 is missing 2 internal amino acids 

compared to the mature B. discoidalis HTH. The signal and propeptide sequences in the 

B. discoidalis HTH are more similar to the A5 clone sequences than to the D. 

melanogaster AKH signal and propeptide sequences. 

The P. americana 3C12 clone is homologous to the ORF of the mosquito 

ENSANGP00000019854 sequence (cf. Holt et al., 2002). The P. americana 3C12 and the 

A. gambiae ENSANGP00000019854 predicted ORFs show 60% identity in a 62 aa 

overlap corresponding to the C-terminal region of ENSANGP00000019854. InterPro 

analysis identifies the "IPR001930 Peptidase_M1" domain within the 

ENSANGP00000019854 in a region that falls outside the region covered by the P. 

americana 3C12 clone. The signature sequence of M1 type metalloproteases is the 

HEXXH motif, which forms part of the metal-binding site (Rawlings and Barrett, 1995). 

This motif is absent in the A. gambiae ENSANGP00000019854. The HEXXH motif is 

present in characterized representatives of the Peptidase_M1 family (cf. InterPro) like in 

the mouse glutamyl aminopeptidase (P16406, Wu et al., 1990), in the S. cerevisiae 

Ala/Arg aminopeptidase (P37898, Caprioglio et al., 1993) or in the hypothetical D. 

melanogaster CG13420 (The FlyBase Consortium, 2003). The mouse glutamyl 

aminopeptidase shows 26%, the yeast Ala/Arg aminopeptidase 31% and the D. 

melanogaster CG13420 26% identity in 61 aa overlap to the P. americana C12 clone, 
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that is these Peptidase_M1 type proteins are more distant from P. americana C12, than A. 

gambiae ENSANGP00000019854, which does not have the Peptidase_M1 signature 

motif. The HEXXH motif is part of the metal binding site of the M1 type 

metalloproteases therefore ENSANGP00000019854 and 3C12 are probably not in the 

Peptidase_M1 family. 

The P. americana B10, 3B4 and 3C10 clones are not homologous to sequences 

deposited in the public databases so far. None of these novel sequences has an open 

reading frame, thus they likely correspond to untranslated regulatory regions. 

Relative quantification of up- and downregulated transcripts 

 The relative expression levels of T/C (Table 7.1) and C/T (Table 7.2) transcripts 

were measured with real time RT-PCR (Figure 7.7). Below the number of RT/C values 

that were used in the statistics are indicated in parenthesis. Statistical analysis confirmed 

that D1 (N=26), E5 (N=24), G4 (N=40) and 3H5 (N=38) of the T/C transcripts are 

significantly upregulated in the brains of trained P. americana during memory 

consolidation (P<0.05). The probability that there is no significant change in the 

upregulation of G5 is 0.0725 (N=35). Clones D1 and G4 are novel, E5 is COXI, G5 is 

COXII, and 3H5 is ATPase6. B10 (N=19) and 3A11 (N=6) of the C/T transcripts are 

significantly downregulated in the brains of trained P. americana during memory 

consolidation (P<0.05). For 3B8 (N=21), 3C10 (N=10) and 3C12 (N=22), this test does 

not indicate significant deviation. Clone B10 is novel, 3A11 is RNA polymerase II 

largest subunit. 
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We accounted irreproducible results or experimental difficulties in the case of 

three transcripts, thus we omitted those from this comparison. The analysis of 3D6 of the 

T/C transcripts and of A5 of the C/T transcripts was inconclusive. Real time RT-PCR 

provided quite divergent RT/C values for these transcripts for Trained-Control pair total 

RNA pools of different training days. 3B4 of the C/T transcripts has generated complex 

and apparently multifarious dissociation curves in the majority of the experiments when 

Trained-Control pair total RNA pools were compared for both trained and control 

samples. 3B4 is novel. Further sequence information should help to understand the 

complexity of amplification in the future. We did not see this variability in the 

preliminary experiments. The PCR amplification of all transcripts was analyzed on 

agarose gel with each primer pairs (Table 7.3) and one band was observed (Figure 7.8.). 

The template for this experiment was derived from brains of P. americana removed 

directly from the colony. 

 

Discussion 

The present visual olfactory conditioning paradigm was developed as a method for 

detecting learning and for monitor retention in cockroaches, a taxon that has proven, 

amongst investigated insects, the most suitable for intracellular recordings from higher 

centers that might support memory formation (Mizunami et al., 1998b; Li and Strausfeld, 

1997, 1999).  The learning paradigm, which involves presenting bimodal sensory 

information such as recorded from mushroom body efferent neurons, provides crucial 

insight into the dynamics of short-term, intermediate, and long-term memory and 
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memory consolidation in this species. Multi-phasic stages of memory have been 

identified in A. californica (Ghirardi et al., 1995), D. melanogaster (Tully et al., 1994), 

and in the rat (Saitoh and Inokuchi, 2000).  Comparing animals trained under either non-

restricted or restricted sensory conditions has suggested similar multi-phasic stages of 

memory.  In the non-restricted sensory condition the visual cue is detected unilaterally 

whereas the olfactory cue is detected bilaterally, by both antennae. Under the non-

restricted sensory condition the learned APR, which is the movement of the antenna to 

the light cue on the same side of the animal as that stimulated, persists for at least 72 

hours (Lent and Kwon, 2004), indicative of long-term memory. Restricted sensory 

conditioning is when the side opposite to that receiving the US and CS is physically 

denied any olfactory or visual input by sheathing the contralateral antenna and compound 

eye. Cockroaches that have been trained to associate sensory information restricted to one 

side demonstrate APRs that are significantly different from the naive cockroach at 20 hrs 

but this is no longer the case after 24 hours.  This suggests that there is a critical time 

period between 20 and 24 hours post training during which the processes of change from 

short-term and/or intermediate memory to long-term memory occur. This change, 

originally referred to as memory consolidation from behavioural experimentation (Müller 

and Pilzecker, 1900), is thought to depend on the stabilization of modified circuits with 

the participation of proteins that are transcribed during this time (Tully et al., 1994).  

Utilizing the kinetics of memory decay, indicated by comparing the results of 

restricted and unrestricted sensory conditioning, identified the period at which we 

investigated gene expression possibly underlying such consolidation. Is this failure of 
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transition to long-term memory due to inadequate gene expression levels?  Comparing 

gene transcripts in the brain of trained and control roaches reveals genes that are 

differentially expressed during memory consolidation.  Our study exemplifies the 

importance of performing differential screening with both forward and reverse subtracted 

cDNA libraries: only 14% of the randomly selected subtractive cDNA library clones are 

differentially expressed using criteria of differential screening.  

Upregulated genes include mitochondrial genes that are overexpressed during 

memory consolidation. This increased expression would not be surprising if, during the 

consolidation phase, synaptic sites are undergoing structural change. Neuronal terminals 

are rich in mitochondria providing autonomous DNA to satisfy local needs for gene 

expression without lengthy transport in the neurites.  We found that mitochondrial DNA 

encoded subunits of the 13-subunit Cytochrome C oxidase enzyme are upregulated 

during memory consolidation. COX is the terminal enzyme of the respiratory chain 

complex. Mutations in COX I, II and III subunits are associated with a variety of clinical 

phenotypes in man including mental retardations such as Leigh Syndrome and 

encephalopathy (Shoubridge, 2001). COX has been used as an endogenous marker of 

neuronal activity to monitor pathological conditions. Markedly reduced COX activities 

have been observed in autopsied brains of humans with presenile dementia of the 

Alzheimer type, with Huntington's and Parkinson's diseases and other neurological 

diseases (Wong-Riley, 1989). In epilepsy-prone mice, increased COX I expression is 

associated with the epileptogenesis as a consequence of mitochondrial hyperactivity 

(Nakagawa et al., 2002). COX activity has also been linked to experience related 
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neuronal activity in the honeybee brain (Armengaud et al., 2000). Antennal input 

deprivation leads to reduced COX activity staining in three layers of the vertical lobe of 

the mushroom body. Furthermore, chemical stimulation with potassium ions to cause 

global depolarization in neurons resulted in significantly increased COX activity in the 

antennal lobe of the bee (Armengaud et al., 2000). Altered COX activity has been 

encountered in task-relevant regions of the cattlefish brain after learning (Agin et al., 

2001). Whether the above changes in COX activity are caused by changes in the 

regulation of the catalytic activity of the COX enzyme and/or its mRNA is still to be 

investigated. In any event, the literature supports the relevance of the COX subunit genes 

in neuronal functions both during the manifestation of cognitive behaviour and under 

pathological conditions. 

Subunit A, a mitochondrial DNA encoded subunit of ATPase 6 of the respiratory 

chain, was identified in the T/C subtractive cDNA library. Mutations in ATPase 6 subunit 

A result in fatal disorders, such as NARP (neuropathy, ataxia, and retinitis pigmentosa), 

Leigh Syndrome and bilateral striatal necrosis (Schon et al., 2001). ATPase 6 subunit A 

has been identified as a plasticity gene in the cat visual cortex (Yang et al., 2001). Thus 

the mitochondrial ATPase 6 subunit A is reported to have a neuronal phenotype as well.  

Genes are also downregulated during the consolidation phase, although none of 

the so far identified ones were mitochondrial in origin. Downregulated genes include 

RNA polymerase II largest subunit. Protein coding genes are transcribed by RNA 

polymerase II. RNA polymerase II largest subunit mutants elicit external developmental 

defects and various levels of lethality in D. melanogaster (The FlyBase Consortium, 
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2003). Why RNA polymerase II largest subunit is being suppressed during memory 

consolidation is not clear. 

 Some of the memory consolidation genes that were confirmed to be differentially 

expressed by real time RT-PCR are novel. These transcripts are D1 and G4 amongst the 

upregulated transcripts and B10 among the downregulated transcripts. Further sequence 

analysis of longer clones should allow us to learn a molecular function of these 

transcripts. 

There are several transcripts that were not found to be differentially expressed 

using real time RT-PCR although differential expression of these subtracted library 

clones were confirmed by the differential screen. For identifying differences, subtractive 

hybridization is exceptionally sensitive due to the last step of the employed schema when 

only the differentially expressed transcripts are amplified. Real time RT-PCR is less 

sensitive for the same purpose because it amplifies the two samples to be compared 

separately and the product concentrations at the early log linear phase are compared.  

Both subtractive hybridization and RT-PCR somewhat compensate for individual 

variance. In real time RT-PCR experiments the template was generated from a pool of 

five brains, in subtractive hybridization the second hybridization step was included to 

reduce individual differences.  

The identified genes described above are differentially expressed at the time when 

long-term consolidated memory occurs. An interesting feature of our findings is the 

overrepresentation of mitochondrial DNA-encoded proteins amongst those genes that 

were upregulated. A recent finding that 11 of the 282 human mental retardation genes are 
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encoded by the mitochondrial genome underscores the importance of this cellular 

compartment in brain plasticity (Inlow and Restifo, 2004). Future analyses are aimed at 

identifying the neurons, and hence the circuits in which they participate, in which 

differential gene expression occurs during memory consolidation.  
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Figure 7.1 

Visual-associative learning: Experimental set-up and training protocol. Restrained 

cockroaches were positioned at the center of the arena. The distance from the head to the 

position of visual and olfactory cues was 15 cm. A green LED as a visual cue was 

positioned in parallel with an odor cue about 5o from the midline of the head.  Under 

restricted sensory conditions one eye and the ipsilateral antenna were covered (naïve half) 

restricting sensory information to the opposite side (trained half). Training protocol 

comprised 3 pretraining trials, 5 training trials, and 3 testing trials. 
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FIGURE 7.1 
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Figure 7.2 

Antennal projection responses of cockroaches conditioned with restricted versus non-

restricted sensory input. A. Antennal projection responses (APRs) of cockroaches trained 

in non-restricted sensory conditions (black bars) were tested for up to 24 hrs and 

compared to control/untrained animals (hatched bars).  A high percentage of APRs were 

retained in animals trained in non-restricted sensory conditions from 5 min to 24 hrs with 

no significant difference between intervals.  Trained animals were significantly different 

from control animals.  B.  APRs of cockroaches trained in restricted sensory conditions 

were tested for up to 24 hrs.  APRs of the trained half were elicted at 5 min and retained 

up to 20 hrs, but show a marked decrease to pre-training levels at 24 hrs. 
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FIGURE 7.2 
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Figure 7.3 

Schema of forward subtraction to generate Trained specific cDNAs. Patterns in the 

flowchart follow the progress of the subtraction. Opposing perpendicular patterns 

represent single stranded cDNAs (ss-cDNA) that are specific to Trained#1 and 

Trained#2, respectively. Diamond pattern represents hybrids of T#1 and T#2 ss-cDNAs, 

i.e. cDNAs that are common in T#1 and T#2. These are Trained specific cDNAs. For 

detailed description see the Results and Materials & Methodes sections. 
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FIGURE 7.3 
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Figure 7.4 

Differential screening of T/C library clones. For screening with the dot blot technique 48 

clones are arrayed here in duplicates on nylon membranes to make two identical arrays. 

The membranes are hybridized with DIG-labeled T/C (panel A) or DIG-labeled C/T 

cDNA pools. Arrowheads indicate cDNA clones that correspond to genes with increased 

expression in the brain of the trained roach. 
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FIGURE 7.4 
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Figure 7.5 

Differential screening of C/T library clones. For screening with the dot blot technique 36 

clones are arrayed here in duplicates on nylon membranes to make two identical arrays. 

The membranes are hybridized with DIG-labeled C/T (panel A) or DIG-labeled T/C 

cDNA pools. Arrowheads indicate cDNA clones that correspond to genes with increased 

expression in the brain of the trained roach. 
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FIGURE 7.5 
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Figure 7.6 

Comparison of A5/neuropep with related peptides. The conceptual translation product of 

A5/neuropep is aligned with Drosophila melanogaster adipokinetic hormone precursor 

(P17975, Noyes & Schaffer, 1990) and with B. discoidalis prepro-hypertrehalosemic 

hormone (U35277, Lewis et al., 1997). Multiple sequence alignment was performed 

using PileUp (GCG, Wisconsin). The identical residues in the alignment were put on 

black background and conserved subtitutions were put on grey (BoxShade server). 

Horizontal lines indicate the mature adipokinetic hormone (AKH) and hypertrehalosemic 

hormone (HTH). 
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FIGURE 7.6 
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Figure 7.7 

Relative transcript levels are expressed as Trained versus Control ratios (grey bars). T/C 

and C/T clones were quantified with real time RT-PCR. Mean±SEM representation. 

Ratio equals 1 indicates no detectable change. * P<0.05, two-tailed t-test. 
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FIGURE 7.7 
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Figure 7.8 

PCR amplification of T/C and C/T transcripts (Table 7.1 & 7.2) with primer pairs 

described in Table 7.3 is analyzed on ethidium bromide stained agarose gel. Numbers at 

the left indicate size expressed as bp. All reactions resulted in one band of the expected 

size. 
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FIGURE 7.8 
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Table 7.1 

GENES UPREGULATED AT THE CONSOLIDATION PHASE OF MEMORY 

T/C CLONE DESCRIPTION, AC# DISTRIBUTION GENOME 

D1, F5, F7 no homolog, AY622323    

E5 

     

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit I, AY622331 mitochondrial 

 

mitochondrial 

 

G4 no homolog, AY622324    

G5 

 

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit III, 

AY622332 

mitochondrial 

 

mitochondrial 

 

3D6 

        

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit II, 

AY622333 

mitochondrial 

 

mitochondrial 

 

3H5 

  

ATP Synthase A chain [ATPase6], 

AY622322 

mitochondrial 

 

mitochondrial 
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Table 7.2 

GENES DOWNREGULATED AT THE CONSOLIDATION PHASE OF MEMORY 
C/T CLONE DESCRIPTION, AC# DISTRIBUTION GENOME 

A5 

    

peptide hormone ORF & 3'UTR, 

AY622321 

extracellular 

 

nuclear 

 

B10   unknown, AY622325    

3A11 

 

RNA pol II largest subunit ORF & 3'UTR, 

AY622330 

nuclear 

 

nuclear 

 

3B4  unknown, AY622326    

3B8, 3B9 

 

Rieske Fe-S protein ORF & 3'UTR, 

AY622329 

mitochondrial 

 

nuclear 

 

3C10 3'UTR, AY622327    

3C12 

  

ENSANGP00000019854 ORF& 3'UTR, 

AY622328 

 

 

nuclear 
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Table 7.3 

PRIMER SEQUENCES FOR REAL TIME RT-PCR 

Transcript Forward primer Reverse primer 
Expected 

size 

D1, F5, F7 GTTCAGCCAT TATCCTGCAC TATC AGGGTTTATC GTGACATTAT GACC 140bp 

E5      CCATTGGAGG TTTAACAGGT GTCG TCCTGCCATG ATAGCAAATA CTGC 131bp 

G4 GAGGACTGCA CATGCAGACT GG AGCCCTTTAC GCCCTTTGTT CC 118bp 

G5  TGCAACAGGA TTCCACGGAC TG CTGCTGCTTC AAACCCAAAA TGG 119bp 

3D6        CATGAACAAT TCCGAGTCTT GGTG TCCACAGATT TCGGAGCATT GAC 119bp 

3H5   TTTGGCACAG CTGAGCAGAT CG CCACGCCTCC ATGACAGGAA G   96bp 

A5      TGGGTCTTGA AGGCTCTGGT TG ATAGCTTGCA GGGGCCATCT TG 121bp 

B10 TCGGGATTTG CAGCAAGAGG TG TGCGACCTGG ACCAGTTTTC TC 148bp 

3A11  CACACCAAGT GCCTCCACAC G CCGGCACAGC CGGTGAATAT G 186bp 

3B4   CGAGGACATC GGGCTGCAAA TC CCATTTTGGG TCCTCAATGT AAATG 114bp 

3B8, 3B9  GTTGGTGATC ATCGGTGTGT GC CCTTTCCGAA TGCGACCAGA GG 126bp 

3C10     TACGCGGGCT GGATGTGTTG G TCCGTTGTCG CGCAGATCAT TG 152bp 

3C12 TTTGGCACAG CTGAGCAGAT CG ATCGCAGGGA ATGTGAGAGT CG 120bp 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

SIMULATED ANTENNAL PROJECTION RESPONSE: A PILOT STUDY IN 

COMPUTATIONAL NEUROETHOLOGY 

 

Preface 

This chapter discusses experiments performed in the lab of Prof. Charles Higgins during 

a five-month period in early 2002.  The behavioral simulations presented for this chapter 

were completed prior to any of the experiments discussed in the preceding chapters.  The 

aim of this computational study was to build a predictive model of the antennal projection 

response (APR) in order to develop a search image of possible behavioral outcomes and 

make predictions about how sensory inputs might interact with memory systems at a 

basic level.  The model incorporates observed behavioral responses and simple, 

hypothetical, sensory, and learning algorithms.  While the simulation demonstrates 

simple learning it does not correspond to any known neural underpinnings in the brain of 

the cockroach.  This model, however, served to make predictions about the effects on 

learning of odor sampling with one or both antennae.  The changes observed in 

associative and spatial learning are shown to be due to the effects of manipulating 

unilateral and bilateral sensory inputs. The experimental underpinnings are discussed in 

the preceding chapters.  The simulation of associative learning and the APR provided 

insight into the interactions of memory systems and sensory systems in the brain of the 

cockroach and provided further foundation for the experiments presented in the preceding 

chapters.  
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Introduction 

One purpose of developing simulations of biological processes is to develop a better 

understanding of behavioral and biological processes themselves. Models not only help to 

explain phenomena, but they also expose weaknesses in experimental predictions and 

design. Simulations of learning and behavioral processes are an important step in testing 

and verifying theoretical mechanisms of adaptive behavior. The development of a reliable 

behavioral measure permits the investigation of the underlying processes of sensory 

detection, integration, and association.  One question that might be answered, for 

example, is how do sensory interactions contribute to variability in adaptive behavior. 

The purpose of these experiments was to predict possible answers to this question. 

 During the investigation of the APR, as a measure of adaptive behavior in the 

restrained cockroach (Chapter 2), variability in the elicited response, following learning, 

was observed. The first variation was characterized by an APR of a general nature, which 

was elicited to light cues presented anywhere.  The second variation was characterized by 

an APR that was defined, that was elicited to light cues presented at specific positions. 

The underlying mechanisms that govern the processes of the learned APR in the 

associative conditioning paradigm were unknown. Described here are two behavioral 

models of the APR, developed in MATLAB, that were used to understand sensory 

integration and the variability in the APR. 

 

Models of the APR 
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Overview of components 

The models presented here were designed to simulate sensory integration resulting in 

associative learning, demonstrated by the APR.  These models were multi-modal 

integrators that were assumed to be embedded in the neural pathway beyond the level of 

sensory convergence. In developing these models it was assumed that visual and 

olfactory information was separately detected and then integrated at some level before it 

was relayed to association systems. The latter are modeled here. Primary sensory systems 

were modeled only as principle detectors.  

1. Environmental constructs  

The physical constructs of light and odor plumes were as follows.  The light was ON or 

OFF and its position (0o-90o either side of the body midline) was user-defined.  Odor was 

not modeled on known plume or fluid dynamics.  The odor plume had an arbitrary 

concentration at a user-defined position (0o-90o either side of the body midline). The 

odors concentration at any other positions was proportional to the inverse square of the 

strength at its starting point.  The odor components decayed over time at an arbitrarily set 

rate (1.1-t). 

2. The Eye    

The two models presented did not include specific sensory calculations regarding 

components of the eye. For example, how the receptors in the eye detected visual stimuli 

and relayed positional information via such mechanisms as retinotopic matching was not 

considered.  If light was presented, 0o-90o from the body midline within the right 

hemifield, a single unit from a sensor subdivided into eighteen 5-degree units, comprising 
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the 90-degree field, always detected the visual information regarding ON/OFF and 

position and relayed that to the model circuits.   

3. The Antenna  

The two models did not include components that modeled biologically observed antennal 

movements.  Specifics about positional information provided via proprioceptive/motor 

feedback and how that was integrated with detected olfactory stimuli were not 

considered. In both models, an antenna was located in the right hemifield, with a single 

odor concentration detector, that moved randomly within a 90-degree space.    If an odor 

stimulus was presented, between 0o-90o in the right hemifield and the antenna was in the 

vicinity, a single unit from a sensor subdivided into eighteen 5o units, comprising the 90o 

field, relayed the olfactory information regarding position and concentration.  Once an 

odor was detected, the antenna switched from random movement to directed movements 

towards higher odor concentrations.  The second model also included a second antenna 

that operated in the same fashion.  

Model A 

1. Components  

The first model investigated the integration of unilateral olfactory input to a single 

antenna and unilateral visual input to the eye in the same hemifield during the 

conditioning of a restrained cockroach. The first model was composed of five 

components:  1) an olfactory array composed of eighteen units each of which 

corresponded to 5o increments, from 0o to 90o, and reflected olfactory space in the right 

hemifield; 2) a visual array composed of eighteen units each of which corresponded to 5o 
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increments, from 0o to 90o, and reflected visual space in the right hemifield; 3) a 

modifiable non-functional/functional unit, which changed from non-functional (unable to 

relay signals) to functional (able to relay signals) when sufficiently excited; 4) a visual-

olfactory coincidence detector composed of eighteen units each of which corresponded to 

5o increments, from 0o to 90o, and reflected the summed activity of the olfactory array 

and visual array;  5) an APR unit that generated directed antennal movements (Figure 

8.1).   

2. Connections, integrations, and associations  

During the presentation of the odor, the antenna, as described above, detected the 

olfactory input and the information received was relayed to an 18x1 array: the olfactory 

array (Figure 8.1 array O).  Each unit of the olfactory array recorded the level of 

excitation provided by the olfactory input at a given antennal position.  In order for a unit 

of the olfactory array to record the relayed information, the odor that the antenna detected 

must be at a specific concentration, which was arbitrarily set to occur when the antenna 

was within 15o of the odor source. Due to the movement of the antenna, the concentration 

threshold could potentially be reached in different units of the olfactory array; therefore, 

not always the same olfactory array was excited during odor detection.  The olfactory 

array was directly connected to the APR unit (Figure 8.1 magenta box), therefore, if any 

unit of the 18x1 olfactory array was excited an APR was elicited.  During the 

presentation of a light cue, the eye detected the visual input and the information that the 

eye received was relayed to a separate 18x1 array: the visual array (Figure 8.1 array V).  

Each unit visual array recorded the level of excitation due to visual input at a given 
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position in the environment.  Excitation of a unit in the visual array only required that a 

light be present in the environment.  When the light cue was present at a specific position 

the same unit was always excited.  The visual array was connected to the APR unit 

through a modifiable functional/non-functional unit (Figure 8.1 green box).  As a 

consequence, if any unit of the 18x1 visual array was excited and the modifiable unit was 

non-functional, an APR was not elicited; however, if the non-functional unit was changed 

to a functional unit, then if any unit of the 18x1 visual array was excited, an APR was 

elicited.  The non-functional unit was modified to a functional unit through the 

summation of visual and olfactory coincidence (Figure 8.1 array C).  When both a light 

and an odor cue were presented, both the olfactory array and the visual array received 

excitation.  When spatially corresponding units in the olfactory array and the visual array 

received excitation coincidence was computed.  Each detected visual-olfactory 

coincidence excited the modifiable non-functional unit to a specific degree; once the unit 

was sufficiently excited it is changed to a functional unit.   

3. Simulation and results  

The modeled events were dynamic and calculated six times per second during simulated 

events.  The modifiable non-functional/functional unit retained its changed value 

throughout the simulation; its modification indicated an established association. The 

other units only functioned to detect and integrate sensory information during each 

calculated cycle of the model and at the beginning of each calculated cycle these units 

were not excited and retained no excitation from the previous cycle.  This model was 

used during a simulated associative learning sessions to examine unilateral sensory 
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integration.  After simulating associative training the APR could be elicited by the light 

cue presented at any given position. 

Model B 

1. Components  

The second model investigated the integration of bilateral olfactory input to both 

antennae and unilateral visual input to one eye during conditioning a restrained 

cockroach.  The model was composed of eight components: 1, 2) olfactory arrays: one 

representing the right hemifield, that the other representing the left hemifield, both of 

which were composed of eighteen units, as in Model A, corresponding to their respective 

olfactory space; 3) an olfactory integration array composed of three hundred and twenty-

four units that correspond to the 18x18 summed 2-D activity of the two olfactory arrays; 

4) a visual array, same as the one described in Model A; 5) a spatial inhibitory unit that 

received the extracted olfactory cue position from the olfactory integration array; 6) a 

modifiable non-functional/functional unit, same as the one described in Model A; 7) a 

visual-olfactory coincidence detector, same as the one described in Model A; 8) an APR 

unit, same as the one described in Model A (Figure 8.2).  

2. Connections, integrations and associations  

The eye detected the presentation of the light cue and visual information that the eye 

received was relayed to an 18x1 visual array (Figure 8.2 array V), as described for Model 

A.  The visual array was connected to the APR unit (Figure 8.2 magenta box) by a 

modifiable non-functional unit (Figure 8.2 green box).  The non-functional unit was 

modified to a functional unit through the summation of visual and olfactory coincidence 
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(Figure 8.2 array C), as described in Model A. The antenna in the hemifield that was 

presented an odor cue relayed the olfactory information to an 18x1 olfactory array, the 

first olfactory array (Figure 8.2 array O1); same as described for Model A.  The antenna 

opposite to the hemifield that the odor cue was presented relayed the olfactory 

information to a second 18x1 olfactory array (Figure 8.2 array O2).  Similarly, each unit 

of the second 18x1 olfactory array corresponded to the level of excitation due to olfactory 

input at a given antennal position.  Both olfactory arrays were connected to the APR unit 

and could elicit an APR.  The olfactory arrays were also connected to each other by an 

18x18 olfactory integration array (Figure 8.2 array O 2-D).  The first and second 18x1 

olfactory arrays relayed the information about their position and excitation into the 18x18 

olfactory integration array.  Once the olfactory integration array was excited it created a 

two-dimensional representation of space derived from the odor cue.  The olfactory 

integration array relayed an input, via the spatial inhibitory unit (Figure 8.2 red box), onto 

the connection between the visual array and the non-functional unit.  The olfactory 

integration array, once excited, could inhibit, through the spatial inhibitory unit, any 

output from the visual array that did not correspond to the two-dimensional stored 

representation of space.  

3. Simulation and results  

The modeled events were dynamic and calculated six times per second during simulated 

events.  The modifiable non-functional/functional unit and the olfactory integration array 

retained their changed values throughout the simulation; their modification indicated an 

established association and the odor cue’s spatial location, respectively. The other units 
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only functioned to detect and integrate sensory information during each calculated cycle 

of the model and at the beginning of each calculated cycle these units were not excited 

retained no excitation from the previous cycle.  This model was used during a simulated 

associative learning session to examine bilateral sensory integration.  After the learning 

was simulated, the APR could be elicited by the trained light cue alone.  This APR was 

elicited only by a light cue that was presented in a defined region of space. 

 

Discussion 

Results of these model simulations led to the formation of two hypotheses regarding 

olfactory input and the learned APR.  The first hypothesis, derived from the simulation 

results of Model A, suggested that a generalized visual-olfactory association, in which 

APRs were elicited by a light cue presented anywhere in the field of vision, resulted 

when only one antenna was allowed to receive olfactory input during conditioning (see 

Chapters 5, 6, and 7).  The second hypothesis, derived from simulation of Model B, 

suggested that a spatially localized visual-olfactory association, in which APRs are 

elicited to a light cue presented at the position where the cue was learned, results when 

both antennae are allowed to receive olfactory input (see Chapters 4 and 5). These 

models lead to the design of specific experiments, the design and outcome of which are 

described in the preceding chapters (Chapters 5, 6, and 7).  APRs in the biological 

cockroach were subsequently analyzed using the two hypotheses derived from the 

models.  Both variations of the acquired APRs were, in fact, observed behaviorally just as 

the models predicted (Chapter 5).  
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 These simulated mechanisms of sensory detection, integration, and association 

were based solely on behavioral observations. The underlying sensory interactions were 

purely theoretical.  It was, and still is interesting to consider under what conditions there 

would be a selective advantage for a cockroach to use a specific versus a general learning 

mechanism to adapt to its environment.  Potentially, the cockroach could expend much 

metabolic energy exploring “dead end” stimuli it (erroneously) perceived to be 

behaviorally relevant. 
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Figure 8.1 

Model A: Sensory integration and association of a visual cue with unilateral olfactory 

input.  Model is composed of an olfactory array (O), a visual array, (V), a coincident 

detector (C), a non-functional/functional unit (green box), and an APR unit (magenta 

box).  The shaded yellow units of the olfactory array represent excitation due to odor cue; 

variation in shading degree represent level of excitation correlated with odor 

concentration detected at that position.  The blue shaded unit of the visual array 

represents excitation due to visual cue.  The olfactory array and visual array are 

represented in the coincidence detector.  The green shaded units of the coincidence 

detector represent spatial and temporal coincidences of an olfactory cue and a visual cue.  

Each coincidence detected modifies the non-functional unit; if enough coincidences are 

detected the non-functional unit is modified to a functional unit.  Once the non-functional 

unit is made functional, a visual cue alone activates the APR unit.  The figure represents 

the summed activity over multiple calculated cycles in which a visual cue is coincident to 

an olfactory cue. 
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FIGURE 8.1 
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Figure 8.2 

Model B: Sensory integration and association of a visual cue with bilateral olfactory 

input.  Model is composed of two olfactory arrays (O1 and O2), an olfactory integration 

array (O 2-D), a visual array, (V), a coincident detector (C), a spatial inhibitor unit (red 

box), a non-functional/functional unit (green box), and an APR unit (magenta box).  The 

shaded yellow units of the olfactory array represent excitation due to odor cue; variation 

in shading degree represent level of excitation correlated with odor concentration 

detected at that position. The olfactory integration array integrates the excitation of the 

two olfactory arrays resulting in a two-dimensional representation of space.  This 

representation of space in the olfactory array provides the location of the odor cue 

relative to the antenna.  The blue shaded unit of the visual array represents excitation due 

to visual cue.  The olfactory array and visual array are represented in the coincidence 

detector.  The green shaded units of the coincidence detector represent spatial and 

temporal coincidences of an olfactory cue and a visual cue.  Each coincidence detected 

modifies the non-functional unit; if enough coincidences are detected the non-functional 

unit is modified to a functional unit. Once the non-functional unit is made functional, a 

visual cue alone activates the APR unit only if its position corresponds to the space 

represented in the olfactory integration array. The figure represents the summed activity 

over multiple calculated cycles in which a visual cue is coincident to an olfactory cue and 

bilateral olfactory input is integrated. 
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FIGURE 8.2 
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CHAPTER NINE 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

Overview 

With the exception of a handful of recent studies (Mizunami et al, 1998b; Watanabe et 

al., 2003; Sato et al., 2006), previous work on learning and memory in the cockroach was 

limited to often poorly controlled experiments, conducted at a time when the study of 

learning was in its infancy and involved scientists from many different disciplines using a 

wide variety of species (Huber et al. 1990). The research presented here has established 

novel behavioral paradigms for studying learning and memory in the cockroach.  Crucial 

to the successful development of these paradgims has been the use of the insect’s natural 

foraging behavior.  A cockroach uses its antennae to assess the olfactory milieu and 

provide the brain with data for locating the source of an odor.  When elicited by a 

localized odor source, exploratory antennation, which has been termed the antennal 

projection response (APR; Chapter 2; Lent and Kwon, 2004), conveys to the 

experimenter information about the attractiveness of an odor or, when the odor has been 

paired with another stimulus, conveys to the experimenter when a conditioned response 

has occurred.  Such modifiable behaviors can be obtained from restrained cockroaches 

and have been shown to be subject to both classical conditioning and spatial learning.  

These paradigms have now been employed to analyze concomitant morphological 

changes and gene regulation in circumscribed brain areas. 

 

Summary of research 
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1. Classical conditioning of the APR 

An APR is defined as a directed movement towards the location of specific stimulus, 

such as an odor, that is then followed by the local sampling movements of the antenna in 

the vicinity of the location to which the antenna extended.  An APR differs from baseline 

movements or random movements. Baseline movements of the antenna are small 

deflections of the antenna that do not involve a defined movement towards a stimulus and 

these baseline movements signal a non-aroused behavioral state.  Comparisons of an 

APR to baseline movements provide a basis for quantifying changes in the behavioral 

state of the cockroach.   

Experiments presented here demonstrate that the APR towards an olfactory source 

can be classically conditioned in the restrained cockroach.  The classical conditioning of 

APRs towards a neutral green light cue (conditioned stimulus: CS) coupled with an odor 

source (unconditioned stimulus: US) results in modification of the behavior. Classical 

conditioning results in an APR towards the green light, mimicking the response towards 

an odor source.  Before training, the green light cue alone does not elicit an APR.  An 

APR is elicited by the green light cue only after pairing it with the odor cue.  The 

acquired APR to the green light cue persists for up to 72 hours, denoting long-term 

memory (Chapter 2; Lent and Kwon, 2004).  This demonstrates that the APR provides a 

motor action that “tells” the experimenter that the visual system has recognized the 

location of the visual stimulus. This use of this paradigm has provided the first study to 

show a plastic behavior driven in an intact and immobilized cockroach and demonstrates 
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that the APR can be precisely quantified to demonstrate associative learning of paired 

stimuli. 

2. Spatial learning 

The APR towards an olfactory stimulus can be classically conditioned and can be used 

for studying spatial context in learning and memory.  Spatial learning is examined in 

restrained cockroaches by classically conditioning APRs towards a visual cue coupled 

with an odor source in the presence of a second reference visual cue.  The spatial learning 

abilities are tested in restrained cockroaches by observing APRs towards the positions of 

a learned visual cue perceived monocularly by one eye in the context of a second 

stimulus provided to the contralateral eye. Memory of the position of the conditioning 

stimulus relative to the contralateral reference stimulus is examined by altering the 

relative positions of the two stimuli.  Memory of the conditioning stimulus is retained 

only if the angle between the conditioning stimulus and the contralateral reference 

stimulus is maintained. The results show that during learning the cockroach recognizes 

spatial relationships, or positional relationships, between the conditioning stimulus and 

the contralateral reference stimulus (Chapter 4; Kwon et al., 2004). 

  A different spatial representation, underlying classical conditioning of the APR 

towards a visual cue coupled with an olfactory cue, is revealed in restrained cockroaches.  

The memory for this spatial context is examined by monitoring APRs after altering the 

position of the learned visual cue.  Memory for the visual cue is confined to a limited 

region; the area in which the visual cue is learned.  The memory of the visual cue is 

retained relative to the olfactory gradient that is provided by the odor source.  The spatial 
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information is stored as an olfactory gradient map.  This olfactory gradient map is created 

through the integration of olfactory information acquired by both antennae during the 

sampling of an odor plume (Chapter 5). 

When APRs are classical conditioned towards a visual cue that is coupled with an 

odor source in the presence of a second reference visual cue, the cockroach demonstrates 

retention of both spatial contexts.  When both representations of space can be utilized by 

the cockroach to localize a learned cue, the positional visual cue is the one that 

determines the behavioral response (Chapter 5). These experiments show that the 

restrained cockroaches are amendable to spatial learning. 

3. Non-restricted versus restricted conditioning 

Two paradigms are described that examine the effect of manipulating the acquisition of 

olfactory information on the learned APR. These paradigms reveal that the sensory 

conditions under which cockroaches are classically conditioned influence the nature of 

the resulting memory.  The first paradigm examines classical conditioning with non-

restricted sensory input.  This paradigm utilizes a restrained cockroach that is freely 

permitted to sample olfactory and visual information.  Cockroaches that are classically 

conditioned with non-restricted sensory input demonstrate an acquired APR to a green 

light cue that persists for up to 72 hours, indicative of long-term memory.  When 

cockroaches are trained using this paradigm, APRs are only elicited from the hemifield in 

which the cockroach received the paired stimuli. Additionally, the acquired APR to the 

visual cue is exhibited only if the visual cue does not deviate drastically from the learned 

position (Chapter 2; Chapter 5).   
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The second paradigm examines classical conditioning with restricted sensory 

input.  This paradigm involves conditioning APRs in a restrained cockroach that has 

sensory input restricted unilaterally to one eye and the corresponding antenna while 

denying the contralateral antenna and eye sensory input (Chapter 5; Chapter 7; Pinter et 

al., 2005). Cockroaches that are classically conditioned with restricted sensory input 

demonstrate acquired APRs to a green light cue that persists for up to 20 hours, but at 24 

hours there is no significant difference from an untrained cockroach.  When cockroaches 

are trained using this paradigm, APRs are elicited in either hemifield; the elicited APR to 

the visual cue is not dependent on the location at which the visual cue is learned. 

Comparing these two paradigms reveals the degree of olfactory input that is 

necessary and sufficient for learning and retention of a visual-olfactory association in the 

cockroach.  Unilateral olfactory input is sufficient for an association to be established 

between an olfactory cue and a visual cue.  Unilateral olfactory input is also sufficient to 

retain this association for up to 20 hours.  But bilateral olfactory input is necessary for 

memory beyond 20 hours; this indicates that bilateral olfactory input is necessary for 

consolidation of an association from short-term/intermediate-term memory to long-term 

memory (Chapter 6; Chapter 7; Pinter et al., 2005). This is a completely new category of 

memory retention that is distinct from any of the other described phases of memory: 

namely, short term, intermediate term, anesthesia resistant, and long term (see review 

Margulies et al., 2005). 

4. The split-brain paradigm 
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The cockroach’s robust nature has been exploited to design a unique and powerful 

experimental tool: the split-brain cockroach.  The split-brain cockroach is unique in that it 

avoids individual variation when comparing possible changes that occur in the brain 

before and after learning and with the establishment of a specific memory phase. The 

paradigm provides a near perfect control and experimental test system in that a single 

cockroach serves as both. 

 Utilizing classical conditioning with non-restricted sensory input, the APR is 

examined in split-brain cockroaches. When split-brain cockroaches are trained using this 

paradigm, the acquired APR to the green light cue persists between 12 and 24 hours. 

Additionally, an APR can be elicited towards a green light cue presented at any location 

in the hemifield in which the cockroach received the paired visual and olfactory 

information.  Presentation of a green light cue in the hemifield opposite to the one that 

received the paired visual and olfactory information does not result in an APR.  This 

effectively creates a trained half and a naïve half that are behaviorally distinct (Chapter 

6). 

 The split-brain paradigm has the potential of providing insights into what parts of 

the brain are necessary and sufficient for learning and retention of a visual-olfactory 

association.  At present, we know that half of a brain is sufficient for an association to be 

established between an olfactory cue and a visual cue; it is also sufficient for the retention 

of the association between 12 and 24 hours.  The entire brain is necessary for long-term 

memory to be established. 

5. Association-induced alterations in the mushroom bodies 
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After conditioning the APR of split-brain cockroaches, the trained half and the naïve half 

can be compared employing an antibody specific to phosphorylated neuronal calmodulin 

kinase (PCamK), a protein associated with memory acquisition in mice and Drosophila 

(Silva et al., 1992; Griffith et al, 1993). Comparisons of the trained half to the naïve half 

reveal sites at which there are increased levels of autophosphorylated CamK as a 

consequence of sensory association.   The sites that reveal differences have thus far been 

identified in the mushroom body of the trained hemisphere.  Differences relate to an 

increase in size of microglomeruli, which are synaptic complexes within the calyces.  The 

differences in microglomerular size suggest either an upregulation or mobilization of 

CamK to these synaptic sites.  Differences also correspond to increases in constitutively 

active CamK in neurite bundles of Kenyon cells that supply dendritic spines to 

microglomeruli (Chapter 6). 

 These morphological changes are thought to be only transient.  The reasoning for 

this is because sampled individuals, who are exposed to sensory associations on a day-by-

day basis, do not typically have enlarged microglomeruli.  How these alterations translate 

to short-term/intermediate term memory is unknown, however it is known that 

microglomeruli are characteristically sensitive to other parametric conditions (Groh et al., 

2006).  The present observations are the first to have identified association-induced 

alterations in test tissue versus control tissue provided by the same animal. This 

experiment demonstrates that the split-brain paradigm may have an unprecedented 

advantage in studies that attempt to identify molecular and physiological changes in 

circumscribed brain regions during learning and memory formation.    
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6. Differential gene expression 

Comparisons of classically conditioned APRs between animals subjected to non-

restricted input and those subjected to restricted input identify a critical time period, 

during which memory for a visual-olfactory association is consolidated.  These 

comparisons identify the critical time period as being between 20 and 24 hours after 

training.  At this time short-term/intermediate-term memory is behaviorally separable 

from long-term memory.  This time period has been used to identify simultaneous up- 

and down-regulated gene transcripts during memory consolidation.  Using subtractive 

hybridization, transcripts that are either overexpressed or suppressed in the brain of the 

cockroach during memory consolidation are identified.  These screens identified 

neurobiologically relevant as well as novel genes at the consolidation phase of memory.  

The differential expression is confirmed in four up-regulated genes and 2 down-regulated 

genes using real-time RT-PCR (Chapter 7; Pinter et al., 2005).  The specific role and 

localization of the differentially expressed genes during memory consolidation is 

unknown.  Interestingly, among the genes overexpressed are mitochondria genes, 

possibly suggesting that these genes are expressed distant from the neuron’s nucleus at 

synaptic sites undergoing reorganization within the relevant association circuits. .   

 

Some future directions 

The results presented here examine the sensory modalities of olfaction and vision and the 

integration of these modalities in associative and spatial learning and memory.  While 

olfaction is integrally linked to the APR, vision is not.  Paradigms that utilize the APR 
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with a sensory modality other than vision can, in principle, be developed to study 

learning and memory. The described split-brain cockroach preparation offers a unique 

and unprecedented advantage in that it permits a single animal to serve as both control 

and test subject.  Future studies can utilize the split-brain preparation to compare 

molecular differences and physiological difference in the absence of individual variation. 

Molecular studies identified genes that are differentially expressed in the cockroach 

during the consolidation of a visual-olfactory association. The identification of these 

genes allows for analyses aimed at identifying neuronal circuits in which differential gene 

expression occurs during memory consolidation.   

 An interesting question not addressed here is whether measuring APRs can be 

done with freely moving cockroaches, which antennate vigorously most of the time. 

However, there are a number of automated motion analysis programs that allow for the 

quantification of several different parameters, such as body orientation and leg 

movements. These should be adaptable for studying learning-associated differences of 

antennal movements of free running animals. Natural behaviors in cockroaches likely 

require learning associations across multiple modalities in an environment enriched with 

visual, olfactory, and auditory spatial cues.  The inclusion of freely moving behaviors, as 

a complementary approach, to these studies of associative and spatial learning and 

memory in the cockroach will provide much needed insight into the flexibility of the 

APR to a natural context. 
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